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Charles W.
Mattek.s.
Dr.
of tlie marine hospital services,
i'rd at Portland, who has been sum<1 tu Washington by the authorities
iiisultation as to precautions to be
against the introduction of cholera
Maine and other New England States
-peaking of his past experience with
-case, that the temperature of New
ml would he no protection against it.
may break out in any part of the
Mates where persons in the infeet..-tricis go.The locked-out granite
i-ot Vinalhaven have formed a combe association and will run quarries
cir own.John 11. McGraw, the
Mican candidate fur Governor of
ington. is a native of .Maine and was
n
Danforth, Washington county. in
lie went West in 1m'> and settled
.utie. where he served as chief of
and sheriff, was admitted to the
•aid became a bank president. ...Pat
'nave been granted to Morton W.
electric door
ul Watervillc. f u
barb's W. Waldron, of 1 ••wUton.
Went.won.ii. ol Hope.
: Richard A.
burnei: Frank <
Weston, of Kanyclomctci_Cp to tills lime 220 le-s
•ations have been received at tlie
pension otticc than bad been reccivt his time last year.
The applicants
iateai'1 reached bigli water mark in
Since Caen. owing to the passage
ngress of the de]>endent pension Dill
extended the bounty of the general
umeiu to a large additional number
nsioiiei's. t ere lias been a material
Tlie sum of "lM,001.) Wa- ,i'p•
g- off.
,Mated by the State for pensions for
Purwo years 18'.»o anti 'ol. but Mr.
_•at thinks that sjo.ooo will answ. r foi
much
cover as
\l two years and
111i as the preceeding appropriation...
Maine Central Railroad announces its
i.ii harvest excursion to \r*mistook
Tlie excursion will be over the
ar trains at less than half fare on
11, 12. 1:,, and good to return until
Mh. Fare from all stations between
and and Augusta and inclusive ot
ista. SS.JO to Presque Isle, >7.00 to
on. At a party at Oakland PavilThomas
in Rockland. Thursday,
ml twice stabbed his wife with a
He has been
She will recover.
of
Howes,
ed and held.Fred
•whegan, who last April deserted bis
child and a good home, lias returned.
The Phair Hotel, Presque Isle, was
"Ved by lire Saturday. Thu cause is
.Mown.
It is quite a loss as the hotel
cry popular with the traveling public.
was an insurance ol Sl,."AH) on the
m: ure and
>4,*>00 on the house.
iinj>rovements are being made to the
lings of the Maine Wesleyan Female
age at Kent's Hill.Three ladies
out boating Friday, with a guide, on
1. y jiond.
The water was rough and
ke over the boat a little when the
The boat eapsprang to one side.
and one lady. Miss Thomas. ol
•a timoi-e. lb
was
drowned. Ti e
years old,
The body
saved the other ladies.
'H
overed.. The Advent canijnneeting
akeside. Winthro]>, opened Saturday.
i- a good attendance and promising
-ok. riii.s is one of the most important
interesting' gatherings of tlie denomim of Maine meetings, which continue
week.
They will he addressed by
Hu nt, able clergymen from different
ais ol the State.The sudden death
elateCapt. Henry J. Sleeper leaves
hoard of
am v in the Knox County
v
commissioners which will have to
led by an appointment from the govriunnas s. Rowdcm of Washington.
x
W. Jones, of Cnion. are mentioned
Mr. Uowden was
iobable successors.
audidate for county commissioner to

In 1>kii;f.
According to the official
cholera report issued in Hamburg there is
a remarkable
falling oil' both in the num

Knox County Republicans.
TWO OF THEM

ber of new cases and deaths.
This bears
out the prediction made
by Prof. Koch,
that the disease would
disappear as rapidly as it appeared.George Win. Curtis,
the well known author and
journalist,
died Aug. JOtli, at his residence at West
Brighton. S. 1. Last July Mr. Curtis’
illness assumed a serious form.
He had
not been well since the middle of
June,
but lie continued to do his regular work
until after the Fourth of July.
Just before the Fourth a change for the worse
took place and the physicians did not
agree as to the nature of the disease.
The President has issued a circular ordering that while cholera rages abroad all
vessels from foreign ports lie detained at

TY,

■

.1
A.
Sylvester at Hie recent
liiit an county convention, ami may
.*• the
appointment on this account.
;
nple of I ninn. on the othei hand,
that their t.own should he represenThe
ieeeased having resided there.
i-ired term is four years.The
nt of ice in store in the houses along
Kennebec River is the smallest for
e
years at this time of the shipping
'■Mi. although prices continue at a coin11'lively low figure. The quantity on
is estimated at 180,000 tons— A Rath
who recently returned from the KeeInstitute entirely cured of the use "f
He
is enthusiastic over the cure.
•vs it is the best
tiling ever invented, and
1 a
earnest advocate for the system.
B. boring, the Rockland boatbuilder,
built forty-two boats since the first of
He is finishing up a 11 foot
nary last.
'■at for
Capt. .Samuel Watts, and lias a
‘‘-foot boat ready to ship for the steamSl
li"oner Walker Armington.A successrace meet of the Maine Division,
'ague of American Wheelmen, was held
Riddeford and Saco Monday. The one
a
state championship safety was won
Time 2.50> b. (J. Gilson, of Portland.
Quarter mile safety, Hying start, was
Time
u,,n by E. G. Scully, of Portland.
1-4 seconds.
One mile safety, 3.03
ils*. won under protest byE. G. Scully,
,f Portland.
Time, 2.59 3-4. Two mile
■•ni race was won
by the York county
wheelmen by 54 points. Saco Cycle club
points, Lewiston and Auburn Wheel
r’ub 3*1 points.
«
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half mile track.
the world’s record
The weather was unfavorable for extreme
speed, and Nelson started the stallion for a
fast mile, hut not to beat the record. But
lie did heat it under all the unfavorable conditions existing, which makes it, indeed, a
wonderful performance. He made the quarter in 35 1-4: the half in 1.08 1-4; the threequarters :u 1.40, and the mile in 2.18 8-4.
Thursday’s races were interesting and well
contested.
Miss Myrtie Peek drove Silver
Tail with a running mate in 2.10. The stallion Nelson was shown oil the track hut did
not. trot,
in the 2.45 ehfks, a Bangor horse,
( uiikiiug, took first, and the eh g Dixmont,
owned by G. F. Haley, Searsnnmt, second

sketches:

Best time, 2.30,
Lawn stables,

money

time,
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Charles E. Meservey was horn in Appleton, March Jo, 1X5(1. Educated in town
schools and High School at Montville. Entered Waterville Classical Institute at the
age of 17 and graduated in 1X77.
In Sept, he
entered Colhy University and graduated in
the class of ’XI.
After his graduation, lie studied law in
the office of AV. H. Fogler, at Belfast, remaining till May, 18X4, when he came to
Rockland and entered the office of Rice &
Hall, and completed his legal studies. He
was admitted to the
Knox county liar in
September 1X84. Air. Aleservey is now in
partnership with B. K. Kalloch.
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Brigadier.

Capt. Farwell was married in 1 .ST11 to Miss
Addle E. Gregory, of Book land.

race.

Silver Street, SilWaterville, took first
class, the Bangor horse

!

Liberty.

Lineolnville.
Monroe.
Montville.
Morrill.

Northport.

Palermo.
Searsmont.

Prospect.
Searsport.

Stoekt< >n.
Swanville.
Thorndike.
Trov.

THE NEW

unpromising

state

1

made h\ Attnrnex Jennings for the defence
ami District Attorney
Kmm itm.
for the I
prose. Hi ion.
J udge Blaisdeh sind that -\ mpal lt\ slum hi
lie laid aside, am; that duly, stern duty
reunites, upon this evidence .nit one thing to
he dmie.
Supposing ;t man had been >u i! in
Mrs.
the chamber ot
Jiorden, the guest
ALRKRT JT. NEW HE I IT.
eliamher
death, ami that iie was in the
father when death came: suproom of tin
K HIM' HI jIC.V N NoMf.N'KK lol< SKNATOlt.
pose the man should tell many different
AHu-rt 1!. Ni wlirrl was burn in Rclinont,
stories as Lizzie has dole-, the way would
\N :»I< 1 <> ('o., Maine. Hoc
he plain.
I find that she is probably guilt;.
lSf»o, ainl lived
there
until tin* spring of
the «mnt\
at wlii< li time
She was ordered r* maltded
in- renewed to Heifast, which
at
the
November
for
trial
at
Taunton
place In made
jail
term.
All witnesses were ordered to recog- his residence until tin- fail >f lSii.S, when In*
ame to Applet* m where he 1 as since resided.
nize for the November term of court
Mr. Ncwberr was married in 1S71 to Miss
Ella Sullivan, of Appleton, and they have
t
wi‘
children
Hie Kail* at Lewiston.
Alon/.o M. and Walter E.
Mr. X ewhert held tin* position of
postmaster under the administrations of Hayes ami
The State Fail at Lewist-oi. opened Tuesday with a good attendance and bright pros- Harrison, resigning his commission Julv 1,
pects.
Young Pilot won :n the '.-minute 1 St t‘J.
In the iall ni lSSti, Mr. Ncwbert. was nomclass; best time, 2..'*1 1-2. Frenchman won
inated and elected for representative to the
in the 2..14 class, in three straight heats,
MrWilkesmont second: best, time 2.2,1.
legislature by the Republicans from the class
Kusiek w on tlu*stallion race in three straight
composed of Hope, Appleton and Washingbeats, and the race for foals of 18P1 was won ton
11\ Naila, from The Colt Farm, Auburn,
( Jen. < >. Bailey is superintendent of halls,
Rockland’s
Electric
Railroad.
with J. \V. Knowltou and Jf. E. Ellis, all
of Belfast, as assistants.
Rockland, Sept. 1 The Augusta directors of the new Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Electric Railroad were here at the diMaine’s Response to Cleveland.
rectors' meeting to-day. The road between
Up in Maine the Republicans are entering Rockland, Rockport and Camden was inThe Demo- spected and found thoroughly satisfactory
into the campaign spiritedly.
after a month's usage.
crats do not seem to regard Maine, as good
Over 140,UdOpassengers were carried in the
ground lor missionary work. The sad attempt, last spring to revolutionize Rhode | first month. The directors decided upon a
of
the
them
to
rest
Island has caused
e.ve
j number of improvements. The. reservoir
hope upon the lain! of the sunset. Maine’s at Glen Cove will he enlarged.
They will contract immediately for a
response next month will convey to Cleveland and his followers assurances that the heavy electric locomotive to use in the
and
national
and baggage service. It was decidof
freight
progress
protection,
party
integrity is still invincible,, f John A. Cock- ed to indefinitely postpone the extending of
Herald.
York
the
track
to Thomaston.
New
erill in the
■

j

A

Straight

Tip.

The only way for Republicans to vote.
Portland, Sept. o. Hon. Nathan Cleaves
died to-day of Bright’s disease. He was a under the Australian system, and vote to
Hon.
his
with
brother,
law partner
Henry | their satisfaction, is to vote the straight
B. Cleaves, the Republican candidate for 1 ticket. All that is necessary to do, in order
Governor. The deceased has been city so- | to so vote, is to make a X at the left of the
licitor, judge of probate and surveyor «>f the [ word Republican on the ticket. This is
port. He ran for Congress as a Democrat sure to be counted and counted for all the
He was a law- nominees. This is the ticket to vote.
vs. Hon. T. B. Reed in 1884.
[KenI
nebec Journal.
yer of eminence and highly respected.

1,050 00
750 12
4,729 82
1,811 02
024 22

828,292 87

of

until IX!

State

1,741 22

taxation

10, when it

was

gradually dropped
hut 2 1-4 mills

tlm

on

the

dollar. In 1890 the legislature was so economical that iT made the rate too low and
there was a deficit, and the following year
it

again placed at 2 X-4 mills, where it
should lan e been kept. This is not all.
In
IX!to large appropriations for the State House
extension and Insane Asylum,
amounting
to >X()0,()<)(), had to be made.
Another matwas

should betaken into account-. The Grand
Trunk railwa\ refused in 1X91 to pay its
State tax of about >200,000, which sum lias
been recovered.
ter

Now
money

let
was

much of the State
returned to the several towns in

us

see

how

Waldo county for the support of common
schools (known as the mill tax) for the years
1XX2 and 1X92—the last Democratic and last

Republican administ rations:
1882.
Democratic.
Belfast.
"2,204 OX
Belmont.
299 X4
Brooks.
450 01
Burnham.
575 00
Fran k fort.
>:> 00
Freedom.
8X0X7
lslesboro.
020 75
Jackson.
X54 49
Knox.
4X2 11
52X07
Liberty.
Lineolnville.
9X9 10
Monroe..
0X9 00
Montville..
7X7X4
..

Palermo.
Searsmont.

of

480 07
2,517 50
878 55
40!* 77

1,202 02
1,190 15

270 95*
7X
014 45
708 98
4017',
1,019 87
075 !Hj
4<K) lx
882 45
520 22
520 7!'
444 81
1,250 90

Northport.590

weather.

F.m.i. Kivi-.k, Mass., Sept. 1.
In tin* Borden hearing tn-da.v the arguments were!

1,840 05
1 ,X99 05
1,085 07
550 83
885 52
1,150 15

T< >tal.>48.185 88

t.

the,

standing the

025 XX
740 04
1,070 78
1 ,< >20 42
1,014 21
881 54
051 50
577 08
1,010 24

1,701 78

rate

last regular meeting <>1 Hillside
(Jrange, East Thorndike, alter a short, ses•sion, the (Jrange held a harvest feast, which
witli the program which followed, were conducted in true Grange style. Two members
of Seven Star Grange, Troy, were
present,
and both made happy ami appropriate remarks. The attendance was large, notwitli-

49208

002 04

M«»rrill.

At

718 79
985 89
1,19X07

It will be seen that after Plaisted was
succeeded by a Republican Governor the

“Maine Jersey," “Dingo" and “Newport,''
all now upon Lie mark* t ami all meeting
with a flattering reception from consumers.

Searsport.

Stockton.
Swanville.
Thorndike..
Tro\.
l

»‘it\

Waldo.

Winterport.

"X,2Xi 98

'454

T< ita 1.>15,52<) 17

O'.l

502 75
0!KJ 40
six •_><
X52 15
XOO 9X
XXX 20
40104
509 93
] .000 85
0X5 77
11X5 77
d!'72
4X1 X9
084 81
7.x» 77
1; 1:> <15
1.182 91
7!>2 x»4
.-,t.x 97
444 S2
018 59
002 00
479 58
1.420 20

>19,491

Mr.

Oscar Dilworth, who has been at work
in Waltham, Mass., arrived in Belfast Sat-

day

urday.

Hall,

Mr. ami Mrs. Duncan McAndlass left Tuesfor their new home in Massachusetts.

Mr. George O. Bailey, Superintendent of
is at the Maine State Fair grounds,
Lewiston.

J osepli Banks and Mr. Nathaniel SimPoor's .Mills, went to Yinalhaven

Mr. aiul Mrs. John T. Macdonald, who
have spent the summer ai Bel hist, returned
to Boston Monday.

Messrs. Carrol Thompson and Fred FerMonday on their bicycles for

guson left
Lewiston.

Mr. Jeremiah Ulsley, wife and daughter
Nellie, of Portland, are in Belfast visiting

31 r. and Mrs. Charles Bingham, who have
been visiting here, left Friday for their home
in Boston.

Fred S. Walls, of Vinalliaven, was in
last week, looking after school teachers
for his town.
3Ir. Russell 1). Woodman, of Portland,
in Belfast Thursday, and drove to Liberty, his old home.
Hr. Charles P. Bean, Boston, has moved
his office from West Chester Park to 51)0 Trewas

>nt street.

nn

31r. 31. C. Peroival, of Portland, was in
town last week and left Saturday for home.
Mrs. Percival is here.
31 rs. 3Iillie R. Hayes, of Portland, has
been in Belfast some time visiting her father,
3ir. John B. Wadlin.
3Ir. and 31 rs. Sanford Lewis, of Massachuare in Belfast, the guests of 31r. and
31 rs. (ieo. W. Lewis.

setts,

31 isses Fannie Welch, 31 ary Welch, Cora
Pickering and 3Iaud Pickering left Thursday fur Salem, 31ass.

Mr. and 31rs. S. B. Keen, whu have been
visiting in Belfast, left last Saturday for
their h< me in Somerville.
Hon. (u-orge 31. Warren, ol Castiue, was
Be! last Satimlav.
He was returning

in
h<

western

>m«- in an a

trip.
31 r. T. H. Austin, ol Boston, who has been
in Belfast visiting his mother, 31 rs. Austin,
returned home Sunday.
3Iiss S. W. Palmer, of Belfast, was t«*mporarily employed last week as proof reader
in the

Bangor Commercial

Mr. and Mrs. T. W.

relatives and friends.

j

Mrs. Annie Thatcher and son, of Dexter,
spent Sunday in Belfast, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Clias. H. Crosby.
Mr. It. C. Johnson, of New York, is the
guest of his brother,Mr. Edw. Johnson. Mr.
J. drove from Augusta Monday.

Mrs. George A. Gilchrest, of Buck land,
who made her mother, Mrs. Margaret Frost,
a brief visit, returned home Tuesday.
Miss Grace Bobbins, of Boston, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Bobbins arrived Saturday f'-r a brief visit, returning Munlay.

of

Weston Dow,of Council Grove, Kanvisiting Mrs. F. Gilbert, her sister.
Mrs. Dow was formerly Miss Jennh HavMrs.

is

sas,

ener, of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Murray,of Boxbury,
Mass., who have been summering at Islesboro, left Belfast Tuesday for home. Mrs.
Murray is a native of Belfast.
Geo. E.

Brackett,

autumn

session

Templars,

to be

Secretary,

Grand

()hl Orchard Tuesday

to

wa

nt

arrange for the
of the (irand Lodge t Good
to

held there in ().-tuber.

The Journal had a pleasant all Tuesday
from Mr. Boh.-rt Bexdale,ol Portland,
poet
novelist and

spending

newspaper

his vacation

man, w

been

in- has

travelling

witl

Pi'of.

French, who is to give an illustrated lecture
the \Yorhl*s Fair in this city to-morrow

on

evening. Mr. Bexdale will assist in the
tertainment if iie regains his Voire.

en-

Obit nary.

office.

I.othrop,

of

Mrs.

Nickerson Mard-

Nan.

Buffalo,

n.

.-i

Swan-

ville, di.-d Aug. 12th. aged UO years and s
Y.. who have summered in Belfast and j
months.
She was the widow o| Cornelius
Xorthport, left Sunday for home.
Maiden. Twn sons survive lier, Charles C.
31r. Richard Rankin left Monday for BosMan leu. oi Swan vi lie, and Wilson .Maiden, of
ton.
He expects to return later in tin-sea- California. She
lived <ui tlie farm w here she
son to manage a living whist party.
was married for more than Go
Her
years.
X.

Robbins, of Lawrence, arri- ; two sons-in-law, John A Ba\ and L. F.
Belfast Saturday and spent Sunday Simpson, of Dixniont, were pre <-nt at the
here, returning to Boston 31onday.
funeral.
She was a good wife, an excellent m* Tlu-r and an exemplary woman in soMrs. Kate Conant, of Belfast, is visiting at
the resilience of A. L. Simpson, Ksij., on
ciety.
Although an invalid for the past two
Hammond street, during the fair.
[Bangor years of h-r life, her faculties were but iittle

2()

in 1X92 the towns in Waldo county
received >X,! 171.08 more school money than
Thus

cd in

Commercial.

F. S. Walls, Grand Captain General of the
Grand Commandery of Maine K. T., has been
assigned to visit Palestine Commandery, of
Belfast.
3Irs.

H.

A.

Toward

daughter, of
Waterville, were in Belfast last week visitiug 31 rs. Towards mother, Mrs. M. A.
and

Snow.

Hon. N. A. Luce. State, Superintendent >!'
was in Belfast Friday and attended
tin exhibition of the Be. I fast Manual Training School.

Schools,

Mr. \Y. C. Thompson, "1 New York, who
Belfast on a visit, returned last week
from a very successful fishing trip into the
in’* rior of Maine.
is in

Mr. and Mrs. F. H

Beal,ol Augusta,

were

..

President of the U. S. should he elected for
and not be eligible to re-election,
aff. Bro. J. Ellis, neg. Bro, D. O. Bowen; 12,
entertainment by Comet Grange; 13, closing.
A vote of thanks was extended Ritchie
Grange for kindness and courtesies.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Nickerson, of
are at the Crosby Inn.

Mi.

Mr.

in

Mrs. Ellen Black and daughter Alice, of
are in Belfast
visiting friends.

Springfield, Mass.,

<

six years

at

Leslie Smith, of Viimlliaveu, who has
been in town, left for home Sunday.

town

is

Bangor,

Grace

Mr.

Mr

Montana,

of

Flislui Sherman, who has been harborBar Harbor, lias returned home.

Mr.

ing

Massachusetts last week.

went to

Stone,

Mr. .1. A. Snyder, of Boston, returned
home Monday after a brief visit here.

D.

Savage and his daughter

M.

Mrs. diaries JI.
Wording is visiting Prof,
ami Mrs. George Hamlin, at Orono.

Miss Lizzie Howe returned home Sunday
from Worcester, Mass.

Lev. J. A.

George

Belfast visiting liis mother.

a

in Belfast Saturday, having driven across
Waldo County Pomona Grange met with
| the same towns received in 1XX2. This is
Ritchie Grange Sept. <ith.
the country. Mr. Beal was formerly an inThe morning
not all.
In 1X92 six towns in Waldo
count?
surance agent in Belfast.
opened rainy, hut the rain was of short durreceived more money from the State n their
ation and the remainder of the
was
Mr. ,1. S. Paine, wile and daughter, of
day
quite school fund than they
the
State
for
paid
pleasant. IJy noon the hall was well tilled their State tax. Four of the
Boston, stopped at Crosby Inn last week.
six are Demowith the best representatives of Waldo
cratic
towns.
In
1X92
tin*
Democratic’ Mrs. Paine is a daughter of Mrs. L '1'. Cot<
'<unity. Tlie (irange was called to order by town of Belmont, received from the State trell, formerly of this place.
j
Worthy Master Ritchie.
Brother J. (i. >ldd. 12 more than
Mrs. Hannah Tufts, daughter Lottie, and
they paid the State.
Harding gave a very cordial we,Iconic, which Frankfort received >254.12 more than
Miss Lottie Flint, who have been visiting
it
was
in
an
to
able
manner by
responded
paid, lslesboro received >87.89 more than Mr. and Mrs. X. E. Keene, left. Thursday
Brother 1). Dyer. Seventeen Granges were it.
paid. Palermo received >57.78 ni<-r than for their home in Arlington, Mass.
reported, all in a healthy condition. The it paid. Prospect, received >1X2 28 nunc than
Wight, the photographer, will take his vatilth degree was conferred upon tell members. if
paid, and Swanville received >109.‘.o more cation, Sept. ath. He will spend two weeks
The noon recess was then declared and all than it
paid. The town of Burnham receive', at Martin’s Point, where In- w ill take iews
of the int« resting scenerv.
repaired to tlie dining room to test tie* within >X 7i» as much as it paid.
jWaldohorn
News.
merits: of the lunch baskets and enjoy the
The entire county in 1892 paid
X7
>28,292.
Messes. William M. Thayer, George '1'.
steaming coffee and delicious beans. After <ts State tax. and received back as school
F. A. Bobbins, James Albee. Leslie
dinner the clioir favored us with music. money >19,491.20,
leaving a balance 1 but Head,
The iiinmal election of opieers resuited as >8,801.17
actually raised by taxation. In the Harmon and Sherman Swift left Belfast Sunfollows: A. I.. Mmlgett, Master: A. A. Democratic year of 1X82 the
on bicycles for tin
camp meeting at
county tax t.o day
Ginn. Overseer; .Joseph Gordon, Steward;
Washington.
the State was "4X.lX5.sx. and the school
Howard Murphy, Asst. Steward. .John Pel- money received was hut >15.520.17.
Mrs. H. W. Farnham, Mr. and Mrs. F. K.
halving
ley. Chaplain ; A. Stinson, Treasurer; C. A. >27,005.71 actually raised by taxation.
Smith, of Walnut Hill, Mass., and Mrs. M.
W hich of the two makes the best
Levanseller, Secretary; Herbert Wentworth
showing? V. Parker, of Warren, who have been in
G. K.; Mrs. A. A. (Jinn, P.; Mrs. ,J. G. HardLet the voters answer at the polls next MonBelfast visiting Mrs. W H Hatch, left for
home Monday.
ing, F.; Mrs. A. L. Mmlgett, Ceres; Mrs. day.
Howard Murphy, L. A. S.
By invitation
Mr. W. C. Coombs, who lias been
visiting
Brother D. O. Bowen installed the oftieersBelmont. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver in Vinalhaven, returned
Sunday on steamer
elect. Remarks were made by the newly in- and their two sons, Lester and
Bertie, and Gov. Bodwell. He made the trip down mi
stalled and retiring Masters. The < ommittee
Miss Annie Alexander, of Lincolnville, the
sloop Klat.e, built by bis cousin, Leroy
on time, place and programme
reported as were in town Sunday, visiting Mrs. Carver’s Coombs, of Vinalhaven.
as follows:
Time Oct. lltli: place Comet,
mother, Mrs. Helen A. Jordan.. .Miss JesMr. E. C. t^uiinhy, of Chicago, is in BidSwanvilie ; programme: 1st, opening exer- sie McNamara, of Camden, is visiting at Mr.
fast aftex an absence of four years. He is
cises: 2ml, address of welcome by Bro. O.
and Mrs. O. F. Allenwood\s....Mrs. Hiram J\
visiting Mr. George A. Qttimhy. When he
G. Hussey; 3, response by Bro. A. L MudFarrow went to Wells Monday on business.
west again he will take a position with
.Mr. O. F. Alleuwood is repairing bis goes
gett, 4, report of granges; 5, confering liftli
Mr. W. K. Morison. at Minneapolis.
degree: (>, remarks for the good of the order; bouse-Mr. McLain, of Lowell, is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Quiiuby, Mrs. J. W.
7, appointing committee; 8, noon recess; i), his aunt, Mrs. Geo. W. Morse_Mr. Wilber
music by the choir; 10, topic, Resolved, That
Clark, of Belfast, lias bought the farm for- Frederick, Miss A. H. Failure, Miss Fannie
any Sister should he entitled to divorce if
merly known as the Abram Norwood farm. Chase, Miss Clara Parsons and Miss A. M.
her husband gives notes of surity without
...Quite a number of neighbors and friends Bean, of Belfast, and Mrs. W. E. Pice, of
her consent, to be opened hv Sister Rose gathered at Mrs. A. J. DonneTs last Sunday Lawrence, Mass., returned from Mt. Desert

Ritchie; 11, question, Resolved, That the

Mr. John Frazier left Tuesday to visit his
old home at Picton, N. S.

Friday for West

Mr. John it. Dunton left last week for
visit to Matinicus.

Monday.

Mr. Jesse Wilson went to Boston Tuesday
for a week’s vacation.

Miss Dorr, of Waterville, has been
visiting
Miss Maud Barker.

Miss Edith Black left
Bridgewater, Mass.

in town

was

31iss Fannie

1892.

Republican.

!

j

Mr. H. N. Thurlow, of Centre Lincolnville

vacation.

Miss Louise Ayer, of Kocklan.l, is visiting
friends in Belfast.

Saturday.

559 08
491 00
7X0 04

Mrs. Smiley, of Waterville, is visiting
friends in Belfast.

Miss Annie E. Gowing lias gone to Union

09X79

clusive, has been as follows: 1882, 4 1-2
mills: 1888, 4 mills: 1884, 4 mills; 1885, X :h4
mills; 18X0, X-4 mills: 1X87, 2X-4 mills: 1888,
2 -"-4 mills : 1889, 2 :»-4 mills ; 1X90, 2 1-4
mills;
1891, 2 :U4 mills ; 1X92, 2 X-4 mills/

An exhibit of special interest, because it
lias to do with a new Maine industry that
promises much <•( interest to our farmers,
was that of the condensed milk put
up by
the Aroostook Condensed Milk Co., NewThe brands repr* sented were the
port.

and Newport.
on a

Bessie Pond returned from Boston

Miss

Wednesday.

Caro Carter left Saturday for Boston

mons, of

difference in favor of the Republican
administration of >14,898.51.
The rate of taxation from 1882 to 1892 in-

INMI STKV

Mrs.

0X2 88

A

a

Gloucester.

287 97

2,510 08

Winterport.

handkerchief case.
premium
N. L. Littlefield, l’rosj*cct,took first premium '»n matched «>\* u and steers lour v* ars
old.
on

1892.

Republican.
>8,192 OO

729 85
747 01
1,144 88
481 11

Li ity.
M a I do.

cheese ever shown at this fair.
in the sheep department, I. G. Beynohls,
oi South Brooks, took all the premiums for
1 lampshire 1 )owns.
Mrs. L. J. Curtis, Monroe, took second

Mrs. I. V. Miller left Tuesday for St. John,
N. B.

Alphonso Knights left Tuesday for

Mr.

E. Burgess, who has been visiting in
Belfast, left for Boston Monday.

Jackson.
Knox.

KXHIIJJTOKS.

friends in

returnable to the several towns and cities of
the State a sum equal to one mill on the dol-

1882.
J femocratic.
84
Belmont.
400 22
Brooks. 1,084 02
Burnl.am.
921X7
Frankfort.
84X 57
Freedom.
799 50
lslesboro.
714 05

Boltins, Garland, ami Miss
Ada May Dyer, Wintcrport. entered for the
offered
for
butter
mad*- by girls under
prize
hi years of age, which required not less than
10 pounds.
Miss Liilie W. Clements, Wintcrport, entered for tie- prize offered for cheese not less
than 20 pounds, made by a gir, under 10
years of age, ami was the only competitor.
In farm dairy dices* Mr. O.O. ( 1* incuts,
Wintcrport, was the >•;>;•,- exhibitor. Mr.
Clement's exhibit was interesting because it
showed cheeses of six sizes, weighing as
follows, viz: 0 1-2, 10 1-2, 11, 18. 13,, 14, 20, 80
1-8, 81 and 85 pounds, respectively. Both
plain ami sage cheese of the different- sizes
arc manufactured by Mr. Clements, ami he
is having a very large demand for t-he cheese
made by him, largely for consumption in
private families, the smaller sizes being
much sought-. It was the prettiest lot of

Joseph Marthon is visiting

Miss Alice Mason left Monday for Boston.

Belfast.

Miss Carrie Gilmore left for Boston Monday on a short vacation.

Belfast.>11,101

Eight- horses started in the 3-minute class
ami it was about dark when they got away
for the first heat. The gelding Cobden Bov-,
owned by H. G. Foss, of Auburn, trotted a
wonderful mile for a green horse, capturing
the heat in 2.81 1-4, and nearly distancing
the field.
Saturday morning the unfinished races
were trotted off.
The 2.37 class was first
called and there were only four starters,
PTed
Niewa,
Wilkes, Bay Dick and Sultan. Three heats of this race had been trotted PTiday, Niewa having won two.
Fred
Wilkes, however, came to the front Saturday and took three straight heats. Niewa
second. Best time, 2.2b 1-4.
One heat of the 3 minute class was won
Friday by ('<ibden Boy, ami the race was
Trotted off Saturday, when Fobd* n Boy took
two more boats and the race.
Best time,

Mrs.

Personal.

lnit 2 2-4

lar for school purposes. Relow we give the.
ainount assessed against the several towns
in Waldo county as the State tax for the
years 1882 and 18‘.»2, the former being the fast
Democratic administration and the latter
the last Republican administration:

News of the Granges.

I'rial.

Hon. Nathan Cleaves Dead.

on the dollar.
In 18U2 the rate is
mills on the dollar. While the tax
is assessed at the. rate of 2 2,-4 mills, there is

4 1-2 mills

came on.

WELL.

Edward S. Farwell w as Imrn in I’nity.
Oct. L»0, ISAM, the ""li of .t weft, Farw el1,
who was a brother of Hon. Nathan A. Far
well, .Joseph Farwel! and tin- late Judge
Willard Farwell.
JF received his education in the district
seliool at I'nity and at the Maine Central
Institute at Fitttiield.
He left home at is
and for a y.-ar sought *a change from the
hard work of the farm in sea coasting, making two or three trips in the course of the
When about- UO years of age he came
year.
to lioekland and
entered the employ
of
•Snow Farwell
Co.. ontiutiing with them
tor about four years. He has commanded a
number of our finest vessels, proved himself
a
earned the
cry able ship-master and
praise alike of his employers and of those
who have sailed with him in various capa'•if:es.
Among the vessels of which he has
been master are the following: Schooners
Joseph Farwell. Sarah F. Bird, H. C. Higgenson, Ira B. Ellems, Nathan F. Cobh and

WlllTK KlVhl. Jl .Ni'Tlo.N. Yl.. Sept. (i.
One hundred towns give Fuller. (Kep.).
17.447: Smalley.
(Hem.). 7.$02; Allen,
(ITo.), 4>P: scattering 170. The same
towns in 1 s,xs gave Dillingham, t Ke]».),
21,«»SM: sluiitletf. (Drill.), $.010: scattering. 54$.
In 1$1>0 they gave Page. (Kep.), 15.205;
Krigliam, (Deni.). s.M41 : scattering, 52M
If the vote ot the remaining towns is
relatively the same as those reported, the
Kepuhlican majority will reach 21.000.
Keturns are coming it slowly, due undoubtedly to the machinery "t Hie new
election law.
Miss

S.

M<-

o>mjn«.

151 1‘

were in power in this State, and
IMaisted sat in the Governor’s chair.
In 1882 the rate of the State taxation was

2.24 .3-4.

LOCAL

Vermont.

A

Demo* rats

Miss Winnie B.

Ki-toiMi-.NT.vi. 11Ki MON’S.
I' 1 it- derails
tin Ninth Maine regiment at their reunion at Old Orchard elected the following oth^ers: President. John II. Lowell,
of Hallowed; vice-president, John Harper. ot Lewiston: sec y. lames K. >hep
aril, of La-wrenee, Mass, treas.. Win, A.
Hancock, of Holyoke. Mass.

IN

in this

Personal.
ADMINISTRA-

Gen.

2.28 3,-4.

"1

ok

was

REPUBLICAN

TIONS CONTRASTED.

No such race was ever seen in the State as
that of the free-for-all pacing and trotting
event Friday.
There were six heats, three
below 2.20, and all in 2.21 or better. Quite a
sum of money changed hands.
J. B. Richardson sold as the favorite, hut only got
fourth position in the race. The pacer Bunco, Jr., went a mile in 2.13 1-4, the quarters
being .3*4 1-4, 1.07, 1.43, 2.18 1-4. This is the
fastest time ever made by a pacer over a half
mile track. The Maplewood track now holds
the half milt track record of the world for
both pacers and trotters. Dr. T. F. Drake's
stallion Early Bird was driven a quarter in
the afternoon in 34 1-2 seconds, a 2.18 gait.
The 2.37 class race was unfinished. Nine
horses started and the roan stallion Sultan
clevely won the first heat in 2.35 1-2. Then
the Belfast gelding Niewa took the nexttwo heats in 2.34 1-4 ami 2.33, when darkness

CHARLES E. MESERVEY.

Pol ! ru ai. Points.
Senator Hale, who
was in Augusta Thursday, said that
Mr.*
Klaine will make no speeches during the
campaign, hut is now engaged in writing
a letter that is likely to
appear any .day.
which will he devoted to some of the
issues now being discussed.< >o\- nmr
Mi Kinlev was called back o* Ohio on iceount of extradition papers issued for a
horse 1 liiei.It is estimated that Arkansas 1 hunoerats elected ih-ni candidate
for goM-rnor Monday by O.oOu majority.

UN's

in tin- 2.81

a

AND

Early in the campaign the Democrats attempted to make capital out of State taxation and State expenses, charging the Republicans with extravagance. We liavn’t
heard so much about it recently since comparisons have been made. Senator Daniel
.A. Wadlin in his stumping tour of Waldo
county has had considerable to say about
State taxation and the burdens of the
poor
farmer. When he was not telling the story
of Farmer Jones taking his oxen to
England, he was dwelling on State taxation.
It will he entirely fair to compare the
State taxation of the present Republican ad! ministration with the year 1882, when the

Naumkeag second, Marshall's Harohlson
third. The hr s Ervin M., E. B. Melvin,
South Exeter, won in the free-for-all for
juicers in three straight heats, W. It. Marshall's Patrol second. The b g Why Not, H.
PL Haley, of Monroe, was in this race.
Best

Union won; best time, 2.14 1-2. 2.20 trotting. purse$5,000, Hazel Wilkes won; best
time, 2.14 1-4.
2.M5 class, pacing purse
>1,000, San Pedro won; best time, 2.1M.
.At Independence, Thursday Lebasco
covered the distance in 2.11 1-2, setting a
new mark for stallions in
a
race.
The
next three heats were captured by Lord
< Luton, who made ;t new mark for a four
heat rave, an average of 2.117-''.
At 5.MO
p. m., Uudd Dolde brought Martha Wilkes
out to heat her record of 2.00 1-2, made in
:i
race last week. She wa* accompanied by
two runners, and went to the quarter in
M2 1-2, half In l.nj M-l. three quarter* in
j 1 M5 M- 1 and under in 2.OS. She now holds
next to the best trotting record, besides
j the wojld’s race record. 2.00 1-:’,.

mi-: KKTt

King Pin
The b ‘in

ver

three-quarters in 1.M4...The Trotting races
at Independence Aug. MO resulted: 2.25
class, trotting, purse $1,000, Kentuckey

of

Lane's

money.

Ti'kf Topics. At Independence, Iowa,
Aug. Mist, Nancy Hanks trotted a mile
in 2.05 1-4.
The lirst quarter was made
in MO seconds; the half in 1.01; and the

Voice

for

DEMOCRATIC

30.

NUMBER

State Taxation.

Edwards, Waterville, won in the 2.24
class in three straight heats. Best time,
2.23 1-2. The great event of the day was the
fast mile by Nelson, in which he again lowered

1892.

Fair.

PL

is in

Hie

State

Wilkesmont was second in the first two
heats and took the three last heats and race.
Best time, 2.28 1-2. The b g Louis 1\, Guy

quarantine 20 days.The steamship companies will lose at the rate of s2,000,0(X) a
month while the twenty day's quarantine

force in New York.
About 50,000
immigrants would arrive during the present month, were it not for the quarantine.
A essels with passengers ami no immigrants will be detained at quarantine only
long enough to be disinfected.M<
Auliife knocked out Meyer in the 15th
round at New Orleans last Monday night.
There were 0,500 people present.The
situation at New York quarantine has not
been changed.
The cholera stricken patients have been transferred to hospitals
on the islands and no sick
people are now
oil the ships.The treasury department
lias exempted International steamers from
tin* 20 days' quarantine.Two thousand people saw the Labor Day regatta in
Boston Monday. No Maine men appear
in the list of winners.Mrs. Marshall,
of Woonsocket, furnishes a clue to the
Borden case.
.She saw a rough looking
man climb the rail fence on the day of the
murder.Mrs. Harrison’s illness continues serious and her friends are somewhat alarmed, Mrs. McKee, the President's daughter, will discharge the official duties of the White House during the
coming season—The poet John G. Whittier is very ill and his physician says there
is no hope for his recovery.

Eastern

In the races at Maplewood Park. Aug. 31,
Nelson's ch f Maud Banks won in the foals
Five heats were
of 188b.
Best time, 2.81.
trotted in the 2.34 class. W. C. Marshall's

WALDO COUN-

The Knox county Republican ticket this
year includes Edward S. Farwell, a native
of l nity, who is the, candidate for
Sheriff;
Albert H. Newlmrt, a native of Belfast, who
is the candidate for
Senator; while Charles
E. Meservey, candidate for
Judge of Probate, received his early education in Montville and studied law with Col. W. H. Fogler in Belfast. Through the courtesy of our
Rockland contemporaries we present tin? fol-

uni.

■

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,

evening to witness the unfolding of a nightblooming eereus. It unfolded so unexpectedly that only the nearest neighbors could
be invited. When in full bloom it measured nine inches in diameter. It was a beautiful flower... .Mrs. Helen Foss is quite
sick.

Monday.

The Journal had a call last Thursday from
Mr. C. F. Wildes, local editor of the Somerville, Mass., Journal. Mr. Wildes has been
spending his vacation in Waldoboro and vi-

cinity,

and

was eu

route to

the Eastern State Fair.

Bangor

to

visit

impaired.
Last week Mr.
received

J. E. Bobinson, of Belfast,

telegram

from Green's Landing
announcing the death of his father, ('apt,.'
William Bohinson, of Caiuden, mastei [the
fishing schooner Little Kate. Tin vessel
a

<

ab-ait three miles from Isle an Haul
Bohinson has been suffering from head

was

(’apt.

trouble for

insanity

time.

In

thre>\ himseif

boat

Capt.

and

him

rescue

leaves

Bobinson

tit of

a

temporary

from the vessel in-

water, and before his

to the
a

some

he

crew

lie

could lower
drowned.

was

wife and several

a

their loss. A despatch from
Green’s Landing Sept. 2, stated that the
body had been recovered, (’apt. Bobinson was
about “)<> years of age
children

to mourn

Jacob I>.
,i.

Tinker, "I ih.flfast, died al
Tuesday, aged 71 years and

hi.

‘.'. iu
ft

an.

mouths.

He had heell in feebh health for
some time, and but recently returned fr. m
tile (’auij. (i roil lid. where lie appean-d b.
ter. He was <h.wn street Thursday. h
ha.I
an

ill turn

that night,

lie remained in

the

Sunday when he was
seized with paralysis ami ling- red until
Tuesday morning when death came to his
condition until

same

relief.

He was conscious during the time,
but. could articulate hut. feebly. Mr Pucker
has been a prominent man in tin business
■•(

Waldo

was

always

polities

and

He

years.

publican ami

e.unify
an

I

many

unswerv

ng Re-

worker in th.n

faith.
Mr.
Vermont, hut a ue to
Maine in 1*40 and settled in Lineoluville.
Here lie married for his second wile Miss
Olive Mathews, who survives him.
Mr.
Tucker at once became prominent in the
business of the town and for many years

Tucker

was

was

in

postmaster and

tor.

lor

From lSbl to isii.1

Waldo

county and

I filling the
in

a

born

war

be

am.
was

many
he

more

was

Rclfast

collec-

sheriff

of

reside.
active and assisted
to

to

the

raising ami transporting of troops.
At the close of Ins official term lie returned

his farm in Lineoluville. Seventeen years
ago he again tinned to IJelfast where he has
since resided.
For five years he was proprietor of the old American House, which
To

oil the site of the Odd Fellow block.
Some years ago lie bought the Dr. Monroe
house, Main street, where until recently he
kept a private boarding house. Mr. Tucker
was a coroner at the time of his death and
held that office many years. He leaves three
children, two by bis first marriage—Mrs.
Thomas, who resides in the Indian Terri-

stood

tory, and Mrs. Frank Rack lift', of Lineolnville. Mr. James D. Tucker is a son by his
last marriage. The funeral will take place
Friday morning at 10 o’clock, and the burial
will be conducted by King David Lodge of
Masons, of which deceased was a member.
The interment will take place at Lineolnville.
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1
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am

now

Nor

in London

I

ings and Westminster Abbey.and shall remain here about two weeks.
Yesterday 1

only

professors
«

wish the two

days

wore

six

a

1

now see

it

50 Americans

was

only

the

one

Yours.

who received papers
And I assure

before

I’lie

Good

Will

1 had read about it

A voyage, of course, is monotonous. The
we call at are very much the

days out from England we
stopped at Canary Islands—a Portuguese
It is a beautiful place and is
settlement.

!

needy

considered t.lie healthiest climate in the
world, there being no extremes of temperature: in fact, it remains about the same
the whole year round.

Home.

!

We

got

here

what

imagine

ference there would lie in
fresh from the trees.

bananas,

fresh

some

You could not

etc.

deserving boys,’*

a

dif-

these fruits

They

seem

to be

just bursting with richness. It was quite
a treat after eating so much meat contin-

This institution at

East Fairfield. Maine.

Seven

same.

ever

Cm,ay I spent a lew Hours at Windsor,
rhe place is called Windsor from the
winding shore of the Thames, the river

few

a

ports that

A few days since the writer of this arsince my
i tide had the privilege of visiting one of
school boy days, and bad talked with men the most
interesting and deserving instituwho had visited it: but 1 had only a small tions in the state.
viz., “The Good Will
conception of it until 1 saw it.
and
at
Home for
house.

present consists of three cottages, which

ually.
They took some small cattle aboard,
Being very ci oked at this place. William seven to fourteen years of age, a small hall
them by the horns.
the Conqueror in 1(M>C. made it the royal with a
hoisting
They hoist
of
about
seating capacity
sixty,
mules and horses by a broad baud of canresilience.ar 1 such it has been ever since. and a fourth
cottage, which has recently
IIow much listore was made real to me been purchased, and is being fitted for a vas under their bodies.
They are swung
1 looked over the places where kings
t emporary school-building.
The farm up- out in the air, with legs dangling and
and queens and princes, for the past 800 on which these buildings are located con- looking much confused and frightened.
| tains about two hundred acres of land lv- Passengers are lowered to the boats in a
years, have been born, married and have
In 117<» Henry 11 held his Parlia- ; ing along the west bank of the Kennebec, large wicker chair—a novel experience,
died.
ment here.
The Queen left the palace ! affording a charming view of the river for yet quite comfortable.
A few more days and we landed at Sierra
The
the other day for Balmoral soon after the a mile or two in either direction.
the first port on the coast of
recent visit of the Herman Emperor; and
Leone,
branch
of
the
Maine
Central
Skowhogan
it is called the “Whiteman’s
Africa,
! walked through a mile or two of the gor- R. K. runs
through the farm, and anyone
geously furnished rooms occupied by his w ishing to visit this interesting place will Grave,” so many have passed away from
Majesty and suite while entertained by the he left by an obliging conductor directly there. We visited the graves of two young
sovereignity and England. One of these in front of Good Will cottage, where lie men from Maine, Warren Harris and
ruddy furnished rooms is 200 feet long. will be cordially welcomed by the super- Frank Yates.
S poil the ceiling and walls are beautiful
Capt. Walsh is a very genial man and
visor. Rev. G. W. Hinckley.
side
1
countside
enjoys
taking us ashore to surprise his
paintings. Hanging
by
This institution had its conception in
lie inarched the whole 28 of us
friends.
ed eleven full sized portraits of English the mind of Mr.
in
his
or
rather
Hinckley,
•sovereigns,from .lames I to George IN'. I heart, for there the seed w as planted in in on the Consul, a very nice old gentleman. ivho was delighted to see so
had the privilege of going through the
many
j early boyhood, w hen, in his effort to obBoyal librarx. It contains 1 .">0.000 vol- I lain an education, he had a fierce struggle white faces. He refreshed us with English breakfast tea.
of them are elegantly with
umes and most
There are some mispoverty and the purpose was inspirsionaries at work here (Episcopal). They
M>imd. An officer in rich uniform answer- eel within him to lend a
hand
to
helping
'd main of my questions in regard to
but very little.
Immorality
j needy hoys like himself just so soon as accomplish
We met
many rare hooks of great value and inter- he should Income a man and possess the prevails tn an alarming extent.
j
I

are

the homes of

thirty-seven boys

from

here four of

1 noticed a copy of the lirst edition means for
doing so. This purpose, born
|
>t' Shakespeare and a piece of music com- so
early in his heart, first began to he real
|
posed by Mozart when lie was seven year> j ized when, after paying the last dollar
•;d -and written with his own hand.
1 al- ! of tl** debt which he had incurred for 11is
so noticed several editions of the
Bible ! education.
was able on the
Mr.
est.

ing

ally

bound,

art.

These

book< have not been disturbed, 1 was told, I
since the owner's lamented death at the 1

growth
tution from this small beginning, and rclate how the fund
rapidly increased

|

through the generous donations of those

are on

age of -4:..
I also visited tbe palace of Hampton
Court.
Although it covers eight acres,
its proportions
with the Boyal

are

small when

compared

give

a

history

of the

London party, who knowcame down some 40

coming,

see us.
They are in good health
spirits and speak of the natives as
friendly and hospitable.

very
Farther down

the coast

we

come

to

llonny. where there is a large self-supporting mission station under native
The native children sang
preachers.
hymns for us—three parts well sustain-

of this insti-

work, until on June
Hinckley was able to buy

our

miles to

Hinckley

artistic

we were

and

printed nearly four centuries ago. In an •J.'tth day of .November. I.SSo, to make his
idjoiiiing loom is tbe art library of the ! first deposit of S^fi.OS in the Bangor Savinto Prim >■ Consort.
His Boyal Highness ings bank toward bis home for
boys.
was a great lover of art and all the books,
It is impossible in this short article to
most

ed.

It

Here

village

excellent, and very touching.
visited for the lirst time a real

was

we

of mud huts with

grass roofs.
8warms of children and crowds of men
and women gathered around us—the lat-

|

interested in such

1st,

I

1SSS. Mr.

the

j

farm and pay down every dollar of the I ter seeming more like children than adults.
price agreed upon: how from time to time ! They were in just an extac\ of delight at

palace
;
Hampton Court palace 1 generous gifts have made possible the seeing such a party of white folks, and
was built by ( ardinal W oolsey when in
| erection of a barn, a new cot tage, and the screamed with laughter at the least thing.
Die heigh; of bis ambition and presented ! purchase of two otliei cottages; until now 1 Sonic of the hoys were greatly amused at
by him to Henry N 111. ( lomwell and thirty-seven boys have a happy Christian my small stature and whiskers: for 1 have
of Windsor,

a

few

miles disiant. The

1

Charles II.and also George 1 and George
II. and NViliiam 111 resided here.
In this

home who were, only a short time ago.
some of the ragged street urchins
sleeping

palace Henry VIII

in

•ine Parr.
was

man

<

Hie

led

was

here also, and

Among the curious
>f furniture is
-'trii'-b

d for

married to ( atba-

of Cromwell's

an

or

daughters
one

antiquated

articles

astronomical clock

Henry

Y111. It is

died.

con-

certainly

a

drygoods boxes,
they

homes where

and

some

suffered

: a

full, heavy, black beard.

1

At

Fernando

station.

of them in

neglect

Hall

Matter.

The present outlook for the assessment
endowment corporations is not promising.
The developments of the past week are
but the shadows of coming events, anti if
the petition for the appointment of a receiver for the Iron Hall is granted, and
appearances indicate that it may be, there
will he an end to the most heartless, demoralizing scheme the country lias ever
been cursed with.
It was heartless, because the managers
accepted the hard earnings of tens of
thousands who could ill afford to lose
them, knowing full well, when the money
was taken, that only a few could realize
It was
any benefit from the investment.
demoralizing for the reason that so many
men. standing well in their own community, allowed their names to he used as decoys to entrap the unwary, and because in
some States politicians worked the scheme
for :ill it was worth either to advance their
own interests or those of their party.
It has been claimed by the members of
the Iron Hall that their order was an exception to the aveVage endowment association. being founded on sounder principles and conducted with ability, and lion
estly managed. It is hard for a man not
in the secrets of the business t<> understand why it is not as easy for one order
to pay Sl00 in a year on an estimate of
&>5. as for another to pay si,000 in seven
years on an estimate of s:i;js; yet this is
what the short and longAerni orders
promised. To be sure, payment was not
guaranteed for the amounts named, but
the estimates of the cost, the managers
claimed, were carefully made, and there
was no doubt that the certificates maturing could be paid in full, at a cost not exceeding the figures given. This was the
bait that attracted the gambling spirits in
so many, the hope to receive large returns
for a small investment.
Accompying this
feeling of hope was a lingering fear that
somebody would get left, but each one
fondly anticipated it would not he him,
but the other fellow.
“11 the Iron Hall cannot stand, all of
the others must fall.” is an expression
Present appearances
frequently heard.
indicate the propriety of the statement.
Now that the end is drawing near, legislation preventing a repetition of such reprehensible schemes ought to be enacted in
“Mrs. Howe’s
every State in the Union.
bank” has not been repeated in New England, and it would be discreditable to the
reputation of American legislators if wise
laws forbidding the incorporation of such
miserable. dishonor enterprises were not
speedily enacted and the country saved
from the repetition of a scheme that has
been anything hut creditable to the States
in which it was legalized.
New Hampshire has done this already.
NO endowment corporation, domestic, or
of other States, lias had legal authority to
transact business in that state since May
11, lSbl. Every corporation, association,
society or order, domestic or foreign,
must receive license before tile first step
is taken forthe transaction of 1 usiness, and
1
tested by New Hampshire laws, not one
of them could comply with the requirements, consequently all were driven out.
The passage of this law, as well as its
enforcement, was endorsed by the State
press, and by every man having at heart
the good name of the state.
Its effect
was to protect the wage-earners’ pocket
and the merchants’ credit,
it most summarily cut off from further operations a
business founded on deception, corruption
and fraud, and made it impossible, under
present enactments, for such organizations to he incorporated under the general
laws.
That the end, which is fast drawing near,
was expected by every person of common
sense goes w it bout sa\ ing.

then.

how this teacher

of history in Baltimore can take home
knowledge from this historical treasure-

at the time the

nearing the Congo; shall be
days, and I must write you
arriving, as we shall he very busy

there in

my papers around.
Geo. E. Tifts.

cheerfully passed

Iron

from the

and

l’o.

we

found

The bouse is built up nine feet
with a hall right through

and

would find many things t«» interest you.
For instance, you would see a nice farm

the inside shea:hed. the whole

large

side is of
lars.

nice

ground,

But should any of our readers
visit these homes as the writer did. you

abu>e.

a

rooms

on

each side.

For right is right. >:nr.- < h-d !< (1..»1.
And right the day nni't win,
T< doubt would b.- dis'.• >y;i 11>
To falter would he sin.

The out-

corrugated galvanized
on

iron and
iron

pil-

;

The

family, very nice Scotch Presglad to welcome us.
cultivation, upon byterians.
lb1 bad the most pleasant experience of
ample opportunity
\

Major Merrill stands shoulder to shoulderwitli Major Linehan.
Thisishis view:

the recent revelations in regard to
good
the iron Hall, personally 1 shall very
which all the hoys find
much regret if through incompetence,
foi healthful exercise, for each one is ex- the voyage when we went up the river to mismanagement, or. accepting the statemd xxell kept.
There is a grapevine,
We found two strong, ments made by Mr. Somerby himself,
planted in 17<»p. and hence is now 12b pected to have some part in the work; you Old Caluhur.
what is pretty close to downright embezvears old.
ll is still very thrifty, and its would see these neath kept cottages, over stations,
with
large houses, schools. ! zlement,disaster
comes to the order of the
1
hundreds of feet of hi am lies are well sup- each ot which an experienced
atron churches, etc. They were building a house
So many people have been led
Iron Hall.
ported. The day I >axv it. 1,200 large presides: you would see a library of about for their printing office. We were royal- 1 to believe that the moonshine theories of
lusters of grapes were hanging below its two thousand choice volumes, the gift of ly entertained there. They owned a steam j this organization are pure gold, that it
were better that the problem should have
Branches and several hundred have already friends in this and other States: and you launch, and took us on two excursions
up been permitted to work itself out to the
!
bei n picked and sent to Windsor.
the
river.
would also see evidences that this institu- j
It seemed so nice to meet such end, fall through its own weakness, ami
! went to the top of the tower of Wind- tion lies close to the hearts of many people, congenial friends.
There is a bond of demonstrate for the future the folly of attempting to turn the multiplication table
sor Castle and had a line view of
many not only in Maine, but in other New Eng- I sympathy which binds missionaries of all j
upside dow n.
I have seen land States, for many of the rooms are ! demoninations together.
miles of charming scenery.
But one lesson, perhaps equally imporI am feeling very well, indeed: have tant. is in this impending disaster.
but two views more extensive,and one of furnished by “Good Will clubs,” churches
Finanthese was from tbe top of Mt. Biglii in and individuals throughout New England. j not noticed the change of climate in the ciering is quite as much a science or a proas that of law or medicine,
fession
and
•Switzerland and tbe other was from tbe
1 was particularly interested in one least, either in strength or the heat.
We
one of the bits of foolishness in all this entop of the monument on the held of Wat- room to which 1 was shown, as 1 was in- : are supposed to return home but once in dowment business has been the entrusting
Connected with Windsor Castle formed by the Supervisor that it was turn- seven years, but if one’s bodily condition of hundreds of thousands, nay. millions
erloo.
j
are several tine chapels, but St. George’s
ished by one of our Belfast ladies, Mrs. is unlit for the climate, they are sent of dollars to the care and keeping of men
without the slightest previous
in
chapel and tbe Albert Chapel are tbe best. Spencer W. Mathews, and perhaps 1 may be home on a physicians’s certificate of their ! that direction. This is not onlytraining
a saddenThe lirst is a very tine specimen of Gothic pardoned if I repeat what was told me condition.
ing fact in relation to the iron Hall, but
architecture.
Pray much for your boy; there are in connection with nearly, or quite, every
Among the distinguished there, that the money used to furnish the
other one of the assessment endowment
trials here never known in America.
room belonged to a little son of the donor,
pei.*»i ns sleeping within its walls in the
corporations. And w hile not necessarily
Much love to all,
royal vaults, are Henry VIII, his queen, who died a number of years ago, and she,
a weakness inherent in the system, is prac.lane
Edward
Winfield
IV
Macomukii.
Lady
Seymour.Thailes I,
tically one of the most complete illustrawishing it to be where it would do some
tions of the foolishness of its carrying out.
ami lb my VI.
But the Albert chapel is good, placed it here that it
might help |
News of the Granges.
That the blow which lias come to the
■•.me
the most elegant and costly in the some poor boy to a home who otherwise
j
Iron Hall w ill bear heavily, if not immediworld. The Queen lifted it up in memory might not have one.
The State Grange meeting occurs Dec. 20,
ately disastrously, upon all of the other
*1 her husband with great magnificence.
Hut above all, I was interested in seeing ami at a meeting of the executive council corporations of its class, no sensible perBut w hile if may haslast week it was practically decided t<> hold son will question.
The windows are of surpassing beauty,
those thirty-seven happy hoys, with their
the meeting in Lewiston. The meeting will ten, it will not of itself bring about the
ami lepresent life size portraits of distinand
faces,
who
are
bebright
The bubble was certain
intelligent
; he
inevitable end.
opened liy State Master Hunt, who will to
guished ancestors of the Prince.
Below ing trained for future usefulness in the
break, the fallacy to explode, the hummake a short address. He will be followed
to be exposed, and the regret is that
tin se portraits on the fioor are pictures of various walks of
life, some upon the farm, by I. O. Winslow, of St. Albans, the State bug
so many people of the class who can illy
inlaid marble. In the royal tomb beneath some in the
shop, and some in the learned lecturer, who will give the regular address afford the sacrifice will find their hopes of
the chapel are buried George 111. George
professions, for four have already begun of the evening. Short speeches will also he practically something for nothing dissolvIV, NViliiam IN' and others of the royal a course of study preparatory to entering | made by ex-Governor liobie and other prom- ing in thin air when the now swiftly hascrash comes.
family.
college, it may be added that this is an inent members of the order. Prof. Horace tening
True will lead the singing.
i have taken notes of all the places I entirely unsectarian
as
institution,
you
Now Trj
This.
have visited since stepping on the shores may infer from the fact that the Maine
It will cost you nothing and will surely do
»f the Old World,and 1 value them
highly State Union of the Y. P. S. C. E. at the i A\ ali>o. Miss Nellie M. Luce is at home you good, if you
have a Cough. Cold, or any
is mementoes.
A few days ago while in convention in Bangor appointed a com- j for a short vacation... .Miss Leila Payson is
trouble with Throat, Chest or Lungs. I)r.
at home from Albion, where she has been ! King’s New
Discovery for Consumption,
Paiis I rode early in the morning out to mittee to secure funds for the erection of
teaching. She will teach a fall term in this ! Coughs and Colds is guaranteed to give re>t. Cloud and on to Versailles.
In those another cottage, and also the New Eng- !
or
Sufferers
lief,
money will he paid hack.
town, returning to Albion in the winter....
from La Grippe found it just the tiling
beautiful palaces I lingered all day,work- land Association of Commercial travelers
Mrs. Cora Evans began a fall term in Dist. and under iTs use had a
and perfect
speedy
ing most industriously, my pencil making recently voted to erect an industrial build- ! No. 3, last Monday-Miss Hertilla Hard- recovery. Try a sample hottie at our exlearn for yourself just how good a
note of what my eye took in: for within
ing upon the farm at a cost of ten thou- ing goes to Corinna t<> teach a fall term_ pense and
thing it is. Trial bottles free at It. H.
those miles of rooms are presented the sand dollars. Surely such a work
ought to ! Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Paul gave a reception Moody's Drug Storv. Large size 50c. and
history of Fi ance from the days of Clovis receive the help and God-speed of every j at Ritchie Grange Hall, August 29th. $100.
A large number were present_The
and Charlemagne, all down through the one, for ‘'lie that hath pity on the
potapoor
for
A Memorable Year
Aroostook.
Kings and to the last of the Emperors. lendeth to the Lord," and he that lend- to crop will be light and the corn crop a litWhen evening came I was tired. I put ctli a helping'hand to needy and imperil- I tle below the average-People do not
A splendid crop of potatoes "f a superior
seem to be very much interested in
^
politics
*nv local guide-book and notes into
my ed boyhood is doing a far greater work
quality, with chances in favor of good prices,
but the most of them will be on hand
yet:
and magnificent crops of grass and grain,
pocket, jumped into the carriage and was than this, a work whose results no man election
together with a needed line of railroad
day,
off for Paris [2 miles away.
If enough has been said
Wliileenter- can measure.
in process of construction over American
soil into Aroostook, for the season of ’P2, are
Specimen Cases.
ing the door of my hotel—the St. James to excite the interest of those who shall
sufficient causes why all the people of
1 missed my treasured notes.
1 rushed read these lines on this deserving instituS. H. Clifford, New Cassle, Wis., was Aroostook should feel that the present year
troubled with Neuralgia and Rheumatism, ! will be a memorable one in the history of the
hack to the street and happened to lind tion the writer will feel satisiied.
his Stomach was disordered, his Liver was county. [Aroostook Republican.
the carriage, as the rush was so great the
J. F. T.
affected to an alarming degree, appetite fell j
away, and lie was terribly reduced in flesh
driver had not been able to get very far
and strength. Three Lotties <»f Electric BitKurkienS Arnica Salve.
away, but I could not find my notes. Thus
ters cured him.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts, j
Edward Shepherd, Harrisburg, 111., had a
1
The
my day’s work, except the pleasure of
appetite and
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rlieum, Fever running sore on his leg of eight years' improves
-sight,-seeing, was mostly lost. Before I Sores, Tetter,
i*
Used
three
bottles
of
Electric
standing.
and
Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Bitters and seven boxes of Bucklen’s Arnica
went to sleep, 1 worked 2 or 3 hours; but
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive- Salve, and his leg is sound and well. John
tV>r
remedy
the most useful points I could not reproly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is Speaker, Catawba, O., had five large Fever
an,i Stomach
Malaria
duce.
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or sores on his leg, doctors said he was incuraIn money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. ble. One bottle Electric Bitters and one ailments.
The weather lias been delightful.
by all
box Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cured him enParis the thermometer stood at 90° two For sale by R. H. Moody.
I
tirely. Sold by R. H. Moody, Drug store.
Druggists.
curious and remarkal.de piece of workmanship. The gardens and park.arc largi
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WHAT STATE INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS

We are

at the hotel and

were

The

Congo.

Ox Roark Steamer Mataoei. )
June 19th, 1.892.
t

ton, 1).
Virginia. Tennessee. Maryland', and four or five other States. I

who

would bring knowledge home with him
must lirst have knowledge to take away
with him: and 1

as

you the Journal and Zion’s Advocate were
eagerly perused bv people from Washing-

and he has spent most of the time
I)r.
allotted him in the British Museum.

ment.

man

cooler.

Pisa

from home of recent date.

I’niversity got leave of absence for a year
in order to do special work in his depart-

Samuel Johnson said that the

or

am now

Over

year ago. one of the
of history at Johns Hopkins

About

is much

hot in Rome

1 forgot to mention that while at Venice
I received a copy of the Journal, giving
detailed accounts of the Carnegie riots.

devoted my lime to the British Museum.
1 shall spend two days more there before
leave: !

as

was one or

<

1

it

The

departure
SAY.
Macomber, son of Mr. and
Insurance commissioners Linelian and
Mrs. C. O. Macomber, of this city, for
Merrill,of New Hampshire and MassachuAfrica, where lie is to engage in mission- setts, express their opinions touching the
that is
ary work. Last week we reported the safe Iron Hall situation in language
that “he who
arrival of himself and party at the Congo, plain and unvarnished, so
that
understand
runs may read” and
they
and we now give extracts from a letter rebelieve the Iron llall and other kindred
ceived by his parents, which will he read enterprises are unsafe and unsound. Mr.
Linelian says:
by many with interest.
reported

We

two days in Maine before I left.
getting tired of hard work and
shall be glad when Sept. 1st comes and I
step on board the steamer at Liverpool.

again, stopping at the Westminster Palace 11 »t«1. <jtii e near the Parliament build-

months.

was

it

England

In

Paris.

V I N ITE.

A

1 did not feel the heat

to

of Mr. Winfield

much as in

so

Route

En

days, which was higher than in Rome or
Naples. Even the day I was wandering
about Pompeii at the base of Mt. Vesuvi-

Kev. (Seo. E. Tufts in Europe.

Are better known and more generally used than any other cathartic.
Sugar-coated, purely vegetable, and
free from mercury or any other injurious drug, this is the ideal family
medicine. Though prompt and energetic in their action, the u>e of these
pills is attended with only the best
results. Their effect is to strengthen
and regulate the organic functions,
being especially beneficial in the
various derangements of the stomach., liver, and bowels.
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vegetable compound,

roots and herbs
gathered from the forests of
Georgia, and lias been used by millions
made
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with ’.he best results.
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manner

of Blood diseases, from the
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of inherited blood
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CURES
All

BEST IN THE MARKET

entirely of

COAL.

PURCHASE

buy

COAL

YOUR

OF

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,

LEATHER

—-We offer to the citizens of Belfast ami

vicinity

the-

W.T. COLBURN’S. CELEBRATED PLYMOUTH VEIN COAL

Just notice the following goods at
#1.00 per pair.

only

Men’s Lure anil Congress Boots,
Good style.
Men's Henry
Buckle
Brogans,
Great wearers.
Boys’ Lace and Button Boots. Solid
and good.
Kid
Ladies'
Button, Common
Sense and Opera Toes.
Ladies' Kid Lace Boots, Latent
Leather Tips,
Ladies’ Good Kid Oxford Ties,
Latent Leather Tips.
Ladies' Good Kid Oxford Ties,
Common Sense.
Ladies’ Latent Leather
Oxford
Ties.
Ladies’ Line Kid Opera Slippers.
Common Sense and Opera Toes.
Ladies' Fine Over Gaiters, ltark
and Light Colors.
Misses Solid Grain Button, Heeled
amt Spring Heels,
Misses Genuine Kid Button, Heeled and Spring Heels.
If e also have Misses Good Grain
Button at 75c.
Child's Good Grain Button, it to
11, at 75c.
A large assortment of good fitting and
good wearing line goods at low prices.

W. T.
McClintock

COLBURN,
Block, High Street.

Belfast, Aug. 25. 1892.

at

the

following

pi ices

Prices a:
Wharf

1

Chestnut Coal.

$6.15

I>eli\ere,i ii.
>umi’ 'art

K*g

5.5)5

$6.55
6.55
6.15

Furnace

5.5)5

6.15

Stove

6.15

is the time to

SWAN
Belfast,

place

l'ehveiv
ItbU.., ci

$6.50
6.50
6.50
6.60

your orders for winter's coal. ..Jta

& SIBLEY COMPANY.

August 3, 1892.—31 tf

A New Business for Belfast.
THE UNDERSIGNED

HAS COME TO TOWN

UPHOLSTERING
can

he made

as

good

ENGAGE

IN

NOW

IN ORDER

We make NEW TICKS or cleanse the old and will
you in a short time. I can make you

as new.

Any Style of COl'CH

^Harness

WILL

j COVERINGS

^MATTRESS WORK IS
They

AND

or

EASY CHAIR in any style of frame.

Repairing

and
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ful gardens and orchards
of
bread-fruit,
tamarind, guava, pomegranite and Brazil-nut trees, and
every villa has its extensive aviary—for the
Dutch-Brazilian is

ready for another excursion. To-day it is
pine lands we are going. The roads
On arriving at Fryeburg Station we at are
just as smooth as they were yesterday,
once took tlie horse cars for Martha’s
for the Saco is still trailing along beside NEGLECT NOT THE SIGNALS OE
as fond of
pet song-birds as bis
Grove,a distance of two miles, a delightful us over her yellow sanded pathway, and
neighbor,
the Portuguese
DANGER.
Brazilian, is of monkeys little camping ground on the banks of the we are glad of her company. Pine spills
and parrots and the
Saco.
The
were
African-Brazilian of lovely, winding
grounds
are so thick under foot, and pine branches
no-bair dogs and
scrawny cats. The es- well lighted, and as we stopped in front of are so thick over head, that the heat is
An
Lesson
the
tates are separated from one
the auditorium round after round of apanother by
quite excluded, it is a charming drive.
lank hedges—the
only fencing in vogue plause was greeting the speaker on the The undergrowth is a scrub oak, just now
Indians.
here and the
grounds arc decorated in stand. He spoke in much disfavor of the laden with tiny acorns, a shrub that we
fanciful ways; for
example, by glass pessmistie views indulged in by many have never seen before. Miles of these
globes of various colors, always placed public speakers as regard the future fate shady drives are found in this section, and Let the Way Be Simple and the Remedy
of the f ree institutions of America.
three in a grouplikea pawn
Saf
He it takes either
an old
broker’ssign,
acquaintance,
and by shrubs trimmed in unnatural laughed to scorn the idea of Catholicism
or a keen
observer to keep from getshapes, while tlie statuary, as a rule is all ever obtaining strength in this country, ting Inst. Our first objective point
If you are ailing, not exactly sick, but not feelcrowded upon the veranda, as if the owners either to rule or to ruin, and swept aside this
morning is Jockey ('ap, a huge ing just right,’’ have a drowsy, dull feeling, bail
with logical argument the dangers of for"ere afraid to leave them out oil account
boulder, said to be the largest in America, taste in the mouth, variable appetite, occasional
j pains in the joints and muscles, ami other
of thieves.
Whether his grounds and next in size to
The linest house in I'axanga eign immigration.
signs
any in the world.
of impending sickness, why not do as the Indian
is owned by an ex-slave
trader; and when were well taken is not for us to judge, but Standing at the base of its front, we read- j does drive such
out of the system by
symptoms
emancipation was declared, against his that they were nobly defended the en- ily understand from the surprising like- ! the judicious use of their vegetable remedy?
violent opposition, some waggish neigh- thusiasm of his audience was proof posi- ; ness of its form to a
Don't, neglect snob warnings.
jockey’s cap, why
That pain in your shoulder may develop into
bor ottered consolation by coining in tlie tive.
this name was giv**n t«> the rock.
Strolling
rheumatism, and a month’s sickness deprive you
At the dose of the lecture we were round
night and painting ali the statues black,
to the left we find a well worn
of the income of your toil.
that when he tirst looked out in the taken to a line roomy cottage, which was pathway
its
southern
That furry tongue denotes your liver is out of
leading along
base,
to he our home
during our sojourn in rising rapidly toward the summit. A order, ami typhoid fever would easily take root in
morning, he was astonished to behold tlie
We are located near the audivaranda crowded with negroes— all his Fryeburg.
sharp climb of twenty minutes and we your system.
What, could you do then?
own. despite emancipation.
torium, the dining hall and the public arc above the trees, and scrambling
up
Think of your business, your income, ami your
There are only four in this fami- the
The new reservoir and water works for house.
slippery rocks to the extreme top. A family.
the city, built by an English company, an1 ly. and as there is neither food to buy 1101 few
Si ck safety as you would
pines, a few scrub-oaks, and much
tly from cholera or
situated neat Baxanga, in the midst of to cook, it looks as though we might live moss is here,
Uoing cautiously forward, smallpox.
You
ii
are
a
danger if you reglect these warnpeaceful life during the few days that \vt are soon looking down an almost sheer
prett.v scenery. The water is brought to
I I; > ni'ii/ pass off, but the chances are
ings.
After comparing
the pumping works from a small lake half we shall pass here.
precipice two hundred and lil'ty feet high. against you. and even then the poison is only
notes and planning for the morrow, we
a mile away, when', in order to
latent in your system.
No moss, no trees, no earth
geta suiteven, only | Du ui>1. however, put your trust in the numeraide pressure for tlie houses of Pernamlm- lay down to rest, happy that one, at least, the bare,
hard white rock. The view from ous so-called "sarsaparillas" with which the market
flooded. Sarsaparilla bark is not a medieo, it is pumped into a liugh reservoir of of the many outings which we had looked this point is sublime.
-V11 the country cine, i. i>
damt-iny. nothing more. The action
<>ur
of
of these decoctions comes from mineral
massive masonry on tup o| a neighboring forward to. was being realized.
many
which we saw yester ay is again before
poisons they contain, such as
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quartzites, Ac.,
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we
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Attention ?

Are you intending to purchase a
KITCHEN RANOE? it so, examine

exhausted system.
There is nothing like it;

THE ELEGANT

gives great satisfaction.

Sold Clarion

Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
Rumford Chemical Works,
in stamps.
Providence, R. I.
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\\Y have just received a car-load of this eelehiated sail and oiler it at the
following prices:
Bids. containing 22 14-pound bans at, .*3.00
per
^

Bids, containing .’><) 10-pound l>u.ns
bh!.
1 ’•hi.-, containinn no f,-pound hairs
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at
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New Fish Market
At the WEST END OF LOWER BRIDGE.
We have opened a first-class tisli market at the
above stand, and arc ready to supply lobsters,
clams, and all kinds of fish, and oysters in
their season.
We have made arrangements
with Sherman & Walker, so that all orders
left at their meat market for any article in our
line, will he promptly filled. We solicit a
share of your patronage.

SLEEPER

&

WEST,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Fish of all kinds
28
Belfast, Maine.
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The worst cases of Chronic Catarrh in the Head, yield to Dr.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. So certain is it that its makers offer |500
reward for an incurable cast

SalVat

an

dru exists,

or

the Rockland Commercial College. Open to both sexes from Sept, to July. Our
new, profusely illustrated Catalogue, Art Souvenir
and Penmanship Circulars tell,the story. Write
for them. Address
3m31
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, Rockland, Me.

v

j

sent bv mail on receipt of price. 3
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Notary Public.
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chase money can remain on mortgage a reasonable
t ime.
For terms, apply to
Kor.Kirr K. oi- W M.o. ALDKN. Fortlaml
Hank.
or at Hki.kast Swr
Pel fast, dune lf>, 185*1. '-’fit t

Be.V

Jos. Williamson, .Ik.
Collections a specialty.

Offices Over American Express Office, Belfast.
ESTABLISHED 181(1.
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tngllsh IHnmonri Tirana.

Pennyroyal pills
A
Original and Only Ccnnlne.
safe. al«s»v.
lhaii.
ladies, ask
Druggist for Phi h>>t, m English
mo ml Brand it; lied and hold
tm-ta'.lic\^Br
'boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take. \V
no oilier. /.’» fuse dangerous substitu'v
(ions and imitations. At Druggists, or send 4a.
in stamps tor particulars, testimonials and
“Relief foe l.iuiieA,” in Utter, bv return
Mail. 10,000 Testimonials. Marne Paper.

Pia-Jf\\

told by

Cthleheater Chemical Co.,JdudlMon Squama
Druggists.
Phllada.. Pa.
Ivr5

all Local

read,

(M. D., Harvard, 1S7«.)

171 Tremont

DISEASE'S OK KECTIIM.
Sired, Boston.

Pamphlet.

Office Hoi ks:
11 to 4 o'clock. Saturdays,
and Mondays excepted until Oct. 1st.'
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nmvh.i-e

j consisting of.the large two story hou-e. with ell
; ami harm with good ore hard and garden grounds
! This property is well heated and in good condi
i tion for a hoarding house, and will be sohl at a
reasonable figure. If desired, one-half the pur-

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON.
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Sacks c •ntainiiur 14 14-pouud hairs at si.no per
sack.
Hall II). sample poekets iriven
away with first
purchase. The(|tialivy is very nice and we know
will please all those who use it.
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ford Cycles.

and cured.
faction

Aroostook

glowing account of that
Wiggin held his audience under admirable control
during his
talk. At evening we had
music,recitations,
reading, Ac. Thursday morning was hot
and dusty, but nothing daunted, we made
goodly land,

a

John

They do permanent good. Constipation, Indigestion, Bilious Attacks,
Sick or Bilious Headache, and all
derangements of the liver, 6tomach,
and bowels are prevented, relieved,

At half past three, Hon. Edward
Wiggin, of Presque Isle, gave a paper, “The

Future of

Searsport.

high living,
if you keep at it, is apt to tell upon
the liver. The things to prevent
this are Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.
Take one of these little Pellets for a
corrective or gentle laxative—three
for a cathartic. They’re the smallest, easiest to take, pleasantest and
most natural in the way they act.

gather

S71

>

•inm

A preparation of the
phosphates, that acts as

Howard Grant,
Waiker, Winterport,
town.
Fred H. Worcester, Newhurg,

about the table at the close and the specimens disappear in a
twinkling, for the
speaker is generous, and rocks are cheap,

Past Present and

no means

interested

1

in the

Phosphate.

to

to Dexter T.

intense

& Hart-

^Columbia

same

descants upon the different geological eras
that have gone to build up the scenery

forget

by

G.

And the

speaker, with his hands full of specimens

done away with the latter or diminished their picturesqueness.
The ordinary price of sugar at Pernambuhave

knowledge
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crumb of
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fire
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Lincolnville,

pect, to Frank M. Eastman,

offspring
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meat

subjected

were

a No

SECRETARY.

town.

gather just

tail, driven the rounds

ia.KES,

Ella L.

sellers, also

each with its muzzled

E. S.

;•»
Alb(*rt M. Carver,
Martha E. M« (iinnes, Belmont,
to Charles M. Dickey, same town.
Walter
Nichols, Farmington, to Howaid Grant,
Wint-erport. Martini Onutt, Northport, to

Jfall,

-fur sales

<>t

Champion Record

AM)

44 Main

Lynn, Mass., since that

preserving tlieircontents.

eat

Hose,

to Hannah

Frank JI. Orcutt, same town.
Mary S. Partridge, Stockton, to John K- Ladd, Rockland.
William West, Prospect, to Etta Bowdoin,
et als, same town.
George J. Weseott, Pros-

mule-hack, with hug'll cane
Idled with fowls which vociferously
advertise themselves: cows and goats,

where 50

town. .1.

well up in their special subspeakers
jects, and every body is on the alert to

rages

j

II. L. B.

Albert T. Stevens,

same

ing his acquaintance. At eleven o'clock
we
gather at the auditorium to hear
more music and more speech making. The

one more

150 sold in

FREE SAMPLE,

HORSFORD’S Acid

to

screaming their wares in high falsetto;
wood-dealers with twin bundles of faggots
strapped t.o their donkey's sides: poultry
on

FOK

McLaughlin,
Montville.
Howard Douglass, hy guardian,
Montville, to Hannah 1. MeLuuglin, same
town.
Boseoe M. Fllis, Swanville, to Mary
Ward, Searsport. William Ford, Belfast,

dog-day weather,

pressing

POSTAL

purpose

|

mont. to

as

the

I

It is tin* closing
Chautauqua Summer

Frycburg.
ie

Boston Belting Co.’s

World, 150,000 ift

.Safe in the

At troys preserve their contents.

Oaksinitli, same town. Llewellyn Briggs
Freedom, to Frank If. Johnson, same town.
Charles M. Bradford, .Medford, to Alonzo McAllister, Burnham. Charles M. Dickey, Bel-

in the White Moun-

are

the twin mountains,

in

SEND

are tin* translers in real esWaldo county, for the week ending
Aug. noth : .Joseph C. Atwood, by ex., Winterport, to Howard Grant, same town.
Thomas C. Baehelder, Monroe, t.» A. K. j
Fletcher, same town. .Mary K. Bean, et als, ;
Boston, to Florence <\ Fuller. Liberty.
Wm. G. Bowdoin, Prospect, to Frances W.

our

near, while peaks
without names rise

eyes

of

at

t

Tin*

the picture which we
Kearsarge sends

hour

the busiest time in Pernambuco,
during tin sugar season Trapixe

the linesi

excursionists

school

The Best

COMFORT ! Awr,- "0.. Hartford, Conn.

here, gives the evening's entertainment.
The large auditorium was packed, many
to

I AM AOLNT FOR TIIK

GEO. T.

Deposit Work of all kindst

ancl

pumping

e<! for all
light work requiring from two to six
horse power; also for water supply for resiliences,
farms ami villages. Call
and see testimonials and
get estimates.

Lawn

Bank Vaults, Bank Vault

I)a\ at

tate in

Mount

the port before the sun is fairly up.
I util within a few years the sunrise

the

reeife.

local fashion deserted this beauti‘h:uU, sjie took up her abode at the
■■xtremity of “Recife”—out toward
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l

|

the

voices.said to he

Safes,

I

quietude.'*

and

To-day is Orange

l'or

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Transfers in Real Estate.

us lies a far
Wo have mountains for

scene.

Bank

WONDER.”

HEALING

Pimples, 1.1 .ckheads,
Roughness, Redness,
Oily Skin. Itching,
Fetid Ann I'd Perspiration,
Scale Scalp. Pice shin,
Rarning. Chafing,
Ringworm, Shingles.

Chautauqua,and
State Master Hunt presides with much
J dignity. The speakers are the Professors
from the State < 'ollege. and the duty is to he
an interesting one. A chorus of thirty-four

lint above and around

rest,

different

Hot Water or Steam.

Removes

a

Mount Washington lies in hiding under a
dense cloud bank.
We have liftod our

country
joes in full force, with their horses, mules
.or quaintly decorated with hits ! and
sugar-hags; the city merchants in
a ware of many odors, laid on in
dainty suits of white limn, delicately
:i
regular, crazy-quilt sort of lingering samples of sugar; venders of
1 here is an old chapel of Italian cakes,
oranges, dulces and beverages,
ieh lias its whole facade and

find

and Contractor for heating dwelling houses by

Skin Affections.

still to bo seen in the

go

prayer to the patron saint of travelers,
and clattering into the Trapixe quarter of

ami
uni cupolas of ('linda’s churches market
presented a scene which tor varied
rntmil institutions are covered! interest could
hardly be surpassed in the
it h tiles, others with
imported world. There were the
Sertanewhiter than the stuccoed walls.

vv<

Machinist, Steam Fitter

Cures

camp- ward.
‘‘Oh Lake of calm. Oh the dark still wood
And stiller skies, that o\ t-rbro. M your ivst I

goto
j classes
with them.
of the town

At the centre

GEO. T. READ,

powder

idly

four miles, during our morning ride, we
lind these structures, always neatly kept.,
commodious, and cheerful. The spirit of j

their families.

Makers,
CHICAGO, and
6 Central Wharf, Boston.

Address

comes

or

tain

was

are

SudburyjSt.. Boston, Mass.

| Fire and BBralar-Proof Sales

Sole

a

our

arc

Drange Hall and store, and the
ith traders presumably town house,all in perfect keeping with the

day. suddenly

tiles, and broken out all
perfect rash of gelonzias or

a

1

Fvery three

64

tarts, griddle cakes, croquettes with Cottolene than
with either lard or butter.
Get it of your grocer and try
it.
Beware of imitations.
N. K. FAIRBANK &. CO.,

purposes,adapt-

several miles from camp, and the
forenoon speaker is with ns.
The word

in the train, and

semi-annual sugar harvest time this little
hamlet, notoriously sleepy and quiet by

.-irk red
:ii

We

look after the well-

the selioolhoitscs.

tare of

of

lying upon
caressingly.

The musician of the party sang
appropriate song to our boatmen while
the water, which was much enjoyed.

on

understand that this is the

to

to take his

tin* Mesoiics of Mexico and the Posados of
Peru,) and also to fortify himself for to-

like the comfortable villas that

«i

1

with

the land say
make nicer bread,

keepers
they can

as arranged
anu power

reek.

an

The acreage of
fac-

bis hat to extra tine fields of potatoes.

we next

couked

easily digested when
cooked with Cottolene, and
many of the leading house-

Doors,

old tree trunks about the mouth of Battle
<

j mosphere which a stranger, mingling with
! the
people, instinctively recognizes. The
place
instant the cavalcade is cantering old are grave and decorous, the middledow n the green valley, under tin* dew- aged social and easy-mannered, the young
dropping trees that overhang the highw ay quiet, polite, and bookishly inclined. The
They invariably stop the last night in farm buildings are models of what farm- |
Caxaiiga —partly from habit and because buildings should be; not over large, but |
there are vendas on purpose, (similar to cozy, pleasant homes for the farmers and

green

to

that bullet murks

is large this season.
Several times
Aroostook friend lias been asked to

surroundings,

when

1y49

lard is

of

sea

large bunch of the white beauties in

Fryeburg camming

the Daniel Webster Academy,that has linputs a foot on the hock-joint and leaps on i
so many many, years in this antop of the load as if ascending a flight of gered for
cient
still yields an intellectual at!
town,
stairs.
mule
of
the troop has been
Every

together and clothed signal
vegetation, sloping gently in an

Atlantic

astir; and having pac ked bis load
big oblong bundles on each beast as

own

close

_i<mped

are

monkey and parrot in his
particular place, the Sertancjo goes
behind his horse, seizes hold of the tail,

like

either

any canine species.
oeeujiies several low,

an

;<la

all

two

stove-pipe- -of

w

tin

before—and every

links of sausage or animated
a dull-red color,

ah

-of

\

decidedly

in

about the Indians.

—

shortening, and
can
eat. digest,

for several teams to drive abreast, glisten
in the August sunshine.
The waters of

so

hack along the line to forward
In riding through an agricultural region, J march, and in a moment we have said
after taking in the general features of our I good ls\v to the lake and art* driving rap-

branches above, and the animals
Tethered near.
At the ;irst peep of dawn

religion:

for the

corn

Tells all

of

ALSO AOF.YT FOR

for me to say that it is a lovely spot. The
broad sandy beaches, of sufficient width

could convey to you the idea

The soil is dark and rich.

pay

combined they
better than lard for all

Properly
are

have heard it beside the lire from the lips
of grey haired men and women. Sufficient

quiet vales dispensing sweets for a living.
We are riding along an old lake bottom,
varying from three to live miles in width.

tect the siigai from rains and heavy dew-,
and night after night the cavalcade has

to

BIGELOW, Distributing Agents, 521
Grand Ave., New Haven, Conn.

■

;-ii

stamps

|bU|bL

pure

HEALY A

a

,s

alert to the business in hand, that of getting the cargo safely to port, as the master himself.
There arc rawhides to pro-

two-eent

a

bands.
They were very large and perby groves of cocoa-palm J laden. The master leads the
of riding twenty miles
without havprocession,
and the outer leaves were tinged with
fect,
to
and
occupied—as
tngo trees,
For western people ir
Ids feet thrust forward under the horses ing to climb a hill.
red more deeply than any we ever saw beonly by negroes and very poor nose; the mule next him is
would be no luxury, but to Waldo County
ridden
perhaps
fore, and wondered if deep down in
Their dilapidated huts. ot
by a trained monkey, in lieu ol human people it is simply a delight.
the old lake there yet remained a tinge of
,!>u i'f(l bamboo, arc a sight lit for
We lind maple orchards ever and anon,
drivers: the next by a pair of screaming
red from that, princely fought battle of
..id’s laic: and having inspected
and such maple trees.
Tall, wide-spreadparrots, another by a splendid golden
long ago.
miior of one. you have seen them
old
far
giants, looking
lm-asted. green routed, scarlet and blue ing, deep-chested
We were shown Battle Creek, so named
i in're is a Hoot "1 natural cart h.
In*
better lifted to
breasting the storms on
winged macaw -all apparently as gravely
from this light, and we were also assured
snake baj’hering thatch, lilthy
the mountain side than standing in these
bordered

Send three

[J*

Ci Ci postage, and we will mail you free
thrilling and interesting book of 173 pages, entitled, “Life and Scenes Among.ihe kiekapoo In■

a

savage tribe of Indians. It is useless
to repeat the story.
Young America can
tell you all about it. and older Americans

which way its water flow.
‘Nowhere such a devious stream,
Save in fancy or in dream.
Flows the stream so still and slow
That it hardly seems to How.”

oil

thickets of bamboo and wild

nse

our

level and The

so

bows, the latter to the knees, his brown
feet bare or thrust into home-made slippers. 1 le journeys on horseback, perched

iron.

together

we
As
drive away we
upon it.
a last look at the white sol emu face
of the old rock, while our driver tells us
the legend of Molly Pocket, the last of the

burg, 1 mean it. Mile after a mile of
delightful intervale road we traveled, in
the midst of a fertile valley.
The Saco
river, ever turning and twisting, crossing
and recrossing our path, is spanned
by covered bridges. 1 think there are
seven covered bridges in
the town of
Fryeburg. In many places the ground is

—

the early days of the Dutch oceuIts foundationPernambuco.
of hewn stone imported trom Ku-

v'.

ed

breakfast teams were
party of a round dozen,
and under the guidance of Mr. Me Keen, of

planters, but of
the numerous ‘‘small farmers,") wears a
pindora hat, shaped like a sugar loaf, under w hich his bushy black hair frames a
distinctively Portuguese face
thin,
bronze, with burning eyes, whose most
prominent expression is of insatiable cur-

our

take

After

for

brought

to

gaze once more on
steps
this picture which has no place save in
the memories of those who have once look-

a

nineties.

marketing expeditions

on

retrace

nice cool arbor room, albeit the
thermometer is climbing amongst the

of the better class of

ing

natural break in the reef admits
fortress,

width, accommodating about one
hundred and fifty people.
The hall is in
a shady cornet and the entire sides
being
of lattice work, we had the comfort of dining in

mercury, arsenic,
strychnine, bismuth, iodide of potassium, and the
like, and any druggist will tell vou, if he tells vou
truly, that ibis is so.
Kiekapoo Indian Sagwa and other Kiekapoo
I ndian medicines contain only the products of the
ticld and forest, nature’s own vegetable growth of
roots, barks and herbs, and of necessity are free
from all mineral poisons whatever, because the
Indians have no knowledge of them, depending
wholly ii)ion nature’s laboratory for their resources. and upon their skill, born of centuries of
experience, in preparing them.
kiekapoo Indian Sagwa, math by tlx Indians
fram roots, harks, and herbs of of their own <jath< rinyand
enriny, is obtainable of any druyyisl at
otndollar per bottb sbr bottles for fire dollars.

eyes, but to-day A is a picture, not a
reality. We turn again and again as we

our

week's, a fortnight’s, perhaps even a Fryeburg, we set forth. The river road
longer journey from their distant home. was the choice of the party. Now, when
The typical Sertancjo, (we are not speak- 1 tell you that there are no hills in Frye-

•lightness

to

Pernambuco

to

coated with shells of many species.
have nerve enough and are not in

...

live in

old mode of transportation, are called Sertanejos. and twice every year they come

nearly

about ten feet across, the exp
rocks dark-brown in color and
is

■

Highway lroin the interior --sugar
belt." (one oi' the richest in the world)
lit s through
this suburb and the products of hundreds of remote sugar estates
are brought to port on the backs of mules,
idle class of planters, who still stick to the

masonry, to which one
row-boat or jangada and

of

in

out

morning meal was taken at the dining
hall, a building sixty feet long by twenty-

nr

y •'pray as the billows dash against
low tide, however, it looks like a

;

liiil. whence it ilows to 111*• citv through
eighteen inch pipe.

an

tide is

-•

...

or

KNOW THYSELF._

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
ERRORS of
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300page8.cNth,
gilt; 126 invaluable prescriptions.
Only $1.00
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements pnrpi
oriirv
of the Press and voluntary
I wtNlJ
testimonials of the cured I IILb* NOW.
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CURE. AddrnQq Dr. W. IT. P«rk«r. or
The Peabody Medccal Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch St.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, but no equal. Herald.
The Science of Life, or Si If Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Rend it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG.— MedicalIleview. (Copyright *d.)

if it is made with
Cottolene,
the new pure substitute for

a

mile from the

a

stretches the famous reeife,
.ref

M.

Vitality!

prized, but many

of

in

ami the harbor

).

Strength!

l

people

sc

sudden

yanked and

are

TAKE WARNING!

to the

-‘

is to

■

Fryeburg.

Object

departed
,.

In

| g&S!*"?^e.
2(>teowl3

SHAW’S BUSINESS COLLEGE, Portland, He.
one in New EngOpen the entire year. Is the
land which has its Theory and Practice in separate
apartments, conducts a Ladies’ Department and refuses
U. accept payment in advance. Send for
Catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, Principal.

only
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and he will cast a

BENJAMIN

HARRISON,

OF INDIANA.

candidate for Governor, instead of to the
right of the name Republican, the vote will
simply count one for the Governor and no

WHITELAW

REID,

OF NEW YORK.

B.

the ticket.

Portland Express:

through

The

Republicans of
doing for the
of
Republican principles
success of the whole Repub-

protection
the

up and

lican ticket.

The vote of Maine in Sepalways potent in influence upon

national contests
even

more

in

November,

this fall

so

minor matters

will be

than usual.

In

side issue should be al-

no

CLEAVES.

party

he is

which

to

principles

attached and the

grand policy

of preserving for
American workmen the work of providing

foi American wants

For

Presidential

Electors.

l'OR ELECTOR* AT LAID. I,

THOMAS M HYDE. ■>; Bath,
WILLIAM M. NASH, of Cherrytield.
First District
E. M. <b>■ h*ai.l, of Sanford.
Second District M. ('. \\ i:ni; i:\vooo. of Lewiston.
Thin District. ...A. IV. Wildes, of Skowheuan.
Fourth District.. Rmdnen C. Pi.nm a of Monson.
—

First District... T. B. Reed, of Portland.
Second District. Nelson Dina.lev. ot Lewiston.
Third District.
S. L. Mili.ikkn.o1' Belfast.
Fourth District. ( A. Boctem.e. of Bangor.

depend upon the reelection of President Harrison and Republican control of the national

legislature.
Maine's vote next Monday will not only
affect this policy through its influence upon other States, but it will directly control

one

in the United States Senate,
votes in the national house.

vote

and four
These

call

reasons

loudly

upon every
in Maine to do his full duty

Republican

between now and the close of the
Waldo County

Nominations.

Monday

polls

on

next.

For Senator...1. H. Jackson. Knox.
For .ludge of Probate. lira* E. Johnson. Belfast.
ForReg'terof Probate. J. D. Parker, BeKast.

For Sheriff.Ben.t. Ames. Thorndike.
For Count! Attorney... W. T. C. lit nnei.i >. Searsport.
For County Treasurer. A. A. Small. Belfast.
For (.'•>. ( ouiinissioner..M. S. Sth.es, J acksou.

\\ m.

Representative to the legislature,
B. Swan.Belfast.

Republican Meetings.
Hon.

s.

L. MiJJiken

speaks at Brooks Thursday

The letter from

The Democrats

arc in a I’eck of tro uble
the report ot the New York labor
cojimiisMoner.
This solid array of facts
st < nis to have struck Cleveland after the
task ion oi the “chunk ot red sandstone1.*"

over

as

told in Bret ilarte's poem.
David

Senator

F

*'corge

liad
and

a

B.

Hill

long

a> a

conieivnce- with the senator,
result of that conference is betHarrison.
.Mr. Hill was in Boston

ting
recently and
straight tip.
on

gaw-

his friends there the

has another patent medicine
sprouted. There should lie few sick folks
over there.
[Aroostook Times.
There are hut few sick folks here, hut
those who had

likely
voting.

tions
drew

an-

some

Here is another: Hon. An-

Deering, addressed to

of

Hawes,

Secretary of

State

Fessenden, the follow-

ing enquiry:
Suppose a voter checks the “Republican" X at the head of that list; then he
checks the name of some candidate on the
Democratic list.
What is the effect*.’
To

this Mr. Fessenden

replied

as

fol-

lows :

strict party ballot, whatever his political
bias may be—and in a sense it would seem
that the form of ballots arranged under the
Australian system was to encourage that
plan—yet the fact remains that there is a
great body of independent voters who will
be confined to any party ticket, and that
in some localities there is a still greater
number in each of the leading political parties, as in our own county, for example, who
will not vote the “straight” ticket, but
propose to vote a “split” or “cut” ticket at
the coming State election.
Now, it is well for these voters to be very
careful how they mark the ballot, else it
may be thrown out entirely under the new
law. If we check the party name we are
committed to the whole ticket, and if in addition we check a name on some other ticket
of some candidate we prefer for a particular
office, we lose our whole vote. Therefore, the

President

Harrison's letter

accepting

the

Republican

nomination for President

of

the United

States

safe method of voting is not to

check the party name, but to check each
name for whom we wish to vote, upon whichicket it may be found.
Then comes another trouble.
t

ever

It has al-

been customary for a voter who finds
a name on his party ticket which is objectionable to him to “scratch it out,” or erase
it. It seems there is no provision in the new
law in regard t<» the effect such au erasure
wonul have on the legality of the ballot so
ways

cast.

The attention of the Secretary <>f State
was called to this matter and the following
is his opinion:
It seems to me that the ballot is the property of the State: that the voter has only a
limited possession of it for certain purposes:
which, if I am correct, places this sort of a
ballot upon a very different footing from
any we have ever known.
The law provides for no erasures of any
kind whatever, blit defines how a voter
may express his choice, by affording several methods of marking what he chooses.
Now any erasure at all would depend for
its effect upon the judgment of whoever happened to constitute the particular Counting
Board who had it to pass upon, and I cannot
venture an opinion as to what action, if any,
could render the counting of such a ballot
right or wrong.
Generally, I should say, as to erasures,
which will occur, that
1st. They should be disregarded alto-

gether,

1 think that the courts would hold that
ballot so marked should be counted for
the Republican ticket, except as to the
candidate checked on Democratic list. As
to that no choice.
If a voter marks a ballot in that way, he has voted for two men
for the same office, so far as the ballot
shows.
Sec. U7 provides that in such a
case his ballot “shall not be counted for
I
such office."
The voter's choice is to be
I determined from the ballot.
a

possible.

if

2nd. That, if cognizance must be taken of
them in order to count such erasure should
be considered as affecting only the particular office affected by such erasure, so as
to preserve as much of the voter’s will as

possible.

This is

opinion

far

as

in my

as

I

own

have gone in forming
mind upon erasures.
S'.

There
ures

of

liable to be

arc

a name on one

of

an

K.

good

a

the

many erastickets in Waldo

county, and the voter cannot afford to lose
his right of suffrage, nor the other candidates to lose the whole ticket thereby. It
would

seem

that in these

cases

it will be

en-

made

public tirely competent and right for the counting
Tuesday. It is a manly, straightforward board to take into consideration the intendocument, in which the Republican and tion of the voter, as expressed by his “cutDemocratic policies are sharply contrast- ting” or erasure on the ticket, and give him
ed.

Belfast

in

of the questo arise under the new meth-

od of

first cousin.

Hay no. of New York, recently

correspondent

other column deals with

niglit.
Hi>n. ( E. Littlefield speaks at Monroe
Friday
night and at Belfast Saturday night.
Hen. Hawley speaks at Liberty
Thursday afternoon. and at Winterport Friday afternoon.

a

To the Editor of The Journal: While
it may he advisable for purely partisan purposes to recommend that every voter cast a

professes allegi- only entirely

he

which

to

The

ance.

Our

Tickets.’’

not

lowed to divert the attention of any Republican from the duty he owes to the

EOR GOV ERNOR,

HENRY

on

Maine should be

tember.
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

straight

for every candidate on the ticket. If
the X is placed opposite the name of the

NOMINATIONS.

FOR PRESIDENT,

“Split

vote

other candidate
KKPl BLICAN

Ticket.

Straight

Let every Republican remember that the
X must be placed at the right of the name

Republican,

TlIl lfSDAV

EVERY

Vote

was

The important matter of

a

sound

currency is discussed and the American
carrying trade considered at >ome length.
We shall
week,

publish

as a

opportunity to invest tice.
:n Dana stock, and declined, are not feelWe
ing very well. It will soon he announced
an

the full benefit and his undoubted rights in
the case, as suggested 1>\ the Secretary of
State above.
b.

Belfast, September,

the letter in full next

The

summary would not do it jus-

Local

1*1*2.

Political

Field.

Congressman Mil liken is billed for a speech
at the Belfast Opera House next Saturday
are glad to learn that Ellen Hamlin
Butler's poems are to be collected and evening.
that Belfast has Skoda "nother success.
published in book form soon by her sister.
Mr. Boardman Hall, of Boston, formerly of
1 lie outlook tor a national Republican Miss Butler ranks among the best of the
Maine poets.
The poems which have en- Belfast, is advertised to speak in Maine for
victory grows stronger and stronger,"
joyed their first light in the Register’s col- the Democrats.

says John A. Cocke rill, in the New York
Herald:
“Discontented labor is ceasing
serious maiiilesiatious.
the crops are
abundant, business good for the season of
the year, and prosperity abounds.
The
"

Republican party

has nothing to defend
its great system ot protection and
reciprocity, while the Cleveland party is
force*I. in the nature of things, to apolosave

gize for its very existence.”
Mi. Bateman stated that the
average
da\*> w;mcs of t laborer at Homestead
u:,s *l.-o. and that the
laboring man had
not been heueiitted a
particle by the McKinley hill. .Mr. Bateman stated also that
the People's party would carry as
many
states a> either of the two
great parties
at the coming election.
at
Au[Speech
burn.

umns

will grace the pages of the forth-

coming book. [Hallowell Register.
We prin tone of Miss Butler's poems in
this issue and commend the forthcoming
book to
A

our

readers.

ment and

the

Blaine,

campaign,

was

It is an able docu-

will be read

great interest.

Prof. Bateman and George C. Sheldon were
speak in behalf of the People's Party in
Memorial Hall, last evening.

to

letter from Hon. .lames (b

giving his views on
published yesterday.

Ex-Gov. Sidney Perham was in Belfast
Monday. He spoke at Brown's Corner,
Northport, that evening.

everywhere with
publish the let-

We shall

ter in full next week.

The official ballots for Waldo County were
received last week from the Secretary of
State's office.
American

They came
Express and

Belfast by the
were
distributed
to

from here.

The withdrawal of Gov. McKinley, of
Ohio, from the State campaign was a sore
Senator Frye in Belfast and Searsport.
disappointment to Belfast Republicans. A
Last Thursday afternoon Senator W P. special train would have gone from hereto
Frye addressed the Republicans in the Bel- Pittsfield Monday.
fast Opera House.
Last Chance to Register. The Belfast
Notwithstanding 400
Belfast people, and a proportionate represen- Board of Registration began its session at
tation from adjacent towns, were at Bangor, the Aldermen’s
1‘rot. Bateman lias a fatal
room, Memorial building,
facility for and the
meeting was in the day time when yesterday and will continue to-day, Friday
>a\ ing t
hings that are not so. As to wages
many are unable to attend, the hall was well and Saturday. This will he the last opporat Homestead, he is at least
forty rows of tilled, and a large number of ladies were
tunity before election to revise the lists,
apple trees from the truth.
and voters who are not registered should
present. W’. B. Swan, Esq., presided.
Mr. Frye explained that he was on his way sec that their names are put upon the list.
< liai les K, Peck, the labor commissioner
to Searsport and that it was not his meeting.
Mr. Charles F. Johnson, of Waterville,
of Xevv fork, said in a recent interview:
He would take but fifteen minutes and then
Democratic nominee for Governor, address''.\h report was absolutely unbiased and
t<>
Mr.
Mil
liken.
He
howgive way
spoke,
ed the Democrats Tuesday evening at the
was fairly
prepared. If a committee from ever, for an hour, and then the audience, Belfast
Opera House. Among other things
either party desires it, my figures and like Oliver Twist, clamored for more. It
lie told of the extravagance of the last State
blanks on which the conclusions are based was an able presentation "f the Republic an
administration, and the great increase in
can lie shown.
1 really do not care to dis- policy of protection, and so clearly and the State taxes of 181*1 over 181*0, He did
not,
set
forth
that
no one could fail to
strikingly
cuss it further." said the
commissioner,
however, state that in 1882, when we had a
it.
"ll speaks for itself and I have talked comprehend
Democratic Governor, the rate of taxation
At Searsport that evening, in his explana- was four and a half
mills, and that the State
I will say,
myself out.
however, that tion of the tariff. Mr. Frye built two
per cent, higher than at
imagin- tax was thirty-three
III iiher Senator IIill nor Edward
time.
The
the
“Governor” was folpresent
Murphy ary mills, one at Searsport, which he said he
lvwed by Hon. Mark Wilder, of Brooklyn,
knew of a single line of tlie report until it would
call the United States, and one at Bel- N. Y., who is a
The Belfast
good
speaker.
was printed.
I am a Democrat and will fast which he called
England. The com- Band furnished music.
vote lor Cleveland, and it is
unjust to criti- pleted mill in the United States cost £100,Election Arrangements for Belfast.
cize me for my official actions.
Further- 000, while the one in England, huilt of the The State election will take place next Monday. Belfast, in common with other places
same material and equally as good, cost lmt
more I say that when the blanks were
in Maine, will for the first time vote under
£O0.ii00. The difference in
nt

the cost of these

out to the

the Australian ballot law. Durham & Hall
have made the booths, and they will he placthe wages paid the laborers of the two conn- ( ed in position the last of the week. The
voting
places in Be.'fast will be as follows:
Senator Blackburn, of Kentucky, once tries. In the equipment of the mills there Ward One at the South Primary School
was the same difference.
The American i building. Ward Two will vote at Pierce’s
remarked that “he who dallies is a dasfactory produces a web of cloth at a cost Parlor Theatre, which will be the largest
tard and he who doubts is damned."
it of £1<mi. while the
place in the city. Ward Three
English mill turns polling
will vote in the Grand Jury room, Court
appears from a note received from Balti- out a weh of cloth for £80. If we had
House. Ward Four will use a hall ill the
more that there are
people ill Belfast who free trade the foreign manufacturer could school house at the Head of the Tide, and
doubt that there is even a solitary tin mill come to our markets and sell his cloth j Ward Five will vote in Bradman’s Hall.
The voting will he watched with interest.
in tlie whole United States.
Xow, the for £90, a profit of £10, and still he £10
Baltimore American of Aug. gbth con- below the cost of the American product. ! The Constitutional Amendments.
“How lung,” said Senator Frye, “could the
tains an account of the
In the discussion of national questions the
rebuilding of American
factory run?” The McKinley
Coates A- Co.’s tin mills in that
1 fact has been lost sight of that next Monday
city, retariff says to the English manuprotective
cently burned down. The mills have been facturer: Before
the voters of Maine are to pass upon two
you can have our markets
started with a capacity of 1,500 boxes per
proposed amendments to the State constituyou must pay a duty on your cloth to make
tion. One is a resolve providing for an eduweek, and employ two hundred and fifty it
equivalent in price to the American procational qualification. The amendment is as
men. The scale of wages paid by the firm duct—in this case £20. Is there
anything un- follows:
is one hundred per cent, over the
wages fair in that? There is but one other thing
No person shall have the right to vote or
paid in Wales. Score another point for to be done. In order to compete with the he eligible
to office under the constitution of
American tin.
foreigner, under free trade, the wages of the this State, who shall not be able to read the
American laborer must he reduced. Sena- constitution in the English language, and
write his name; provided, however, that the
Lieut. Totten’s latest theory is that we tor Frye said every English manufacturer ;
provisions of this amendment shall n<>t apwas in favor of the Democratic
are to have an epidemic of
party and ply to any person prevented by a physical
mysterious disfur the election of Cleveland. If the disability from complying with its requisiAs he puts it:
“The time prayed
appearances.
free trade doctrine of the Democratic party tion, nor to any person who now lias the
will come when you will hear of some perright to vote, nor to any person who shall be
prevails our markets will he opened to them. sixty years of age or upwards at this time
son who is gone and no trace can be found
Senator Frye discussed the shipping ques- this amendment shall tak effect.
of him.
You will not know wliat'lias be- tion at some
In this enlightened age and in this counlength and said it was the only
come of him.
You will wonder, and the American industry that is not
protected and try there is no excuse for any person growfirst that you know some other person will is the only one to decline. The American I ing up in ignorance. Those who have the
be missing. You will see crowds of peo- coastwise trade, which is protected, has de- i advantages of our excellent common schools
ple flocking about tlie churches and asking veloped the finest fleet of coasting vessels in and do not acquire knowledge enough to
themselves what is happening, but they the world. Our foreign commerce would read and write, ought to he disfranchised.
flourish if it should receive adequate At the bottom of the ballot will he found a
cannot explain the mystery.”
It would again
In the early days of the Repub- ^ place where the voter can pass upon this
be a good idea for Totten to put his protection.
lie our foreign trade was protected and in a amendment. Make a cross opposite and to
into
He
is
“theory”
practice.
getting to he short time we were carrying in American | the right of the word “Yes.”
about as big a nuisance as was Yennor, bottoms
95 per cent, of our foreign trade.
The other amendment is of less consequence,
tlie Canadian weather prophet.
The dis- Now it is
and is whether the Adjutant General shall
nearly all done by foreigners.
appearance of such prophets would he no
The speech was well received and the Sen- be elected by the legislature, as at present,
loss.
ator was frequently applauded.
J or appointed by the Governor.
si

nothing

manufacturers, J knew
of their individual politics.”

two structures

is

simply the difference

in

Next

Duty

McLellan

Monday.

Next Monday is our State election and
we must endure for the next two years the
results of our choosing, whether for weal or
for woe.
For a soldier to be found off duty in time
of war is punishable by death; for the voter
to be found off duty next Monday in Waldo
county is a crime of like sort, but its punishment is only in the conscience of the culprit. Let no good man he absent Monday.
The duty to be there is imperative as never
before.
It is suggested that voters will be bribed
to remain away from the polls, as it is now
so difficult to control the ballot at the
polls.
Such a voter isjregardless of moral obligation
and no amount of consideration of this sort
can move him.
He is dead to right and
truth.
The ballot is a trust and the voter has
no right to vote for a friend
simply because
lie is a friend.
The ballot was iiot given
him to reward his friends, but to exercise
for the public good. Others suffer if his
friend is not a good officer. It is for them
as much as for himself that he
votes, and lie
is false to them, and disregardful of his
trust if he places friendship ahead of
public

the

on

Prohibitory

Law.

Hon. W. II. McLellan addressed a Democratic rally at. tlie Belfast Opera House Saturday evening. He enumerated the points
made by the three Republicans who have
spoken lu re, and sa d he, proposed to answer
all of them. He talked one hour and fifteen

I

on the prohibitory law and about
minutes each on the other questions
His statements were most extravagant. He
said that under the present law a poor farmer who made and sold two glasses of cider
was liable to
imprisonment for forty-six
months and to pay a tine of $3,200. He said
the holding of a United States license made
a common nuisance of a place, and that Hon.
O. D. Baker when lie made his speech here
made it in a common nuisance. The Belfast
Opera House was a common nuisance, because parties in the building held a U. S.
license. When Governor Burleigh and his
family were here they put up at a common
nuisance, the Crosby Tun, because Landlord
Bemis held a license. Mcbellan’s hobby is
the prohibitory law and be rode it to his full
satisfaction.
The Democratic party lias declared for resubmission, and the speaker believed that if
the people had another opportunity to vote
on it that prohibition would be taken out of
the constitution.

minutes

-*MRS. C. W, HANEY*!-

ten

duty.

Neither is it sufficient excuse fur voting
one the voter dislikes,
simply because lie dislikes
lorn.
If, as between a
friend of the voter and one wliom lie dislikes,
the latter will best serve the public, the voter is
violating his high trust who sets his
private feelings before bis public duty.
For the reason that it is a trust the voter
has no right to “swap off," that is, to vote
for some candidates <>n condition that others
vote for a friend of t lie voter.
It is quite as
immoral as buying votes outright, and the
voter who does it is on the same moral
plane
with the “floater.”
We hear very often about the great cost of
enforcing the law. This is made a great bugbear. Eating, however, is proof of the
pudding, and experience shows that the county
has been ahead finaneialh when the law
was enforced and astern when it was not.
Take for example the year 1S88. That year
the work of enforcement was as costly and
thorough as ever before in the history of the
county. During that year the county debt
of over *7,ooo was paid, the
jailers house
built and a costly murder trial concluded. It

against

Fish

ami

wishes to

Tlie

‘ban

Fishing.

The Portland Press of Monday last says:
early last week interfered with
mackereling and very few catches are reported. The fish are still along the Maine
coast and in the Bay of Fundy, and with
settled weather vessels may be able to secure more good fares, but there is not much
chance for a large catch. Very little is expe< ted from North Bay. Takes of mackerel
are reported at several places on the Nova
Scotia shore, but no large schools.
The storm

Palkkmo.
Elisha Norton, of California,
of Palermo, is visiting Ids brother,
S. G. Norton, after an absence from his old
home of 22 years.... Unfits Howe had |his
house painted last week, and H. J. Goodwin
repaired his buildings-Miss Alice Young
returned to Augusta, Monday.

formerly

Hats

F

r

irany y-er.-s

mi

THE

esteemed communicant of

Trinity Episcop.il church. Newburgh, N. Y.,
a'.v ays says
Thank You” to Hood’s Sar:»ar ilia. She suffered for years from Eczema
and Scrofula sores on her face, head and
s
e.:
making her d-*ai nearly a year, and affecting her sight. To the surprise of her friends
s

Hood’s
H

now

$1.

Hats

formerly

for 50 cents.

s,

W.

at

■

s-''

*

e

Sarsaparilla

HOOD'S PjLLS
fect in

are hand made, and are
condition, proportion and appearance.

now

offering

CLOTHING
.'.mu in

Waldo County, t-

Magnificent

per-

SLEEPEf

*

MOST ASTOUNDING BARGAINS IN

Ever

11 effected a cure and sin- can now hear and
as well as ever.
For full particulars of her
e send t«> <1. HiMiD&t'.i., i.owell. Mass.

HANEY.

"
#0.00,

must

Line

"lils i'l
patterns suit

,.f them

loin out broken ;..ts .ind make

of
st

.ii

-K.

ible for any

Fall
w

-rtl

season

tigure

..11

everything

Clothing

#1*2.00, #10.00, #H.Oiyear, and sell tl

,.f the

-UNIFORM PRICE OF $5.00
name a

f..,

ro.m

sell, wlm h w ill make
g«‘t y-m t•» c<*i!U* iu ami i.H.k.
.ye

A SUIT,;.u.

mm

EXAMINE THESE BARGAINS
Fast Black

Hose,

2

pairs

for

French

Balbrigan Underwear,
Outing Caps,

Any Straw Hat
Call in t<>

our

store

in stock at half the cost.

ami £et-

nm*

of

«*\fr

t^Custom

^SAFETY BICYLESd

Clothing

our

A

.1 is•
uht ln,..;vS.
y.
w.;
.•eut. mi your p;url;.isf>.

made to order in
before the rush

We

Offer, Subject

Previous

to

AND

HT^Fmest Watch Work Done Promptly.

High Street,

Belfast.

Rhinelander Water Co.,
OF
RHINELANUFR, WISCONSIN.

Dated

Sept. 1, 1890.
Payable Sept, l, 1910.
Interest payable March and September 1st. at

the office of the Holland Trust
n., New Ymk
Both principal and interest payable in
New \ ork in < iold < 'oin of the present standard
and fineness.

City.

FLOUR!
FLOUR!
FLOUR! F. C. NEALEY,

Last Saturday some 4<< members "f Gran"
ite Grange took their departure from North
Searsport to visit South Branch Grange,

arrived, another

ear

of

tive

very pleasant evening
the ride over the hills of

—Other

I
j

grades

selliigat
at

$6.

correspondingly

Please remember

we

have ttie

PHOTOGRAPHER,

low

Brackett's Block, Brooks, Maine.
prices.—

largest line of

Fancy and Family Groceries
in

town.

vanee.

In

u'noils. bought previous to t!-.■
For warmth, comfort. «iii..i

ami economy they .ire the garment
protect the most vital part-, the rh--Fur garments are tbe worn f.o
many popular furs will, in
I'ovy.m
of siolit of all ordinary purses.
Most all nat’«".is fio i*r th-m
...

—Prices reduced, quality of work Improved.—

Cabinets S3 Per Dozen
Ollier sizes In

proportion.

wi!.

e\>

'un,-

seal skins.
We i. w have i:
>

BEAVER,
MONKEY,
WOOL SEAL,

ASTRACHAN,
NUTRIA,
CAPE SEAL
AND co*n

FLOUR,

Washburn Crosby Co.’s Superla-

a

new

J. W. FREDERICK & CO
Belfast-

u

Just

All

for them. but
Bonds in denominations of $500 and $l,0n0.
Present bond issue $»>.'■,uno
Present annual revenue in excess of interest :11««1 operating
expenses.
$2,820. Franchise is exclusive. Thirty years -ontract with city at $;;.''-on j\- year.
Payment of interest is secured bv hydrant and railroad rentals,
the Holland Tni>r
pledged and paid directly
0"., to l>e used exclusive!} for the payim-e: ->i interest on these bonds.
Price 101 and accrued interest.

Capes

■

OF ALL KINDS

—of Tin:—

Spectacles.

near

Slae

20 Year Bonds!

Silverware,

low prices

at

MEN’S FURNISHINGS

AIMS, First Mtge. 6,000
Gold Six Per Cent. ID- Fur

JEWELERS.
Watcb.es,

Visit.

Dept,

83 Main St., Belt;K

AGENTS,
|

THAYER k

Custom

r

commences.

CLARK & SLEEPER,
CLOTHERS, TAILORS

EOE SALE BY THE

:

25 Ceot«
49
39
.<
39
o
39
39

Laundered White Shirts,
Unlaundered White Shirts,
Hammock Hats,

school system.

these few lines, know
what a harvest feast means; but it is
not to be compared with the supper the
sisters of South Branch Grange know how
prepare. Brother and Sister Stinson and Sister Carter seemed to be quite hungry and did
not have time to look after others. After a
short entertainment for the younger members, (and the old ones took charge of that)
the Master called to order and we listened to
remarks from Brother Edward Partridge, of
Stockton Grange, and others. In fact, all
had a word to say. Promptly at twelve
o’clock the master’s gavel announced that the
labors of the day were completed, and we returned home feeling that we had been amply
paid for visiting South Branch Grange.

now

1892—23

12.

:

We shall

and made a brief address. He heartily commended the work, and said that manual
training should become, as he thought it

who chance to

for $1,

ark

exhibition,

and after enjoying
the good old town of Prospect, where your
humble servant was born and raised, we arrived at the Grange Hall, Prospect. Promptly at eight o’ocluek the Master's gavel announeed that the hour of labor had arrived.
After balloting for six new candidates the
program was taken up and carried out in
an able manner.
Soon the Master informed the visiting members that supper was
in waiting in the Hall below.
Patrons,

AUGUST,

vicinity.

Mrs, Atna tula Paisley

the young ladies who had a part in it prevented, and the following programe was
successfully carried out:
Declamation by Miss Clcora Haney.
Singing by Miss Charlotte W. Colburn.
Elocutionary exercises by Miss Cora
Eames and Mrs. Alexander.
Singing by Mr. A. C. Knight
Hon. N. A. Luce, State Superintendent of common schools, was in the audience

was

OP

sold for $1.50,

CLARK

the drawings. He was pleased with his
work here and hoped it might be continued
in the future, and at last he adopted into the
common school system, where it
belonged,
The drama, “Fairy of the Fountain." was to
have been given, but the absence of one « f

It

announcement of which will be mad
save removal, during the

MRS. C.

teacher of the school, who read a short paper
on “The Methods of Work."
He explained
the method of instruction, and said it was
hut the means to an end. The pupils are
first taught to draw and then to work from

Prospect.

formerly

Belfast, Julv

thy face shall thou eat bread."
He said there is no place in this life for
drones or idlers.
Mr. Hanseom introduced Mr. Scheureh, the

Grange

To

s

the sweat of

A

August,

larger stock of-

a

JSiT”This is a bona fide sale. Remember it is the light \\c
stock offered at this time to save the care and
expense of rmoval, and the sale will continue during August, at flu
old stand on Church Street.

was ail ex]>art
hibition of pupils at work.
lL-v. S. L. Hanseom was called to preside.
H c com mended tlie school h igiily, and said it
was tin* fulfillment of divine instruction—“In

rumiH'ii

;r

Great Mark Down on Straw Hats.

the evening's exercises

part of the

ah

or

Ladies and Gent s Belts from 10 to 50 cents each.
White and Fancy Shirts 50 cents each. Former price
100 Pieces Men’s Underwear 25 cents each.
Derby Hats from 25 cents to Si.50 each.

many ol them were creditable piece.- of
"'ork. The work of the young girls fully
equalled that of the hoy-. In front of the
stage were several benches with tools, and

a

an

this

and

would,

on

Her Entire Spring Stock will be closed out
prices lower than ever before seen in

'He I'Ujii Is attended and tile school has heeii a
d<-'ided success, re riveting much credit upon
the enterprising ladies who inaugurated the
movement.
The exercises closed Friday
evening with an exhibition in Pierce's Parlor
Theatre. The various articles made by the

of

market,

as a

weeli in

BALANCE

The Belfast Manual Training selu-o! has
closed after a session of seven weeks. Eiglity-

a

before,

ever

later.

Manual Training School Exhibition.

were o.i

possession of

Clothing, Hats, Caps, and Furnishing Goods

>

term

last

-when she will show

reported. Two American seiners are reported to have taken full fares off Gulf
Hock. N. S., recently.

you vote the straight ticket mark only the :
name of the
party. Mark always to the right.
If you vote a split ticket, mark to the
right :
the names only of those you wish to vote for. i
D<> not attempt to scratch out the name of
any candidate. The vote may be counted
*
*
all the same if you do.

pupils during the

she will take

formerly occupied by Owen G. White,

are

Last year with Mr. Brown for county attorney the county had over 511,000 to pay fur
crimes. Year before last with Mr. Bunnells
for county attorney it had 54,000 less to
pay.
Mr. Brown’s administration seems t<> have
run up the greatest hills of cost. Besides the
laws have not been executed.
More than half the county tax is due to
crime and nine-tenths of the crime is caused
by drinking. Over 510,(XX) per year has been
the average « barge to the people each
year
during the past seven, on account of crime.
Now let the man who tells about the
public
good and good citizenship consider this well.
\\ ill the people of Waldo County pay this
tax always, or will they
wipe out the saloons'.’
Out of >7,000 of defaulted bail, Mr. Brown
has collected
It is pretty costly t<> the
county, but it is very satisfactory to the
rumsellers. They approve the arrangement
much, by which tin y can give bonds to appear, tail to appear, ami go seot free.
It is
pretty difficult t< have < riminals :i. for trial
so long as this is done.
But it is vasth mure difficult to have them
in when they arc nut even arrested.
At the
present time, though four of the live months
of vacation have passed, there arc 47 cases
on the ducket in which no
capias lias been
issued to bring in the respondent. Though
there are seven oases
against M. B. Smith,
and though he is in order fur sentence
'»n two of them, ne
capias lias been issued
f(,r him.
Only one* respondent: Cassius
Dickex has been secured to our
knowledge.
And this is not the first time Mr. Brown
has failed in similar prosa manner.
Searsport, Mr. Bunnells’home town, gave
him a big majority last year and will do better this,
lie led bis ticket over all.
If every voter in Waldo County votes
honestly and intelligently next Monday
there can be nothing to regret. First vote
for the right man, then \ ote in the right
manner.
It somewhat depends this
car on
how the voter votes, for the
pitfalls for the
unwary are many. A few simple directions,
however, will make everything straight. If

public that

The Store No. 12 Main Street,

The Digby. Nova Scotia, Courier says that
the mackerel schools which have been following the|shore so closely of late seem to be
growing shy, ami are now found well out in
the bay,where large schools of large, fat fish

paid.

to the

announce

With Muffs to match if Wantei1
A !.—

Fur

Trimmings

in

Widths

ail

Have sold furs on-rantly. u mi.
for four years, ami can obtain bo

...

I nr garment, in an\ length oi -i,
live to eio-hr hundred dollar-. Y-t

a

:

B. F. WELLS
Kelfast, Sept. s, 1

Copying and enlarg-

a*:

ing in all Its branches. Special attention
given to outdoor viewing.
3m35

CANNED GOODS,
PATENT

MEDICINES,

STATIONERY,

see

OKU STOCK

Our *

IS COMPLETE

TOBACCO,

*

CIOARS

GENT’S FURNISHING

GOODS,

-ARE ALL RIGHT.-

All

goods guaranteed

as

represented,

or

money
3w36

cheerfully refunded.
Jgg^Please call and examine before buying elsewhere.

If you don’t

see

what you want ask for it.

J. M. Ames & Son,
STOCKTON

SPRINGS.

City of Belfast.
’V’OTICE is
aA
the city

hereby given that the legal voters of
of Belfast, hav e been warned by warduly posted to meet at the Ward Rooms in
their respective Wards, on Monda), September 12,
1892, at nine o’clock In the forenoon, to give their
votes for Governor. Representative to
Congress,
one Senator. Judge of Probate. Register of Probate, Sheriff, County Attorney, County Commissioner. County Treasurer and* Representative to
the Legislature.
The polls will close at 4 o’clock in the afternoon.

1

keep constantly

hand a full
.sortment id

on

ami

j

■

rants

The Ward Rooms for this election will he as fol
lows: Ward 1, Academy: 2. Peirce's Parlor Theatre; 3, Court House: 4-. School-house at Head of
Tide; i», Bradman's Hall.
L. 11. M1RCH, Citv Clerk.
Belfast. Aug. 29, 1892. 2vv35

containing

160 acres,

C. L. STOWERS.

Sandy Point, Aug. 23, 1892.—3 w35

<>ol(l, Steel

In

Special

rare

sijrht.

<

taken
New

11KKYKY,

t*>

or

Celuloid

tit them

to

glasses fitted

ji
l»'»o

the
•>!■!

to

Phoenix Row. IS "

\

■

;

Caution Notice

FOR SALE.
THE STOWERS MEADOW,
I more or less. Apply to

Embracing the finest Crystal lenseI'les. adapted to all a.aesand eomliti-

TITHEREAS my wife. LACRETTA f
Tf
COTT, has left my bed ami boa?
cause, all persons are hereby forbiddr
her on my account.
Belfast! Sept, ti, 1892.
2w30
FRANK \V. FRE>«

|
}
!

j

'"\nv
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BELFAST.

Mrs. C. A. McClees, o£ New
Jersey, lee
turcd last evening at the
Methodist Church
under the management of the W. C.
T. U.
There will be
preaching services at the
Memorial Hall next
Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30
p. m. by F. L. Piper, of
Boston, Secretary of
the American Advent Mission
Society. All
are invited.

Sedgwick brought a small excurfrom Green's Landing to Belfast
The return trip

morning

was

man's

a

made late in

derby hat and

|
j

,-tubers

|

found

a

the side.-.mi the Baptist eliureh and the
11 igh and Miller streets. The hutter
iliat the man had rolled over it
It was probably a case of
ii.-s
I butter

l

were

near

of the Belfast Band

law was off on
partridges and woodSept. 1st. Thursday forenoon Mr. M.
F. Carter had
partridge at his market. The
birds are reported
quite plentiful, and our
Hie

local sportsmen have
cock.

at

by

moonlight. The band excursions this
have been very successful.

season

The Eagle Eye Gun Club of Centre Belhad a shoot Saturday afternoon. The
following score was made out of a possible
twenty
Washington Tower, 17 Samuel iE.

Morse, 10;

Alfred E. Lamb, 12; Bert Morrill,
Chandler Morse, 11; C. J. Hcinenwify,
10: Lenwood Townsend, 10.
12:

Frank Freeman, of Wald* a son of
Mr. E. D. Freeman, is a veterinary surgeon
ami lias performed some great cures in this
city. He recently performed a critical surMr.

Spencer

A \\ ilson are still offering furnibottom prices.and with a large stock
of the latest styles to select from it is no
veiling t went v nine Odd Fellows ; wonder that their business is
booming.
is-ait Lodge. Castine. eanie t-- BelThey invite inspection of their goods. Tlnv
imer Electa, and made a friendly
also carry a full line of caskets, robes and
\\ tld" Lodge. After the work «>f the
burial goods.
•!;i• company sat down to an oyster
Harris n, Mood & Co., tlu* new granite
was nearly midnight when the
linn in this city, have
completed a very
ctlireii went hoiut. They were a<
handsome and expensive monument for the
t" the wharf by the Belfast Odd
late Prof. A. P. 1 Minton, of Camden.
It is
who cheered their departing guestswhat is known as a die monument, of
Weather.
Mr. L. H. Mureli repolished granite, seven feet high, and of tine
mean temperature for August as
workmanship.
--thirds of a degree warmer than
Hugh Me Lei lan and Albion Moore were
temperature for August, ISbl, but I
on Northport Avenue
Tuesday eve"1 a degree colder than the mean driving
when Their teams collided. The shaft
nre
for the past- A> years. The ning
j "f Moore's
carriage penetrated tHe breast of
mperature for tlie month was s;;
the Me Lei lan horse,
killing the animal al"»0
west
The last part of finmost instantly.
The mare was me of Mcis quite cool, which
reduced tlie
Lellan’s span and a very valuable animal.
•.mperature. It rained on thirteen
1 he Belfast Band talk of an excursion to
precipitation being a.As inches. It
Bath, to attend the launching of the governv wet month.
ment ran:.
Several of the white squadron
(Io\
Bodwell, of the Rockland
will he present and it will he the event of
alba veil route, arrived in Belfast
the season. The trip will he made to Luckmorning with an excursion party of
land on steamer Sedgwick and from there to
m board.
A brief call was made
Bath by rail. The date will be about the
■a the boat
to Castine, reture

long.

,tt

j

■

Mr. Weston Dow, of Council Grove, Kansas, formerly of this place, sent home some
fine specimens of western corn. One variety. called the squaw corn, is of a very dark

■’

at

re

The attention of

our readers in Stockton
Springs and vicinity is called to the advertisement of J. M. Ames «K: Son. This firm
offers the best Hour at s<;, with other grades

r-iouists

<-t

school

be

will

a

miirdci

mislaid

er«-

exchanged,

or

d. \Y

comparatively

Some of the articles

r

on

exhi-

and

tb-

at

Fa:

rectify the mistake at

to

ticle

ii is

ot

Breeders
l'aees

copy of

one

F\>iy Templar
:::

ii

and

Free

lady

on

will

he

copy for
Mr. Charles
a

ami ir
.idejs

v.

:d

be

has

sure

to

in-

immense
st >ck of iudie.* .mo m
garments, including id the novelties o.i tin season: and the
u.-ual large assortment of carpetings, oil
eloTh>, rugs and draperies. in all grade* and
at way down price-.
But what he has to
say of dress patterns should m>t b. over-

the other Association

our

r

He

an

Rev. R T. Hack
trni-k and occupied tin- North Chrueh !
.st
Sunday. Tlie evening meeting
"led to reports from the recent locked. The buyer o! tines, goods is mi nly
i of tie patT» rn purchased,but.
Endeavor convention in Bangor.’ assured out
• •an
do
save from 2." t<
by buying
per relit
Citikks Know Him.
hN
Leaving
iwingin tla-ir stalls and his rattle of Burkett.
tln-ir pasture along he banks of
Leap Yeah P.\inv.
\ very pb-us.tnt par•d l’eiiobo-ot. 1 >av id H. Smith,
ty was given at tic- tiro.*by inn on Tuesday
'ini philosopher, of Winterport. cairnWednesday and visited tin- fair. evening, ab, lit Thirry-iA-e eoupius participaty oars oi age, his >Trp is st ! 1 that
ing. It was a Leap Y or Party, gotten up by
A: m- -low's feet are in the corners 1
tin young ladies, w ho uttemb d To
the de>. and no hitterness is in his heart
bass voice is still as cheery as it was j tails and—paid all the huh*. Sanbom's Orago, when David as “King of D x ] eliestru furnished the music.
J’i:»-* dancers
id ">,mm men under his control. and
j were
presen Ted with a null card of dances on
ost oitii
as easily as boys
put up
s
He is now interested in all
t he face if v loch reed
'■ farming, and
particularly devot- 1
LEAP YEAH TAilVV
r'-etiesh. He has several fine stepC HoSP.Y r.w
Electioneer strain, and believes that
Sept. d.
’s the place in which To raise fast
Dig
In fart, lie proposes to raise some
iu c:ve oam -s
u
wen.
On
program
Bangor Daily News.
the last page was the nam»- of ti;e
"MN,. Items.
fc>ch. Mary A. Hall, Capt
PATRONS.
MK. JOHN H yi'IMBY.
arrived Thursday from Portsmouth.
Mk.
El>WARD JOHNSON.
•\v
n tlie marine railway
receiving
MR. JOHN M. KII.OoRE.
sheatliing... .Sell. Clara arrived last At the i.-s. of th. daiiee, littie aft*kr midfrom New York with coal for Swan
night. samiwirhes. coffee, rakes and sherv
Co....Sell. Sarah L. Davis arrived
The gentlemen were
bets were served.
k from New York,with coal for F. G.
dressed in the usual regulation dress suit,
She will load paving for New York,
and it goes without saying that they all
cV Co. furnishing the cargo...
Capt. looked charmingly. A noticeable feature of
‘’f sell. Sarah L. Davis, says that Aug.
the occasion was that the door was as crowdpassed off Cajie Cod a vessel’s boat ed at the last dance as the tir^t, which shows
uintity "f lumber and railroad ties. that the ladies are more
gallant than the
it
resembled a seine boat....Sell.
men, and that when they have an opportu■'
of
will
come
to
Gilkey,
Searsport,
nity t" manage a ball n.■ danc.- on the probe copper sheathed.Sell. A.
The door managers were
gram is slighted.
arrived Friday from Boston and Miss Louise Middiet n, New York, Miss

eetiiig..

|

es

i

j

■

<

•'

deck, where she

1

•vill

was

painted. The

home for two

Warren, who has
trips, will take eom-

Henry R. Tilton has chartered
Somes' Sound for New York.
Ella M. Willey, of Thomaston, a
ir master, is at Peirce's ice wharf
Id a southern port.
The schooner
•Sch.

paving

at

n.K

Notes.

steward

on

Mr. A.

R

steamer

is

r

an

"pie of Lincoln ville say that next seahey will ask the managers of the Bos-

Bangor steamboat line to have their
stop at the Beach-The names of the

.Mr. Bartlett Gannon, with an asfrescoing the interior of the L'niversalist Church. The work will take about

sistant. is

A dozen Belfast Republicans
Searsport Thursday evening and
r>
for the Castine steamer and find tlieiu- heard Senator Frye's speech... Mr. L. A.
‘S on board steamer Castine... .It is exKnowlton last week lost a valuable horse by

the Katahdin will soon he ready to
her route, but meanwhile a new ark1 incut is necessary.
It is as follows: A
oilier will leave Boston on Mondays, Tues-

two weeks

drove to

•1

Thursdays and Fridays, and returning
Tave Belfast on Mondays, Wednesdays,
|rsdavs and Saturdays. Mr. Ernest Hill,
"f General
Manager Hill, of the Boston &
purser
Steamship Co., is acting
steamer Rockland during the abof Purser Vose, who is ill at his home
as

**e

dockland.

j

|

j

!

death.. .-Mr. M. P Woodcock has liad his
store front painted, and tie old sign will be
replaced by a new one.... Saturday Mr. P. L.
Strout tired up his brick kiln on the east side.

contains jj.j.ooo brick, his usual yearly
out-put. .The Lincolnvilie people are ready
to give 10 acres of land on Frohock's moun
tain to any out* who will build a tine hotel
there_E. J. Sullivan, who has been at
work connecting Frankfort ami Monroe by
telephone line, has completed the job, except adjusting the instruments... .Dog days
have ended.The beautiful full moon
It

1

that

now

moon.

illuminates the sky is the harvest

Miss Ida E. Walker went to Lincoln Tu.esof last week, for a visit to friends there
and later to Crystal.

;

day

Alarmingly

Prevalent.

Same

Mr. William Pierce and Miss Lizzie Collier, of Providence, are in Belfast, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Ginn.

Would you be rid of the awful effects of
La Grippe?

seven men.

Katahdin Broke

her

Shaft.

HAM'S

SARSAPARILLA.

Tues-

day morning when the steamer Katahdin
was off
Mouhegau, bound east, the shaft
broke.

The steamer was able to make her
White Head, when a telephone was
sent t«> Rockland for help.
The steamer
Mount Desert went to the rescue and towed
the Katahdin to Rockland. The passengers

J

The B.vri

ist

Church

to hk

Refaired

journey through the sights and scenes
which lie pictures, devoid of the disagreeable features of travel. The crow ning event
of America's industrial hi.-tory will be the
World’s Fair at Chicago in 1893 and a panoramic display of its salient feature in advance by his connection with
Chicago offi-

al

Col. French has grouped together in advance of the exposition, is something that young and old are alike interested
in. All the World's Fair buildings, the
gigantic towers projected for the exposition, and
scenes in the life of Columbus, will be shown
upon the large screen, and Coi. French will
such

as

The building will be shingled,
audience room carpeted and frescoed

he other

interesting

^-'Important notice to the Ladies of Waldo County:—In order
keep the Dress Goods trade at home, we have selected with
great care a large let of Foreign novelties, and rich goods in
DRESS PATTERIVfS only, and onlv one st\le of
to

our

features such as illusreadings and a display of famous
pictures. Popular prices of 15, 25 and 35
ceuts will prevail. Secure tickets earh
A
free exhibition of
beautifully colored pictures will be given in front of the
Opera
House at 7.15 o’clock Friday
evening.

that each customer will control the

pat-

l

See that

our

SKODA’S
The

G REAT

rence.
new

street

extending from a point on the east side of
Bridge street, on land of ]>. C. Tootliaker,

down.

Lovell

OP'

G ERM A N-A M ERICAN

-and all grades

ties to benefit or cure. GUARANTEE
('OXTRAt’T with each bottle. Pay only
for the good you receive.

PILE

with the Dl.>COV ERY
81.00.

cures

Piles.

on

hand in large

quantities.-

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

(IRE
Price

Odd Fellows’ Block,

SKODA’ * G LRU AjTSOAP.
‘•Soft ns Velvet.” "Pure ns Gold.”
That tells the whole story. The most highly medicated soap ever made. Try just
one cake.
For toilet, bath, or nursery
Pricy 25 cts.

SKODA’S

wav

DISCOVERY.

REMEDY l'.,r HEART, NERVEs, KIDNEYS, LIVER and BLOOD.
Price,
81.00, fj bottles for 85.50. If bought at
above price we Ol ARAXTEE the 6 hot-

SKODA’S

prices are

REMEDIES

CONSIST

SKODA’*

the

as

Moqnetts, Brnssells, Tapestries,

Trade Mark—A MARINER'S COM
on each package.

PASS, is

|

goods,

ATTENTION BUYERS OF

PLEDGETS.

The Great Gerinan-American Specitic for diseases peculiar to the female
sex.
We will give 81,000 for any case
we cannot cure that does not require
One mouth's
surgical interference.
treatment, 83.00.

CLOTHING!

SKODA’S GERMAN OINTMENT.
The Great Skin
for
Cure, also
wounds, abrasions, burns, etc. As a
cosmetic, make- the skin like velvet.
Removes
black-heads, pimples, etc.
as if by magic,
if you follow directions.
Three ounce tubes in elegant
cartons for 50 cts.

We

have

SKODA’* LITTLE TABLET*.
For Headache and Liver TroubleWith the Dis* OVERY they cure Rheumatism. Mild, Safe, Ktlicient. Far superior to any pill. Once used you will have
no other.' 50 in a box for 35 cts.

Belfast. Me.

just received

the

largest

and

most

desirable stock of

New

;

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Fall

and

SKODA DISCOVERY CO,, BELFAST, ME,
SKODA’S DISCOVEltY. the
Kreat Kerman-Ainerioau Remedy for Heart, Nerves, Eiver,
Blood.
Kuarantee
Kidneys,
eontraet with every bottle. I*ay
for
the
good yon receive.
only
At all Druggists,
#1.00 per
bottle, si v bottles #5.50. If you
want to know about SKODA'.- REMEDIES. send postal for “Morning

Eight.”

Winter

CLOTHING,
HATS
TO

buy

We

Our

IX

EOIXO

CAPS,
THIS

CITY.

for our wholesale and retail trade, and
you 10 PER CENT. on all goods bought of us.
will surely interest you, and it is no trouble to us to
show goods, whether you buy or not.

in

guarantee

BE

and

large quantities

to save

prices

rsg“Please examine our goods before you spend
will save dollars bv so doing.

a

dollar and you

78 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Hcltast

Oi»ei*n House,

TMrsday EfeniOE, Sept. 8.

[photographs]]

The Mendelssohn

The committee u highways and bridges
reported that they had laid out the new
street as petitioned for by J. F. Wilson and
others, through the shipyards of Carter &
Co. and I). W. l>yer, said street running
from the end of Front street, near F. (1.
White’s to Commercial street near the Boston Steamboat wharf.
Damages were assessed $500 each to Carter & Co. and 1). W.
Dyer. Report accepted in concurrence. The
same committee reported that they had laid
out an extension of Court street, as petitioned for by R. F. Dunton and others, from
Elm street to Salwond street, and awarded
damages as follows: Mrs. Mary Hall. $1,
heirs of Richard Moody deceased, $1 and to
A. li. Bradbury $1. Accepted in concura

so

We hope our efforts in this direction to please
patrons will induce them to be patriotic and purchase from
home dealers, thus saving from 2> to >0 per cent.

Do not fail to look at these

Ladies’ Quartette,
ASSISTED

Ginl'.m

Opera HuiiNe,

UrlliiMt

FRIDAY

l‘ll ESEN 1' E

(

SEPT.

EVENING.

OL.

C.

H.

>

FRENCH,

OF

0PTI00N

^BEAUTIFUL

JUNCTURE

-Tickets

sale at
2w35

City Drug Store.-

STRE-

3.

Popular

F rices of
15, 25 and 35 Cents.
3 IP'See posters and small bills.

AQ
wO.UUl

PER
DOZEN.

I give personal attention to customers
ami aim to make my work satisfa •Tory.

:

:

■

HsIlSIidio

■

-

House for Sale.
Estate of the late HARRISON
MAHONEY, "in Northport AveBelfast, consisting of house,
L. carriage house, barn, and one
half acre of land.
The buildings are all in first-class condition. The location is
upon the finest avenue in the city, and commands
an entire \ iew of Belfast bay.
The estate will be
sold for cash, «>r half cash, and balance, with
mortgage at low rate of interest, for a term of
years. Apple at house.
MRS. SARAH S. MAHONEY,
IStf
Or R. F. DENTON. Belfast.
~

k,"a-'

FREE EXHIBITION in front of the opera House at
7.15 Friday evening.

A

now on

Exposition.

Again.

AAj

I

PRICES 35 AN1> 50 CENTS.

11V

the orator of the World’s Columbian

HUNDREDS

MARIE M. FOSTER,
ANNAH HUMES HERNANDEZ, sopranos,
MAY SREENMOOD,
l°ntra,tos’
I
JULIET WELLS,
ANNAH HOWES HERNANDEZ,
Solo Pianist and Accompanist.

Reduced

CABINET (
'
SIZE,

BY

Mr. FRANK KENNEDY, of Boston. Violinist,
and Miss I'OB.A EAMKS, of Belfast, Reader,

Q.

Prices

BOSTON,

OF

23.

for

pattern in stock,

purchased.

Clot

City Government Meeting.
The September meeting of the Belfast
<
ity government was held Monday evening.
In the absence of Mayor Thompson Alderman Hurd was elected to preside.
Roll of accounts No. b, amounting to si,547.0b was read and passed in concurrence.
The collector of taxes reported that he had
collected on the taxes of Si SOI the sum of
•S4b.7l4.sb and on the taxes of 1S02, $34,232.-

take his audience on a carriage ride around
Chicago, visiting the famous parks and oth- across land of said Tootliaker and land of
William Macintosh to house of George Holt.
er points of interest. In addition, there will
trated

Dress Goods.

and

condition.

petitioned

all the novelties of the season,

imprising-■£:

Plain and Fur Trimmed.

extensive

H. Conant

immense stock of

m

church desires to raise siLfiOU for this pur! I'M1.
Eight hundred dollars have been
pledged, and a member lias agreed to be responsible for out- thousand dollars, to be
raised outside the church, provided the
church will raise the balance. Under the
circumstances the members will do ail they
possibly can to be able to take this offer.
The church membership is not very large,
and a good deal of outside work will have
to b* done. If this extra amount can be
raised it will put the church in a very good

B.

replete with
zz-ci

Arrangements
progress
making
repairs and improveon
ments
the Belfast Baptist Church. The
for

are

an

Made * Garments.

*

This stock is

up-river landings were forwarded in the
afternoon on steamer Rockland, arriving
here about
o'clock. The Katahdin will
be towed to Boston f >r repairs. The accident is unfortunate, as the western travel
is very large at this time.

Ihk \\ <'iti,i> s Fair at Belfast Offka
Hoi'sk. The wealth and wonder of the great

cials

Ready

each
tern

way to

Improved.

the arrival of

announce

NEVER FAILS, viz.

A

The

We

There is BUT ONE SURE REMEDY that

however.

Belfast man when in a Waldo county
town which recently bought, a new hearse. :
saw the old hearse standing near the road- i
way. its side plastered over with hills extalling the virtues of a certain patent medi-

Clause

Are Announced in every paper.

urday, between the Bueksport Seminary
nine and the Brewer High School nine, resulted in a victory for the Seminary boys by
a
score of 10 to l.'i.
The Brewer boys only
bad

GOODS.*-

From the

Mrs. A. A. Packard, of Brockton, arrived
to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth.

The game of base ball at Bucks port, Sat-

GEORGE I BURKETT’S

STJXCXDES

Wednesday

tiie
Organization or a New Bank.
The
and new pews added, a pipe organ put in
Comptroller of the Treasury having granted
the request for a second National Bank in and an extension built on in the rear of the
church and the baptistry put up stairs.
Belfast, the stockholders to tin number of
While the soliciting committee does not feel
twenty-eight m- t Tuesday at the office of R.
at liberty to ask for outside aid it will be
F. Dunton and organized. The new hank
received from those who feel
will he called The People’.- National Bank. very gratefully
able and willing to give.
The directors elected are L. A. Knowlton.
Head of Tide. Capt. and Mrs. Geo. T.
E. F. Hanson. Charles Baker, Sidney Kalish,
and
James .Pat-tee and R. F. Dunton, of Belfast, Ryan
daughters entertained their
and Calvin Austin, of Boston.
L. A. friends of this place to the number of about
Knowlton is president. The capital stock j thirty at their beautiful home at the “Upper
has been fixed at >50,000. The Allard store I Bridge." last Thursday p. m. A tal.de was
in MeClintook's block may he selected for spread on the lawn which commands a tine
hanking r* "ms. It is expected the new in- view of the hay. The hill of fare comprised
stitution will he ready l'or business about steamed kirns in shell, rold chicken, salad,
cake and pies. After doing justice to
.January 1. 18515.
j coffee,
I
the viands the company was entertained
White Wings. The yacht Jeumdte reV"' ai and instrumental music.
with
During
timed to pi.rt last Thursday night after a j
the festivities the Captain > schooner, James
Most successful cruise of rive days.
Messrs.
Holmes, passed down the river through the
Ralph and Alfred Johnson, H. L. Wood-!
a novel sight to many ol the
bridge,affording
cock.
Rice
and
Hudson
Harry
Ames'
Before separating Mr. Dorn.-m in
company.
maiic
the
up
party.
They went to j
behalf of the company, expressed thanks for
Portland, visiting intermediate ports, and i
the royal entertainment and kind offices peruntil this >id- "f Camden on The return had
the family in the past. These refa .-ring winds
The run from Portland to j formed by
marks were strengthened by a unanimous
Belfast was made in 21 hoars. In passing I
Mrs. Ryan happily
vote of the company.
Monkegan the party saw a wreck, that of
The company departed for their
the British schooner Janet S., which was responded.
homes at an early hour feeling that a half
stranded on the island the night before.
had been pleasantly spent.... Friday
The crew were saved and lauded at Booth- day
a
and sociable were held in
hay harbor.... An impromptu hut rather in- evening supper
Union Hall. The tables were spead with
race
took
in
the bay last
teresting
place
( lain stew, baked beans, cake, pies and cofweek
A catboat was beating down, when
Mr. Dissell’s yacht Sprite, sailed by E. L. fee. The stew, made by James Tucker, was
Rev. J. PL Adams,
first class.
Macomber, got underway. After the latter pronounced
of Bangor, occupied the pulpit of our church
had a good start, an Islesboro sloop, name
last Sunday morning. Three persons united
unknown, came along. The Sprite got away
with the church and the Lord’s supper was
with the catboat, hut the Islesboro craft
j administered. Rev. Mr. Doruan who has acoutsailed both the others_Fred G. White i
our church the past sumand James C. Durham left Saturday m the ceptably supplied
mer. has
a
vacation of two weeks, after
pinky Ella for a week's trip down the bay. which he will continue his labors with
us.
The departure was made for Isle an Hunt.
.Mr. and Mrs. E. L. White and son, who
G.
Bieknell has taken command
Cupt. II.
have spent the summer here, have returned
of the fast- and able pinky Violet, which is
to their home in Lynn-Mrs. E. W.
jointly owned by himself and first officer F. Mitchell has
gone to Massachusetts_The
E
Cottrell.
The Violet was plucked at
bridge on the Merriam road is undergoing
and
arrived
at
this
Roekport
port Tuesday, extensive
repairs... .Mr. Richard S. Gay is
heating up the 'nay against a rattling nor’a shed and verandah connecting his
building
wester in line style.
We now have three
house and barn.. Mr. Geo. C. Sheldon spoke
pinkys when they are all at home—the in Union H ill on behalf of the
People's
Erma M., E la and Violet-The Clara has
Party... .School began Monday, Sadie Puss
bc.-n chartered for a cruise by Ralph and
Alfred Johnson.
teacher.

World’s

open-air

captain.

running across the hay are some,r
'Misleading. The steamer Castine runs
•! er
Isle, while the Castine steamer is
-d Emmeline.
People frequently enis

Are

is in

...

thej

party who recently passed through Belfast
in a Tally-ho coach for Bar Harbor, arrived
.Mr.Geo.
here Saturday homeward bound.
W. Frisbee has been ship-keeper so long on
the sell. Paragon, that- the boys now call him

1"

imc

their

oft

repair-j

■

1

i

tor

"in*-

...

Bangor. After -“*0 years of steawp Mr. Warner went to Beverly, Mass.,
he has since carried on a boarding
Jack O’Connell, watchman on the
Katahdin, fell overboard at Bangor
1*0 and was drowned-The Boston
rs do not touch at Northport now....

v

August ulsr.
school house

<

Fair, illustrated with hundreds of
common, but the
concert on
superb stereopticon pictures, will be depict,
ed at the Belfast Opera House to-morrow,
rain descended and every body had to seek
Mr. Edward Sibley is having ail
Friday, evening, by Col. C. H. French, of
shelter.
ornamental iron ceiling placed in bis .lining- ( hirago, the orati>r of the World s tJolumbian
Mr. J. G. Lottie is doing the work I Exposition. He has given this entertainment
room.
in the big cities of the west, and the London
....Street Commissioner Bobbins is
ing the concrete pavements about the city, Times, commenting on His English tour,
They needed attention.... The Philadelphia says the entertainment is “equal to an actuof

evening

'.oil

1

The Belfast Band assembled

('hat.

Warner, for

Lewiston,

j

tosh, Low i;.

tb( <Ut 1 r»<M) tolls.

ir>

!

Lice. Lawrence. Misses Annie Crosby ;
There were \
and Alice Carmen, Belfast.
present from out of tie- city : Miss Caste-, of j
M innesota ; M:ss Kirby, of San L>ieg •. Cali- I
fornia: Miss Bessie Johnson. Augusta: Miss
Annie Dorr, Waterville. and Miss M:e-ken- |

W.

“LA GRIPPE”

Coombs, of Providence, R.
town, the guest of his brother, Capt.
R. H. Coombs.
Mr. Hollis M.

I.

..

Alice

load lime at Rockland for New

Ca]»t. Royal

purse

to

winners. Distance waived and weight
required in the three-year-old class. Entries (dose Sept. 20.
If favored with good
weather some good racing will he shown.

Burkett makes hi.- hist la:' announcement
terest

closing
Saturday afincluding the following:
of SJ50- 2.40 .-lass, purse

arranged

season

from

K. dob us. n, Be. fast.

in other columns

for-all,

Tin- ILt-c

three year old cults, purse of >50.
Entry fees rive per* cent, to accompany
nomination, and five per cent, additional

The 111 list rated

Mason

twenty-five cents b> calling

have

the

Season.

of -loo:

obtain

can

iii

e- <>i- the

ternoon, Sept. 24.

triennial conclave of Knights
met* in Denver.
f the best accounts of the
meeting

on

interested

•J

one

Cosing Kai

Liberty.
a

From the Effects of

for

ters. 50.

tiie

pubiislicd.

mio

baptist Church preached Sunday ■:
Grove Campground. North Scars•. large number of Belfast
people wmThe Waldo County BaptisT A>
will meet m Vassalbo’.-i. Sej T 14.
s from
tin- Belfast Baptist Church
ad.
1 lie Assoi : at ion will pr-'bal
f into

received

a v<

r.

Templar who h recently

F. Tilton, pastor

Io...i.

’inuHK.s.

i

of

h:

Am'-ri'-an. of New York, containing an illustrated and authentic thirty-four page ar-

called for. Ail unclainietl ar
he found at Mrs. E. 11. Conaots'.
street. and all who iuad\ ertant iy
es belonging t.->
rher pupiis c
d

ease

Knowiton,

\Y-

m-t

|

full

Mass., is weil
known in Belfast, where !-e has three cousins
'cry good showing, considering i
... has --••st some S-'-oo. and more ; living- Mrs. Calvin A. Hubbard. Frank A.
1 Gilkey
i!i-l Way iand Knowiton. Mr. Km wi•f The pupils have been
n the free
i. ('. Knowiton. a
tools and benches will be stored 1 t 'ii is a soli <■! the Lc\
and having these the next ! i niversaiist h-rgvman and a brother of Mi

-■

specimens.

county posts will he located as follows during the Grand Army encampment
at Washington. D. C.:
Freeman MoGilverv
Searsport: Galvin F. Pilley, 55. Lnitv:
Waldo

correspondingly low prices, together with
line ot fancy and familv
groceries,
medicines, tohaec.
patent
and cigar*. !
Tic-mas IT. Marshall, 42, Belfast: E. II.
statiom-ry ami gentlemen's furnishing got d*.
44, Liberty; George <;. Davis, r>4
Give them a call.
j Bradst:reet,
L o,,k>: Warren. «*i>, Winterport; Ezra M.
1 >ist:
t At.t orneKnow it'm, who rondm tBillings. 74. Monroe; Dana B. Carter. 12V
ed the eq.vernmciit side in th< Liz/.n Burden
Freedom. Wadi" county delegation, quar-

training seliool committee
been able to obtain all tln-ir
fee! cuntident that with the lew
g
s-ab'.criptions and the m-nit y
the ex 11i 1 »it;- n they will be a>m- t..
c-ir Jinan, ial obligations at .-nee.

j

very fine

at

a

annul
••

color and differs in appearance from our
eastern corn.
An ear of this year's crop of
yellow corn measured ten inches in length
and 2 1-2 inches in diameter. They were
red

24th.

three o’clock p. m. Some of
stopped here and a number
people made the trip to Castine.
lirst visit c>f the Governor Bodw aters.
Tlie boat is a handsome
very fast. She was built at l’orkMi. George A. Gilehrest.

m

CASES of INSANITY

We Guarantee to CURE you or REgical operation on a burst owned h\ Mr. cine.
FUND your money
Wescott, and has saved a lmrse owned b\
The Skoda Discovery Company will have
Mr. Wm. Haugli, which all horsemen said
of all their medicines at the
COULD WE DO MOKE?
samples
must die.
Maine State Fair grounds, Lewiston. The
Some five or six years ago H. P. C. Wriglit display is i,. the hands of Messrs. L M.
ISN'T iT WORTH A TRIAL?
a
built handsome yacht in his barn on MidCottrell and Charles Eaton, who hate had
dle street, intending to equip her for steam.
1 1 nriii
He never launched her, however, and has much experience in adveitisiiig Dana's Sar-I
just sold her to Dr. E. W. Gould, of Sears- saparilla.
port. The hull has been launched and Dr.
SKODA’S
OINTMENT, the
The steamer Viking left IslesboroMonday
Gould will take her to Searsport and equip
Kreat Kerman Skin Cure, and
her. The yacht is a beauty, the work of
finest Cosmetic made. Removes
morning for a fishing trip off Mt. Desert,
Johnson Staples. [Rockland Tribune.
Blackheads, Dimples, etc., as
with a pa-ty of fifteen or twenty on board,
If by ntagie. S oz. tubes in elegant
McDonald & Brown have received a very guests of tne owner, Mr. George H. Kimball.
cartons 50 cts.
flattering letter from J. Morton Stewart
Mr. Kimball and family, Dr. A. S. Davis
Co.. Baltimore owners of the new harkentine and
Capt. Sherman, all of Turtle Head,
Josephine. The firm express themselves asM Capt. Carver, of Searsport, and others made
much pleased with the vessel, and close by I up the party. A similar trip last season was
saying that the Josephine’s excellent quali- very successful, the party catching large
ties emphasize
the firm's ability as me- quantities of cod and haddock. The
Viking
chanics and their capacity as builders.
was to return last evening.

|

proceeded

commencement

mont

A reception to Rex
R, T. Hark was
given at the residence ,.f Mr. and Mrs. EdW'l'd Sibley, High street,
Tuesday evening.
A large number were
present and a very
was
pleasant evening
spent in social converse.
Ice ream and cake were served.

the ground, and next spring the
•i: w ill be elected
It will be in
-i in octagon, with each face twen-

of

work on the
George’s Valley Railroad, was celebrated in
Union last week by illuminations, fire-works
and a band concert. During the evening,
speeches were made by James Mitchell, of
Bueksport, who lias contracted to build the
road, and A. L. Bartlett, of Union.

Sedgwick

»

--

Clara M. Mathews, of Watertown, Mass.,
is in Belfast, the guest ol Capt. and Mrs. R.
H. Coombs.

The

several wood-

great success. Three hundred people were
<*n hoard.
The return trip was made

Hill says that the North port
ml Association will at once make
mis for next season.
Four society
« xt
the water will be removed
uk cleared.
The lumber will be

\|

hugged

The excursion of the Belfast Band t*» Bang«*r last week on steamer
was a

their recent excursion, and it
versight that proper recognition
ntesies extended was not more
The hand feel under many
ii: ide.
to their Vinalhaven friends.

i

Hit- roof of George O. Bailey’s hardware
store was undergoing repairs and the rain
Monday night poured through and did considerable damage.
Labor Day, and it was generMonday
ally observed throughout the State. There
was a large gathering at Lake Maranocook.
The day was not observed in Belfast.

cock

t-n on

1

There will be a baud concert on school
house common to-morrow, Friday evening,
at 7 o’clock.

was

were

pleased with their reception

1

George E. Wallace, of Belfast, lias been
granted a patent for an apparatus or machine for cleaning bottles.

Piano for kh or to Let.
4

A

SQUARE PIANO
a

bargain,

3w35*

or

is offered for sale at
will be let. Applv to
MRS. E. D. i> NICKELS.
Searsport, Me.

nue.

CARD.

Referred.
The ladies of the Alliance desire to express their
Mrs. Nora O'Connell petitioned for the j thanks to all who in
any way contributed r«> the
abatement of taxes against her to date. Re- ! success of the Manual Training School exhibition.
ferred.
They feel under special obligation to the members
The treasurer was authorized to credit the of the Belfast Band for their fine music, and to
collector of taxes with $132.50 assessed the other artists in instrumental and vocal music,
and in dramatic readings, for their valuable assistagainst the Belfast Water Company.
ance.
Also to the ladies who so kindly furnished
The surveyor of the Central District was
and ice cream for the occasion.
;
made superintendent of the city
l’ER ( )RDER OF THE CuMMIT FEE.
watering J
trouths.
| Belfast, Sept. 7, 1892.

2Toti.ce.
the road leading from Paris Dyer's to
Li Charles Lord's store, East Thorndike, Friday,
Aug. it), 1802, a calf skin wallet containing $30 in
bills and a small amount in change, a note for $25
signed by Charles Ryan amlArvilla Ryan, running
to me.
All persons are hereby forbidden buying
said note after this date. A reward of $10 will be
to
the
one that will return said articles to me.
paid
W. S. DOLLOFF. Thorndike, Me.
1892.—tf 34
10,
August
T

OST

1)11

Mountain View House
CAM DEN,
This hotel is situated

MAINE.

on a

high elevation,

com-

manding magnificent {views of village, mountains, harbor and bay. Thankful for past favors,
the patronage of the public is further s licited
for the month of September. A few hours’ notice
desired for large parties.
3w3G
F. 0. MARTIN, Proprietor.

Register q£

MACTJ.

Deep

Water

Vessels.

BABY ONE SOLID

SHIPS.
_

List of Candidates
for

Penalty

nominated,

to be voted for in the

County of Waldo, September

wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing

or

destroying

1892.

12,

list of candidates

a

or

specimen ballot—five
NICHOLAS

To role the Straight Ticket mark

Henryt

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

For Governor

For Governor

Cleaves,

l'>.

—

Representative

For

Charles F. Johnson, of Waterville.

of Portland.

to

For Representative

Congress

to

X in the square at the

cross

;

X

name.

For Governor

For Governor

J

Eil*rar F. Knovvlton, of Auburn.

PEOPLE’S.

:

For Governor

Luther C. Bateman, of Searsmont

|

j

I
For Representative

to

For Representative to (,'ongress

Congress

George YY

Austin I). Knight, of Hallowed.

|

Gillette,

of Gardiner.

|

Watllin, of Northport.

Daniel A.

of Knox.
~

John If. Frokook, of Lineoliiville.

|

For

Fred W. Brown, of Belfast.

William T. C. lJnnnells, of Searsport.

|

r

County Attorney

William T. C. llunnells, of Searsport. |

|—

For

Judge of Probate
George K. Johnson, of Belfast.
For

Judge of

Probate

Fred W. Brown. Jr., of Brooks.

For

|

Judge

For

of Probate

Franklin A. Rhodes, of Northport.

1

Judge

of 1‘rohate

1

T. Black, of Belfast.

Benjamin

For
For

For Register of Probate

Register of Probate

Joseph Williamson, Jr.,

Jeremiah I). Parker, of Belfast.

of Belfast.

Foi Register of Probate

Joseph R. Littlelield.

Amu., of Thorndike.

Benjamin

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

!

_

________________

^____

of Brooks.

Register of Probate
I larding, of YY’aldo.

,lames G.

Granville A. Prock, of Lineoliiville.

|

Thomas (’. Smart, of Swanvillej

|

Thomas C. Smart, of Swaiiville.

A

__

l‘ or <

For < 'onnty Commissioner

For (,'onnty Commissioner

Mark S. Stiles, of Jackson.

George

i_

K.

Berry,
:

For

of Burnham.
-----

County Conimissioner

For

County

Treasurer

|
1

~~~

~

r
For

Representative

to

Littlefield,

■Taints II.

Amos F. Carleton, of

For Representative

Legislature

William B. Swan, of Belfast.

to

Treasurer

County

Enoch \Y'. Robbins, of Searsport.
~~~

Owen G. White, of Belfast.

|

For

Moses A. Fowler, of Searsmont.

Legislature
|

|

of

Prospect.
Winterport.

Ezra A. Carpenter, of Jack-on.
Beujamin B. Toothaker, of Searsmont.
Henry G. Barlow, of Freedom.

Roseoe Black, of Belfast.

l__

Frank R. Lane, of Prospect.
Freeman Littlefield, of Wiuterport.
John II. Boody. of Jackson.
Loima (Poor, of Searsmont.
Albert Hall, of Freedom.

Till. Al'YA.M
11

!

>
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KIN'.
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MADK

Powderly
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|

on

the

The Princess with her
And she pretends—the

paper dolls;
naughty chit!

j

tin*

from Mr.

battle ships was 10 3-4 knots, and their
total displacement 524.870 tons. In that
i ist were 10 vessels which had never been
'.) sea and were in various processes of construction. some of them only just laid
down.
These 10 vessels comprised 158,•700 tons, so that the available displacement in 1880 was reduced by that amount.
We find to-day. with three of the ironclads withdrawn, a remaining total of 70
battle ships, armored cruisers and coast
iefeiice vessels, with an aggregated isplacement of '143,700 tons.
The maximum
speed of these vessels had risen to 18 knots.
All the guns that have been added are
breech-loading, and against 141 of these
1 >80 there are 307 to-day. The machine
and -mail quiek-lire guns have been more
Than doubled, so that in place of 722 in
>>o there are now 1713. The heavy quickie pieces of 4.7-inch and 0-inch calibres,
which did not exist at all in isso, now
number 132.
ii

we

examine

m

Retail

this

list

facturers.

And, when

'tis useless to

pretend

Assumes a dozen weary airs:—
"Isn't there some one else to send ?
1 cant climb all these stairs!”

j

<R

annuldads we liml.tu begin with, the
••ight great armorclads. IIuucl. Empress of
India.
Ramillies, liepulse. Resolution,
Revenge, Royal <)ak and Royal .Sovereign.
I'Lis last named is finished, the first four
ire
eomjdeting, and the other three are
building. Each of these enormous vessels
>f 14,17o tons carries four 14 1-2 inch
2uns. Hi (i-ineli quiek-lire guns and 44
nachine-guiis. They will have a speed of
'■ t least
IT 1-2 knots, the Royal Sovereign,
lie pioneer of the class, showing IS knots.
■Mill, while those vessels surpass our own
Indiana. Massachusetts and Oregon in
-pcrR, the latter a re believ ed tube superior
in aggregat e battery power.
Reside these
ight vessels land Salsburv s adminstraiun has added the Rarlleurand Centurion,
armorclads of 10,700 tons each, carrying
lour lU-inch guns, ten 4.7-ineli quick-fire
guns and 24 ]>ieces in the secondary batTheir speed will he IS knots.
tery.
The 10 ships not completed in 1 SO 1 are now
iinished, and. in fact, all of the 70 vessels
"f the present navy are either in readiness
will have been launched by the end of
this year, the net difference in increment
being 144,200 tons displacement, for the six
years.

unarmored vessels, we lind
that in 1880 these numbered 11s, having
an aggregate of 21s, 074 tons displacement.
They were armed with 448 muzzleloading
and 770 breech-loading guns, beside 724 in
the secondary batteries.
The
highest
speed was 18 4-7 knots.
In 1802 we lind a total of 212 unarmored
misers, having an aggregate of 474,202
to

The muzzle-loading
guns have fallen off to 108, but the breechloaders have increased to 780, while 470
heavy quick-lire guns have been added.
tons

desire to

party interests alone actuates them.
Let us review the situation in brief.
Tariff laws could not be passed without
discussion, and in all of the debates which
took place in Congress over the Mills and
McKinley bills 1 can not lind that a single
amendment was offered by a Democrat to
give the workmen a certain portion of the
tariff when collected.
The Mills bill and
the McKinley bill differ very little in the
duty on steel rails, plates, etc. One was
a Democratic bill, the other a Republican.
The McKinley bill reduced the duty on
the articles manufactured at Homestead.
The Democratic papers in asserting that
the trouble at that point is due to the McKinley bill are but condemning the very
thing that they themselves advocate and
on which they base their claim to
power
—a reduction of the tariff.
The Pinkertons existed before the Mills bill was introduced in Congress, and that institution
continues to flourish now that the McKinley bill is in force. Whether the tariff
went up or down, disputes between employer and employed would continue.
Workingmen are not the fools that politicians believe them to be, for we do not
feel that the coming of the millennium depends upon the way Congress legislates
on the tariff.
If our Democrats, w ho are so eager to
make political capital out of this difficulty. will lend me their ears, 1 will whisper
to them that Representative Watson, of
Georgia, has had a measure before Congress for the last four or five months
which aims at the abolition of the Pinkertons as a factor in the industrial life of the
United States. The Democratic party has
a sweeping majority in
Congress; it lias a
full knowledge of the acts of the Pinkertons on previous occasions.
1 have presented evidence enough to Congress to
that
the
Pinkerton
is
an
prove
enemy to
American liberty.
That Democratic majority has a knowledge of the existence of
Watson's bill, and it has up to the present
time dillied and dallied with it and has no
idea of passing it.
“We have petitioned
for redress,1' have endeavored to get the
the ear of Congress, but
•our repeated
petitions have been answered only bv repeated injury," and civil war at Homestead.
Democratic editors who now rave
about tin* Pinkertons and condemn the
Republican party for their actions at
Homestead would lend an air of sincerity
to their writingsif they w ould but demand
of the majority, held by their own party
in Congress, to pass the law which will
wipe the Pinkertons from the soil of
America."

she

A
“

displacement.

The secondary batteries have grown to
1.740 pieces, and the maximum speed lias
increased to 20 1-2 knots.
The balance in
favor of 1802 in unarmored vessels is 04
of
and
247,418 tons,
ships
1,441 guus. The
displacement has more than doubled in
this period, and the battery power lias had
a corresponding growth, while the advance
in speed is also notable.
Of course, there have been minor details
of progress.
Thus the old Nordenfeldt
machine guns have given way to the <>pounder and 4-pounder Hotchkiss. Some
of the old ironclads have been re-engined,
remasted, refitted and partly rearmed. The
introduction of quick-fire heavy guns is an

doubts that Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Remedy really cures Catarrh, whether the
disease be recent or of long standing, because the makers of it clinch their faith in it
with a $500 guarantee, which isn't a mere
newspaper guarantee, but “on call” in a
moment. That moment is when you prove
that its makers can’t cure you. The reason
for their faith is this: Dr. Sage’s remedy
has proved itself the right cure for ninetynine out of one hundred cases of Catarrh in
I the Head and the World’s Dispensary Medical Association can afford to take the risk
of you being the one hundredth.
The only question is—are you willing to
make the test, if the makers are willing to
take
the risk? If so, the rest is easy. You
unquestionable gain.
These facts indicate that while the pessi- pay your druggist 50 cents and the trial bemists have a good deal to say about the gins. If you’re wanting the $500 you’ll get
decadence of the British navy, as compar- something better—a cure!
ed with that of other nations, it lias been
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is an honest medicine,
growing very fast in absolute, whatever honestly advertised
for those diseases which
may be the facts as to relative, strength. it honestly and absolutely cures.
No

one

A

laugh

achic,

overcomes

exhaustion, allays

eradicates
those
What
claim

triumph! Presto! Hash!!
I catch a gleam of
gossamer,
A glint of curls, amid a dash
A Hutter and a whir!

sleep,

craving for instrengthens
reduced by disease.
other ginger can justly

toxicants,
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and
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Gilman, wife and daughter, of Pittsfield,
visited here recently-Mrs. C. S. Adams
spent a few days with her sister, Mrs. 0. P.
Fuller, at Camden, recently... .Mrs. Jacobs
ami Mrs. Smith, of
Lowell, Mass., were the
guests of Mrs. K. F. Jackson recently....
We hear that I). C. Ryan is ver\ sick. Mrs.
A. Wellington is quite sick. Lizzie M.
Prescott has been sick hut is convalescent.
Joel P. Bennett and sons have a new
hydraulic eider press and all who have apples to coninto cider will he accommodated. Bring
along your apples and and see how neatly
and nicely they will do it for you_Mrs.
Hannah Stevens, widow of the late Daniel
vert

Stevens, of Searsmont, and Edward Cunningham, of New Jersey, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Cooper_B. F. Knowles
and son Ralph are visiting in Boston and
vicinity. .Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Esancy were at.
I he camp ground,
Washington, last week...
Tin* fall term of school began Sept. 5th,
Miss Ahhie 1.. McDowell, «>f Belfast, teacher....Mrs. Mary Darkness, of
Somerville,
Mass., arrived recently and will stop awhile
with Mr.

and Mrs. T. J.

Peavey.

i

Every reputable

meeting

house-Our people were much disappointed that the evening of Hon. Seth L. Milliken’s appointment was stormy. They
hope
to hear from him later-A
large audience
listened to a temperance lecture by Prof.

1

and.

See

E. S. PITCHER.

I have suffered a great deal, and whenever 1
feel a nervous at Sack coming 1 take a aoae
of J’astor Koenig's Nerve Tonic and feel relieved. 1 think a great deal of it and would
rather be without bread than wi.hout the Tonic,
now

-AT

HIS

NEW

No,

Betler ’Jli.tii flic llewt Bodor.
M.ahonoy Cii Y, l a., I cember, ls90.

ROOMS,-

I-Iigfli St.,

-(Over Boston 5 ami 10 tent Store.

Pianos, Organs, Music,
i
j

!

furnish anything wanted in the music line
from a Jew’s Harp to a Church Organ, at
LOWEST PKICEs.

PLACE.-**

®

j

NEW & BEAUTIFUL FATTEN NS,
sl.I.l.INO AT

<I

PUMPS,-

machinery. Send for our
catalogues and quotations. 6in29

City Bleachery.
have

just returned from Boston with all the
leading styles of HATS and BONNETS, also

all kinds of FANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old
work done in the best possible manner. NEW
HATS and BONNETS made to order. You will
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDELS
at my place.
S, D. BROWN,
12tf
High St., over Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

$0.00

a

-A 1,S(

l-

Fine (lolii Heads, Xeck
Brilliant I‘ins amt Ear

Chains,

liings.
to

$50

RICH SULID SILVER WARE.
The

C.

best

for clcaniinj vnd polishing
Jewelry and silver Wore.

nrHehs

HERVEY,

Phoenix Row, Belfast,

ELYS

Catarrh

Clean.es
j Na.al

the

■JLuY «|
b

in]

Passages,

„d
; am.,.
Inflammation,

FEVEfjtf)^

Heals the Sores,

Bk

Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

B

Dozen TRY THE CURE.
HAY-FEVER

For Cabinet Pictures.
At TUTTLE
Belfast, Aug .1, 1892.—Gm31

ft

SON'S.

•.

everywhere. Price, Cuticura,
Resolvent, $1. Prepared by tl.
and Chemical Corporation', 1’.

■

tf if* Send for
How to Cure Skin I >i
pages, 50 illustrations, and 100 testimony

niMPLES, black-heads, chapped and
rilfl cured by Cuticura Medicated

FREE FROM RHEUMATISM
In
the

\A/

on® minute
Cutb
Anti-Pain Plaster i* ii
sciatic, hip. kidn> >
muscular pains and weaktiinstantaneous pain-killing p..-

ft

\
\

J

s

^^^Vnatic,

YEARS

AGO
—

TO-DAY
It's faiiie
//<i.\

over T'VO «»mTIWM >
re- ms
sales are
'/•'/■ 7’
;.Y>
IMMIT n

*

7'

t< (

I

SWAN & smu V CO. A gent^

Clara E Met; ilvery. Phillip *lilkey, arrived
Savamia-la-mar Aug 22 from I’>• 111 <•. PB.
C P Dixon. X P <tilke\. at Valparaiso

at.

I

Ask viiiir Ph\ siciaadmit Ilorstords
Bread Preparation
It is a putv, Ilealtd
] lid and nutritious
pow ik r, m< i sii])] )iu
! the system with tit
]>h<isphates <>f wine;
fine Hour is deprived

B< 'Stoll.
Emma T Crowell, A S Pendleton, arrived
Wiseassett Aug id from p.-rth Amlmy,
Escort, B C \V11itelioii.se, at ShanghaiMay 1.;.
Ev anell, W H Blanchard, sa:!-*d from Brisbane J illy Id for < ’al la* -.
Evie Peed, A T Whittier, arrived at Valparaiso July 12 from New York.
Harvard, Coleord, arrived at Anjier July
27 from New York, and was ordered to Batavia.
I
Havana, Biee, cleared from New York Aug
If* for Hav ana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, at Punta Arenas May 14 for New Y< rk.
Hudson, E A Curtis, arrived at Boston
Aug Id from Trapini.
Henry Norvvell, Frank Perry, arrived at
Norfolk Aug is from Clark's Cove.
.John .) Marsh. 11 B Whittier, sailed from
Portland July 21 lor Trinity Bay Mart.
James (1 Pendleton, Lancaster, sailed from
Antofogosta July s fur Pis.igua.
.1 W Hivsser. Parker, at New York.
Mahel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived
t
Boston July 2d from Bueims Ayres.
15
E
Biee.
arrived
at
New
York
Matan/.as,
Aug 1'5 from I lavana.
Mary E. Bussell. W S Niehols. arrived
at Port Chalmers July 7 from New York.
Mary S Ames, ( rocker, sailed from Honolulu July 2 for Hayson Island to load for
En r* ipe.
Peiiohseot. MeCaulder, arrived at New
York March 2." I rum Singapore.
St Em-ie. J T Erskine. at Auckland N Z,
J mie Li for New York.
Willard Mudgett. Crocker, at Barhadoes
I
Aug 11 *<»ading for N of H.
at

lve..

Non?
Sucb
CONDENSED

BRKJS.

David Bughee. Stowers, sailed from Fernamlina Aug 2d for Point-a-Pitre.
11 B Hussey, Hodgdon, arrived at Bost- n
| Aug 12 from Charleston, S C.
H (' SiHey, <i W Hiehhoru, arri’
Boston June 7 from Pascagoula.

t\eat

i at

SCHCK »XKRS.

J

!

j Eal»eiis, H B Condon, arrived ;it :
Demerara A ug from Portland.
Clara E Cnleord, Cnleord, cleared from
j Philadelphia Sept 1 for Barhadoes.
Edward .Johnson, Warren, at Antigua Aug
; JO. loading for Delaware Breakwater.
(lenrgia (lilkev, W B <iilkev. sailed from
| Boston Aug. *1.
Kamov, arri\ed at Philaj (ieorge Twohy,
delphia Aug JO from Kennebec
M<

(;

Bin k.

H

E

Spmwl,

Makes an every-day convenience 'f
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesor
Prepared with scrupulous care. Hu
award at all Pure Food Expositions, i

package

makes two

large pies.

A.

imitations—and insist on having "*
None Such brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N V

cleared

from Mobile Aug Jo for Caibarieu.

Clausen, Jr. A pplcbv arrived .it
j
I Philadelphia Aug S from A pa la chic-la.
Horace (i Morse. Harriman, mailed from
1 Satilla Biver Aug 4 for Lynn.
.John C Smith. Knceiand, cleared from
Pensaecda Aug Jo for W'ashi gton, D C.
Jos W Poster, S S Heagan. cleared from
Philadelphia Aug JO f«>r Lniou Islam!.
Lester A Lewis. Burgess, sailed from Perth
Amboy Aug 10 for Portland.
Linah C Kaminski, S E Woodbury, arrived (Icorgetovvn, S C, Aug JJ from New V->rk.
Lizzie Lane, A (i Closson, arrived at New
York Aug JO from Somes’ Sound.
Lucia Porter, (irindie, cleared from Bangor Aug 10 for Nassau.
Mary A Hall, M Yeazie, arrived at Ni w
York July J«S from Eernandina.
M B Milieu, Dyer, at Point.-a-Pitiv Aug JO
for Mansanilla.
Mary L Peters, Williams, arrived at Alexandria, Ya, Aug J7 from Charleston.
B E Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Philadelphia Aug JJ for Portland.
Sally rOn, W H West, at Searsport re-

-THE

|

Jewelry Store.

Hervey’s

CREAMBALM
I

K EAT liAlDLUNS AT

Finger Kings(t\uvsi quality)#!

and all kinds of

..

Heitrv

1 vr5o

-STEAM

Sold
I'm

;

2d from New York.
Carrie L Tyler, Pattingall, cleared from
New York June id for Buenos Ayres spoken
June 21, IdU miles S of South Shoals Light-

|

Sold by Druggists at #1 per Bottle. 6 for #.
Large Size, #1.75. 6 Bottles lor #9.

Portable, Agricultural and Stationary Steam Engines & Boilers,

■

Mav 25.

Hattie

KCENIC MED. CO., Chicago, 1(1.

DEALERS IN

1

P ip-nts, save your children years of no
; \v-: d suffering. Begin now.
Cures
ehildhood are permanent.
rTicuRA Remedies are the greatest .«•.
■‘-I purifiers, and humor remedies
■lies, are absolutely pure, and may be i>.
youngest infant with the most gratifying

werp.

&c

( an

^REMEMBER THE
Belfast, Nov. 4, 1S91.—4a

u

S. L. HOLT & BART,

1
ii._r.

perieo July

j

AND KXA.MIXK HIS STOCK OK

v

week with relatives in town_Miss Alice M.

South Montville.

Call

Ratfier Be Without Bread. XI
Bishop's Residence, Marquette, Mich., <
Nov. 7, lHs'J.
(
The Rev. J. KossbieL, of above place, writes

Gowen, Sunday evening, Aug. 28_Master
Fred Barlow has returned to his home in
Newtonville, Mass... .Misses Margaret and
Mary Webster, of Augusta, recently spent a
Nelson, of Newtonville, Mass., is visiting the
family of James O. Bartlett_Miss Susie
Spear is working at Ivory White’s in Morrill-Mrs. Maude Nash, of Pittsfield, s
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. C.
Kane-Mr. Winfield Jaquith and son,
visited Mrs. Jaquith’s sister at Owl’s Head,
recently-Mrs. Etta Smith and Mrs.
Lizzie Jacobs, of Lowell, Mass., and Mrs.
Addie Kane, of Centre Montville, have been
spending a few days with Mrs. Kane’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robie F. Jackson, of

and book stand has it.

This brilliant Quarterly reproduces the l**st
stories, sketches, burlesques, poems, witticisins, etc., from the back murders of that
much talked-about New York Society Journal,
Town Tories, which is published k < Wy. Sub
scription pric e, $4.00 per year.
'the two publications “Town Tories” and
“Tales from Town Topics” together, at the
low club-price of $5.00 per year.
Ask your newsdealer for them or address,
TOWN TOPICS,
'<il West 23d Street, N. Y. City.

i

—A Valuable Book on Nervous
Diseases sent free to any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, lad., since 1876. and
is now prepared under his direction by the

news

Price, single number, 50 CENTS. S»‘*.00
PEK YEAR, postage FREE.
I
!

I deem it my duty to say that 1 wie treated
for ten years by the best doctor8 in
Pennsylvania, but ne-er got any relief until 1 took 1’aster Koenig's Nerve Tunic.
1 am cured of
my
nervous troubles ; have never bad the
slightest
symptoms of those spells since 1 commenced
taking die first bottle.
MRS. SARAH McGUIRE.

March,

DELICATE, DAINTY. WITH,
INTENSE.

m

f>7 Sudbury St., Boston, 31 ass.,
Centre Montville. Mr. George C. Sheldon spoke here recently in the interest of
the People’s Party, at the Baptist

FROM

READ BY ALL MEN AND WOMEN.

[Ellen Hamlin Butler.

South Montville. E. II. Cram is building an addition t,u bis stave mill in which
T*> put his new
patent, grist mill. He has set
it in the stave mill and
grinds there until
the addition is completed_The frame of
the Grange building is up and boarded_
Geo. 1. ltandell is getting ready to
put in
his board circular.... I >r. E. G. Skinner died
;it East Union, Saturday
morning and his
remains were brought here and buried Aug.
-•'th .Josiah Simmons and wife attended the
Benner reunion at Nobleboro.F. II.

Especially Good.

Published first day of December,
June and September.

much ?

so

every humor of the skin and scalp f
childhood, whether torturing, disfigu:
burning, scaly, crusted, pimply, or
v>'ith loss of hair, and every impurity of d
Ik tiler simple, scrofulous, or heredita
tin* best physicians and all other rem.
ure

ship.

Town To pics

Containing among its ingredients the pur
est of medicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cheap, worthless, and often
dangerous
gingers urged as substitutes. Ask for SAN
FORD’S GINGER and look for owl trademark on the wrapper, Sold everywhere.

How do you think she came so
tpii< k?
\ oil can t believe she
really Hew?
I don't believe I'll tell
you Chick!

1

MILL,

&

The Next Number

\

:i

At F. L.

fla-

j

Cuticura Remedies
C

WOOL RECEIVED
.1 illv 14 f<>r Barhadoes.
Edward Cushing. C A \ Y h i t t i r, «ia
*•<!
Palmer’s, Monroe, anil returned, and at A I
at Demarara Augii from N*-w York.
E. Mrkrr'onN Store, Swunvllle.
Edward Kidder, M<dvm Park, arriv'd at
Roll.- lor >ale at mil! and plant s o| receiving
New York -\ug Id from T> Top: I hi.
Wool.
Edward May C C MeClure, at Manila June
Searsport, .May ns, ls;i2.- 2211
1 from Hong Kong, to load for New York or

stem-

deliciously

nervousness, promotes

of

Perhaps—you'll—try It,

PURE FRUIT

j

see, ana as sound as a dollar. 1 be lie v.
would have died if I had not tried Cutk
Ldies•
I write this that every mother wn,,
like mine can feel confident that there ithat will cure the wost eczema, and that u;
the Cuticura Remedies.
Mrs. BETTIE B1RKXER. Lockha

14 from Bio .1 aneiro.

Cards reground and in thorough repair, good oil
and good work guaranteed at reasonable rates.

vored,
purely medicinal,
SANFORD’S GINGER

serve

i.ow

Turning

editors;

a

SPOOL

Nickerson

,,

Kemedirv

confess I had n<. ?
them, for I had n<
them tried. To n
surprise, in
time after beginn
the Cctictra I;i -.|K
the sores were u
continued to w
solvent for a l;n
and now she i»
baby as you wm,:

Carrie K Long, J P Stowers, arrived at
New York Aug hi from Havana
Carrie Heckle, Coleord. arrived at Cliam-

-AT-

Ginger

TICURA

BARKS.

CARDING

SEARSPORT

or

Adam \Y Spies, A 1> Field, arrived it
Boston July from Singapore
Alice Bend. Alanson Ford, sailed 1 r- ru
Boston April 2 lor Bridgewater, X S.
Beatrice Havener, Hieliliorn. arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 21 for Port Spain.
Belnmnt, Heagun, arrived at Trinidad Aug

-BY-

A moment's silent waiting. ”<>
What di<l you want?" a sweet voice
cries,
I can't think where to
go!"

There is no love for workmen

in the hearts of these

SANFORD'S

She doesn't hear my calls.

McKinley bill, to read the following
Powderly, Grand Master of the A very languid little maid
Mounts four broad steps, and there
Knights of Labor, in the Journal of the
stands,
Knights of Laboi. In a long letter on Holding
th.- polished balustrade
\\ ith dimpled, fairy hands.
the advance that had been made in. the Carnegie and Pinkertonism, Mr. Powdersince
of
the
he
and
guns
royal navy
ships
ly says, among other things:
Between tbe twisted rods she peeps,
took the office in is80; and the result was
j Partisan papers are endeavoring to make Bine eyes reproachfully severe.
t. show
what
sea
British
strength
clearly
J hen slowly turns and
j
upward creeps
political capital out of the terrible scenes
is at the present time.
At, ‘‘Won't you hurry, dear?”
in 1 ssii Great Britain had 72 battle ships which took place at Homestead the other
■•<) hum! I guess I’ll rest
and armored cruisers, carrying 437 muzzle- day. The Democratic
myself,
papers are veheI've come so far that 1 must
loading and 141 breech-loading guns, and ment in their denunciation of the Repub- And
stop!”
there
the
72Z small, quick-lire end machine guns.
tantalizing elf
Sits—three
from
the
for
lican
a
tariff
law
under
steps
top.
part\
enacting
There were then no large quiek-lire guns
The maximum speed of the which protection was afforded to manu- A sigh, and mice
whatever.
again she hies.

_'.owth of their fleet during the last half-

dozen years, says the New York Sun. The
.‘■•easion was the appearance of Lord Salsburys manifesto in which he dwelt upon

WOOL

nt

! jier
J
I

by_21_

Upon the lowest stair they sit,

land. who, like his party, always quick to
While tin' discussion of the naval progat any misfortune as a chance to
catch
Tinted States was recently!
less .if the
make Democratic capital, absurdly refer<ingress, the British public
going on ii
in a similar review of the red to the Homestead strike as a result of
were

engaged

RESOLVE concerning the amendment of the constitution, relating to Appoint- yFS
ment of Adjutant General.
Shall the constitution be amended as proposed
a resolution of tlie
Legislature, providing that the Adjutant General and QuarXO.
termaster (jeneral shall be appointed by the (iovernori'

Upstairs and Down.

Homestead Troubles.

Would it not be well for Grover Cleve-

YKAIiS.

C. Sheldon, of Morrill.

George

-————-•

To-day.

i~
|

r~

Kl\>OL\ E prowdmg tor an Educational Qualification for V oters*. Shall the con- \'ES.
stitntion bo so amended, so as to change the qualification of voters, as
proposed_
m -aid re-oho.

The British Navy of

mwwm

For Representative to Legislature

For Representative to Legislature

Albert L. Mudgetr, of Belfast.

~~'

————wa—■■w.m

r

herai.
We could fret no T,
nipht with her.
extremity I tried

tmnjrelse

FIVE

For County Treasurer
For

My baby, when two months old, had a ....
with what the doctor called eczema. H,.,'
arms, feet, and hands were each one solid
tried everything, but neither the doctors
out

R R Thomas, P B Nichols, arrived at New
\
I first and only
York May Id. from Hong Kong.
Raphael, Harkness, sailed from Sydney
June 14 for San Francisco.
Robert I- Belknap, Staples, sailed from
New York March do for Yokohama: spoken
April 21, lat P.4P N. Ion 27 40 AY.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, cleared from New
York July P for San Fram-iseo.
This Flour was unknown exeep:
San Joaquin, J Kink water, cleared from
New York April 25 for San Francisco: report- -A
FEW
EPICURE S
ed at Falkland Islands, with loss of sails, ett
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from
New York Aug 24 for San Francisco.
State of Maim*, H <i Curtis, sailed from
New York July 28 for Seattle and Tacoma.
Thomas liana, C N Meyers, arrived at
Tacoma March 2P from Seattle.
Tillie E Starlmck, Ehen Curtis, arrived at
Astoria Aug s from Portland, (), for New
York.
AVamlering Jew, DC Nichols, sailed from
Manil July 20 for Boston.
AYm II Ala. y, Amesbiirv cleared fr*mi New
York Aug 27 for San Fram-iseo.
AYm H Conner, Frank J Pendleton, sailed
jI from
Manila April 28 for Poston ; passe.I An-

Frank II. Durham, of Belfast.

r

County Treasurer

Alfred A. Small, of Belfast.

'ounty Commissioner

Hiram F. Erskine, of Montville.

■HannMamMUMKrABunMMiHnM

Tried Everything without Relief.
N
Rest Night or Day. Cured
by
Cuticura Remedies.

Aug 18 for Buenos Ayres.
Iceberg, I'' AY Treat, sailed from (vim
July 10 for New York.
Iroquois, E 1> P Nickels, sailed from New
York July 18 for San Francisco.
Jaci i> E Ridgeway, F (i Whitson, sailed
from Calcutta April 24 for New York: at
Cape Town July IP, in distress.
Josephus, Thomas Rogers, sailed from
Hong Kong April do lor New York; passed
Sr Helena Aug 5.
Llewellyn J. Morse, Savory, sailed from
Tqiiiqiie Aug P for New York.
Ian-'. A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Singapore May 21 for New York: passed Anjier J line 17.
Luzon, A L Carver, arrived at ShanghaiAug 2d from New York.
Manuel Llagmio, Kdw Smalley, sailed
from New York .July 24 for San Francisco.
Mary L Stone, C C Park. New York for
Shanghae ; passed Anjier July 2d.,
Nancy Pendleton, .J N Pendleton, arrived
at New York March 2d. from Hong
Kong.
R 1> Rice, A J‘> Colson, at San Francisco
Aug Id, unde charter for Cork, Havre or

|

1

For County Attorney

S0re

ton

Alfred AY'. Rich, of Brooks.

r

_

('onnty Attorney

For Senator

For Senator

For Senator

I
For

Parly

i

For Senator

Jackson,

the

EESSENHEN, Secretary of State.

PROHIBITION.

|
Isaac 11.

right of

to one hundred dollars fine.

UNION LABOR.

Timothv IS. Hussey, of No. Berwick. |

|
1

Congress

William P. Thompson, of Belfast.

Setli L. Milliken, of Belfast.

a

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York May 10 for Seattle and Tacoma.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York July 17 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T 1* Colcord, sailed from San
Francisco July 21) for New York.
Alameda, Chapman, Philadelphia for San
Francisco, sailed from Montevideo June J.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Hong Kong July
20 for New York, at £10,500 gold.
C C Chapman, sailed from Baltimore
Aug 4 for San Diego, Cal.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Boston July 1 from Manila.
Charger, D S Goodell. arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 4 from New York.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, arrived at Philadelphia Aug 27 from Port Blakeley.
Frank Pendleton, \V G Nichols, at Singapore June 28 for San Francisco.
Frederick Billings, Sherman, arrived at
New York Aug 10 from San Francisco.
Gov Hobie, Amos Nichols, arrived at New
York Aug Id from Hong Kong.
Great Admiral, Howell, sailed irom Delaware Breakwater Aug 20 for Genoa.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco July 2 for New York.
Henrietta, A, M. Boss, sailed from Bos-

A particle is applied Into each nostril and Is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mall,
registered, 60 cents.
Iyr38
ELY BROTHERS 56 Warren St., Now York

pairing.
Tufa, A S Wilson, arrived at. Baltimore
Aug J4 from Bangor.
Warren Adams, Coleord, at Bath repairing.
William Erederiek, Elwell, sailed from

Eernandina June Jo for New Haven.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, arrived at
New York June. JO from Eernandina.

Unable

to

Dll I HUes
PIANO?
It you think

<>t

you

E.

S.

lum-hasiu^.
in

examine

a

1 *iji11•

r!■»•;11 at

PITCHERS

MUSIC ROOMS,
22

High St., (Hp Stair-)

Belfast,

V

August l. 1SIIL'.—tim.'il

| Fire & burglar

Proof

SAFFS.

First-class reliable safes with all late
ments. All sizes for sale low 1»\
lotf
FRED ATWOOD, Wlnterport.

Tell.

Yes, that was so. For years I suffered
severely with scrofula ; sores broke out all JProisttietio :iml Openii i>
over my body, and I am unable to tell onehalf that I suffered. I was not able to obtain relief until I used Sulphur Bitters, which
completely cured me.—C. B. Dale, 17 Allston

street, Boston.

2wJG

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.

Hills

Building, High

St
opposite
Belfast, Maine.

March 14,1K92.—tfll

t

ourt

lh’l‘‘

\inerican

Solev,

K.

Assistant

always commands

\.ivy.

i!i-_r wlien he visits

;i

Secretary

!

atten-

j

an

his

native

i

address at the Gloucester an- j
celebration was notably well rej1
Mr. > dry is not only an executive
!
and
an
marion
ability
authority
but hr is

!\

an

Public

Our

Shipping.

excellent orator,
1

Startling.

Schools

Are the main-stay of our republic. In them
are being cultivated the minds which are to
be our future law-makers and leaders in
every walk in life. How essential it is that
these minds should he united to strong,
healthy bodies.' So many children suffer
from impurities and poisons in the blood that
it is a wonder that they ever grow
up to he
men and women.
Many parents cannot tind
words strong enough to express their
gratitude to Hood’s Sarsaparilla for its good effect
upon their children.
Scrofula, salt rheum
and other diseases of the blood are effectually and permanently cured by this excellent
medicine, and the whole being is given
strength to resist attacks of disease.

THIS HAS NO UNCERTAIN
THIS MEAN TO OUR
A

GREAT

AND

PEOPLE?

GRAND

WHAT

RAILROADS

SOMETHING

IMPORT TO ALL.

it was not so much the form
tin' substance of bis speech at i
j
>t(T bainjiiet which awakened
d of his hearers.
Hr dealt not
“Joe, this paper says that out in Oregon !
t hr
navy, but also with our
have discovered footprints three feet,
shipping and tlirrr was the they
to belong to a lost- race.” “1
,tsis -a truth and wisdom in his long, supposed
don’t see how a race of people that made
>r one of thr lira rest intr rests
lootprints three feet couid ever get lost.”
’:1111«*11\\ ra 1th.
10e. buys enough >>f Adamson’s Botanic
Minnoii, hut a suprrlicial habit.
t
’oiigh Balsan t<> convince the most skeptical I
liirlinr of oui ocean carrying
that it will positiveh cure the cough or cold
winning of the Civil War. <-f long
standing, afterall the other so-called one of strength; his nerves grew quickly
partisans sometimes attempt cures have failed. Larger bottles hoc.
strong and steady, his muscles became vigit with tin* establishment of
It was a gentleman of Irish proclivities
orous, his blood was revivified and enriched,
,vr tariff in 1S00-U1.
Assistant
who. when he saw the sign. “Great Slaugh- lie gained 15 pounds in weight, and to-day is
exposes both these errors. J ter in Clothing." went into the store and in sound and perfect health.
irom thr records of the TreasSuch a remarkable transformation in a
asked for “wan of them kilt suits."
man of his age was a nine days’ wonder.
Mt incut that tin* decline of our
With Ely’s Cream Balm a child can he
Of course the cause was eagerlv looked
in._ began many years before treated without
pain ami with perfect safety. for.
."it of the llrbrliion. Ill Im'.U
It cures catarrh, hay fever and colds in the
Your correspondent, determined to know
m do per cent, of our exports
head. It is easily applied into the nostrils the truth for the
paper’s readers, listened to
w m* ravried in American w*sand gives immediate relief. Price .50 cents. the
following astonishing facts from Mr.
ii i'diO our proportion of the
31 y catarrh was very had.
For thirty Shorter’s own lips:
11ic had >hiunk to • b* per cent.
“I feel now like a new man!
years I have been troubled with iT—have
“What do you think of taking an old man
In- most signilicant fact in the tried a number of remedies without relief.
>.v i-t tin* American merchant
A druggist advised Ely’s Cream Balm.
1 of 75 years, physically weak and brdken
have used only one bottle and I can say I down, anil ■nmkin.ij him feel like a hoy (n/aiu,!
feel like a new man. I make this voluntary Giving him new life, health and strength,
:-->u uui snip.»wneis were
statement that others may know of the and adding 15 pounds of solid flesh to his
.ally and effectively protected Balm. ,1. W.
Mathewson, (Lawyer). Paw- weak and debilitated frame!
reign competition as our nianu- tucket, B. I.
“And all in two months, with three bottles
iron, cotton and wool. Indeed.
of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
do you think
She.
“But.
dear,
George,
w as not
r. thm
entirely removed you can support me on ten dollars a week?” remedy! Well, that is just what has taken
some years later.
place in me. Instead of being weak, debiliThey were He. “Think, darling? I know it. There’s tated
and exhausted, just able to drag my1mth 1>\ tonnagedueson foreign a
place down town where we can get twenty- self around, I feel now like a new man!
ud by discriminating duties on one meal tickets for two dollars and a half.”
“I advise all to use Dr. Greene’s Nervura
parted in foreign vessels. Under
blood and nerve remedy!”
Wooden. “You don't seem to smile at
.ii-'ii our ocean carrying busiSurely this wonderful remedy is a most
ased. until in iSMO no less than my joke. What’s the matter, don’t you un- marvelous health restorer, and without
it ? Wagg. “Yes, I understand it,
derstand
of om foreign eommerce was
doubt, the greatest medical discovery of the
but I was brought up never to laugh at old
<! under tiie American liag. Graduage.
age.”
[Jester.
If it can thus give back health and strength
v\.\. i. these
tonnage taxes and disIn all that goes to strengthen and buildup to an old man, weakened and exhausted by
duties disappeared. The det
disease, how much more surely and certainthe system weakened by disease and pain,
al r ocean carry
was coincident
ly will it cure the thousands who are run
of
moral
protection.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is the superior medicine. down, weak, nervous and prostrated, who
we
were
as
suffer
from poor blood, weak nerves, dyspepyears
building
It neutralizes the poisons left in the system
as eould be built in the world,
indigestion, constipation, malaria, kidafter diphtheria and scarlet fever, and sia, and
liver complaints, etc.
For debility
ney
-riling a good many of them to restores the debilitated
patient to perfect it is a steady restorer of strength and vigor.
In IS”)4 we sold 00,000 tons.
If
are
run
down
in
health
and need a
you
health and vigor.
persons now who tell us that
medicine to strengthen the nerves, invigors
are the one thing which we
Slit—“No. Papa forbids me to marry you!” j ate the blood, tone up the stomach and regugain our maritime supremacy,
Hi—“Why?’’ She—“He objects to your late the bowels, kidneys and liver, Dr.
!> ships did not save us in 1S40. in
family." He—“Isn’t it old enough?” She— Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
soi i.
Foreigners, w ith their low “I don’t know.
Superintendent Byrnes which is purely vegetable and harmless, ami
is the best remedy known in the world.
rvpeiises, due to low wages and didn’t learn the age of our wife and children.”
Use it. for it will restore your health and
[Life.
i.uv. could come here and buy
strength. You can get it at anv druggist’s
and drive us out of our own
To rise in the morning with a bad taste in for si.
ride.
They were doing that the mouth and no appetite, indicates that
It is the discovery and prescription of the
well-known and successful physician. Dr.
thirty years before the Kebel- the stomach needs
strengthening. For this
ui "et au carry i;ig declined more
Greene, of 54 Temple Place. Boston. Mass.,
i
lust half (leeade of low tariff purpose, there is nothing better than an or- the eminent specialist in the cure of nervous
had done before, or than it has casional dose of Ayer's Pills taken at bed and chronic diseases, who can be consulted
free, personally or by letter.
r.

i-

—

■

at

■

|

my ni gold in < 'alifornia. and
Lacy—“Why did you give up smoking?”
-r
trade which immediately
Hick—“Had t< do :t in order to catch the
gave a great impetus to Ameriwidow Leigh.
Sin- said she would give up
it arrested, but it eould not
.:ig.
her weeds il I'd give up mine, and lmt unless
k it- decay. In Is:,:, shipbuild- 1 did." jjudgr.
;• the height of its prosperity. Wo
Thcii i> no excuse for am man to appear
that year the enormous tonnage
in society with a gnz/,y L,-ard since the inIn 1S0.0 our new tonnage rr>-dui tioii of
!
Buckingham's Dye. which
i'14.out).
These hard facts sim i o 1 ors a natural brown >«r Mark.
date tlie theory so confidently
“What do yon t hiuk of my new hat. John ?"
y persons who know nothing
“Oh. 1 don't know.
Wiiat did the tiling
o < -1 that the decline of our sliipcost
B\
“Nailing. I ill Mi- it myself."
Tie to the protective tariff.
For
* Hart
It's simpiy ■sruni'ing Mi"’'*-'
v
of our ocean carrying was
per’s Bazar
ming and rapid under a tariff l« r
Ml lev Nerve A Liver »»Mls,
■iky. sueli as the Democracy now
-establish in the United Mates,
Act oi; a new
riminh—r-gulating the
i-ideration of this problem
eomliv< r. st-cmc-li and l-'Wels thr-mrjh th<> */«*/•» v*.
w
Dr.
Mil.- Pills speedily
A
m
::<*nt a mention of llritish proteedisc.very.
Tast«-, r-.rpid
liver.
ipping by subsidy, to which As- cure biliousness, had I ni*<
j 'a a h*d for men,
| n, c-iistijiatioii.
>■
: clary
ley referred at (dlou- women,
children
Smallest, miidesT. sur:cit that is anotlier matter.
The est'
50, dos.-s, J.">
Samples Free, at 11.
; j»<* 11it which we would now emH. Moody's Drug Store.
.>
that the decay of our ocean
Mrs. Van Leever— ‘Didn't y-.u on,-.- say
•fgan years before the war: that
that it was heap, r to neve than to pay
>t marked toward the close of
Van Leev.*r
rent ?
mMotisA
'Yes. hut I
w as due t<‘ the
era. and tliat it
i w as younger then. Now I'm <-oiiv; need that
riihdrnwal of protection.
These it's -h- api-T of all t. i : n .*ut and get your
ai impressive lesson be Ameriinsurance."
[Brooklyn Idle
1- of to-day.
lb*-', a. .lourLane’s Family Medicine Moves trie Bowels
1 La. i, day.
Most pe«-pie m-ed p, ns.- i:.

1

j

leaves

at

2.20

p.

daily

at

Arriv

Mara time

Miscellany.

Masonn

Temple,

Women

change

ference.
week has somewhat increased
Petroleum
freights to Europe are sustained by the small
supply of handy tonnage, and as tie- inv. aid
hound Meet is likewise a small one, the indications would appear to favor the continuation of a tirm market during the autumn

you will be
make others

China and India, incident to the
unparalleled depression of silver. Long voyagegcneral cargo freights continue excessively dud and depressed, us will he seen by reference to the appended list of fixtures durKiver Plate and Brazil
ing the week.
freights are holding Their own fairly well,
with a fair number of fixtures during the
in

Fall

STEAMSHIP

Hosiery.

^^“Ev.'Tvthi:!" NEW and FRESH
its

The day is not very old before
your brightness is gone, your
“
all to pieces,” and
nerves go
are
helpless on the couch.
you

P.

Dwight

Me.

landings at Hampden, Winterport, Bueksport,
Sandy Point, Fort Point, Belfast. Xorthporr, Camden and Rocklaml.
TO

j

<

|

Arr. Rockland. 12.00

inflammation of

THE CARDING MILL

j

East Side of

na-bsavcu

pouna

Will be

unnumbered
lives. It goes to

m.

Belfast

“

freely

“

Monroe with

> <»ntiswered.
Address ti
PlNKdence.
I.YI'IA l'l.
HAM Mtii'U ai. *’•>.. Lynn,
Mass. Liver Pills, 25c.

“

usual.

Wool

FRED W. POTE, Agent.Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager ..Boston.

re

be left in

can

MAY 2, 1892.

“

\

Stockton at

Brown's Stable,

j

Brooks with

A, E, Chase,

■

/9k

S U 31 31 IvR

Capt, A.

IIKTCHNI

Candage,

—23tf

‘a.

!

|

savory
1

chew.

TOBACCO.

j

*■

mm-pathogenic

Tt

>

I

[

seventy-three

|

f

spirilla*

I

pleasant

Machine \

|j

development

|

Announce

i

|

|

I

!

at

i

to

public that

thev

d.. all kinds

Hege Circular

are

*

j

j

-nia.

typhus

Look back upon y >ur
1
uisumjition and recall to minrl
•- them who were habitual smok"•
As far as I can recall to
:,M
".-smokers have good lungs.
"*4 ion merits
attention, as the
“'loyer of human life is coiisump"> hei
fact in favor of the antipreventive influence of tobacco
tlie fact that
consumption
•
the largest proportion of its
non-smokers
of
u,)"iig females,
1

entertaining
educating
He is not
New York Daily

1

1

|

|
|

oiigly impressed with the prob1 tobacco smoke
being in some
y;>re or preventive of tuberculoi desire to call the attention of
'••

|

j

Moody.
Trial Bottles of Dr. Miles' Nervine are given
The axle is placed
away, also Book of Testimonials showing and of tile hardest steel.
that it is unqualled for Nervous Prostration, on these halls, which eliminate the old-time
friction.
Poor
The
rim of the sulky
SleepMemory, Dizziness,
cone-bearing
Headache,
Fits, is of wood and the spokes also. The tire,
lessness,
Hysteria,
Neuralgia,
which
is
of
rubber, is blown up with air, the
Epilepsy.
same as in a bicycle.
An inch and a quarter
“I thought I was a wealthy young man," tire, or even larger, is left hollow and is
at
"until
I
threw
fortune
said
my
Simpson,
full
of
air
bv
means of a small pump.
j
pumped
; the feet of a Chicago girl. Then ] discover- The hole is then made air tight and the tire
| ed my pile appeared quite small.
; will remain firm until the air leaks %it
a puncture or faulty
plugging.
For horse and owner nothing equals Bick- through
more's Gall Cuke. By its use galls ami
L.
Hon.
S.
Millikeu
on
the
while
the
horse
is
at
healed
are
Campaign,
wounds
*mr

enterprising druggist,

lb

II.

the subject.
Is it not
work.
dm tobacco smoke does prevent
'■'"pmeiit of the bacillus tubercu"Always remember
Successful Lawyer.
'••«*
iungs of the smoker? If it is one thing young man: ‘There’s plenty of
Student. "But I want to
"t
at the top!
destroying the germ that causes room
I'm not studying for a hotel
! tlie
he a lawyer.
teeth, why should it not be 1 clerk.
News.
[Good
‘‘tfective against the germ that
A Druggists Says.
a,'h‘s of tlie lungs? How many
smokers die of consumption? I
Marvin C. Brown. Druggist, Meredith Vilto advise moderate smokla<*e. N. H., says: I have sold your Sulphur
">'• who
and, contrary to most meddevelop a tendency to Bitters for years,
Viiai v tuberculosis.
I never sold a bottle to any one who
[Theodore Grif- icines,
cured me of
in Pad lie Medical Journal, said it did not help them. They
those terrible sick headaches, when every
l::!|« isco.
-tvoh
failed.
other remedy
• nis

i

1

to

old-sty

driver sat between them. Now he sits above
'J he wheel- average about thirty
them.
inches m height, about the same as a safety
seen
on the roads and tracks.
bicycle
In the old sulky the wheel turned on a
greased axle. Now in the hub of the w heel
is a row of halls about the size of buckshot

stranger t*>
our readers, as his advertisements appear in
our columns in every issue, calling attention
to the fact that his elegant work on Nervous
and Heart Diseases is distributed free b\
a

1

Hon. S. L. Millikeu called at the Kennebee Journal office in Augusta recently on
his return from Somerset County, and is reported as saying that lie found the Republicans of Somerset county wide awake and

[

!

j

of

April,

and third

and 1 >ecember.

Tuesdays

of

August

and

reading

room

are

free to

all

STORED REST

A Litth

Higher

Saw Mills,

US

Belfa*t, impart.,

■....‘7 ni
I!r""ks .'ll
Knox ...7
Thorndike
.: c
Burnham, arrive.s p*
-s

\'mr\

I Waterville.

A

Makes

BEST,

j Portland

sweetIIt,
MOST,

-FOE

SALE

Steal

.1!

i:1.1.

PORTLAND,

L.

BY-

A.

Typewriting,

Congress St., opp. City Hall,

Catalogue.

GRAY 6l SON,

ME
Address

Proprietors.

I

Co.,

BELFAST,

Gi»24

MAINE.

VON CRAEFE’S

in-

Positive Headache Cure.
10 POWDERS IN A BOX.
Price 35 Cents per Box
For Sale By All Dreggists.
MANUFACTORED BY

G. A. KIRCHMA/ER. Ph. C. Toledo, 0.
lyi'lnim

TO TAX PAYEBS!
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I
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Fiau station, file 1.im m >1. train with
Flving
Yankee tor Portland and Boston.
Limited tickers tor Boston are now sold at .4.".00
tiom Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Throu-h rick-t- ;■> all points West and Northwest
ia .ill routes, for s.,ie i,v F. K. < imwlkv
A-ent, Belfast.
PAYSONTC< IvEU.
3 ice Pres, and ilen‘1 Mana-er.
L. hooriun 1Pen ! Pass, and Ticket A—eut.
1’or:land dune id, Isa-.

Partnership.

LAMBERT and
.if Orriuid *11. in
the 1 ount\ ot Penobscot and State of Maine as
-eneral partners, and ISAAC H SHERMAN ami
1 ELMER
A. SHERMAN, both of
Belfast, in the
i County ot Waldo and State of Maine, as special
! partners, hereby certify that tliev have this
dav
i"rmed a copartner-hip under die tirm name of
! LAMBERT »V \»>I XL, for the purpose of manuand sell in*: the
LAMBERT PLOW
Two D .ys
than any other I1 COMER,
.-called, and amin- on a -eneral
manutacturinir
business, in said Belfast, and that
|
Excursion,
* sa“I Kiac Ii. Sherman and Elmer A
Slierman,
personally conducted Tourist Ex- spc '.ai partners, have each contributed to the
cursions to Colorado, Ctali, and all Pacific capital of -aid tirm the sum of two thousand dollar-. Said partnership i- to commence on this
coast points leave Boston (Boston..* Albany depot)
12ih day
Au-u-r. a. I». 1S'J2. and to cease oil
every Thursday. :> p. m.; arrive at San Francisco
Tuesday following. Rates, sleeping car berths, the 12th da\ of Au-usi. V i>. lpop.
liate.l at Belfast, this 12rh day of Amrust. A.
Ac., furnished on appieation to vonr nearest
ticket agent, or to F. F. SHEARER'. Manager, or
I>. 1«S‘,*2. and sealed with our seals.
to JAS. S. SMITH. Agent. 5 State St
Boston.
•'Ei »RCE \. LAMBERT. 1.
]
3m 29
ARTHI R A. YOLNU. p. s.l
Is A A ( H. SHERMAN. 1.. s.l
ELMER A. SHERMAN. L..-.]
A.

j

Save $49 #■ California.

Rndurin-^

Quicker

••

<

SHEARER'S

TO LET.

l>

shall be at my office in Memorial building Tues
days and Saturdays from 10 to 19 a. m., and :
to 41*. >r.
All persons who wish to avail them
selves of the discount of two per cent, on tlieii
taxes must pay by Januarv 1.1893.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
Belfast, July 19, 1892.—29!f

slu

a l.

subscribers. LEoRLE A.
THLARTHl
R
Vi M'N<«. both

3m35

A. A. Howes 6c

•/{■
S-■-*

Portland.n_

Limited

I

44

pu

■

for

j.,t

p

"’aIdo.
City Point ..;
Belfast, arrive.. 4:,

W&tEGL

■4»:i

A-i

! w.V.:

Km\

Send

b

1 I
—
ii.;

4_

l*.4tija*»r.i -I.
IJuralKuii. ile(»;irr .^ jii
!'««>...-||
’1 horndike.

)

•.

4.30

To

,V Foundry Co.
Belfast, Me.. Fell. •J.',, 1K1I2.— 34.

390

i

f

I I:i,'r"n’!w.i.:.JS

CALL.

School of Shorthand &,

|

s

Haiijior..

Jacks, Unity [

i

p*«-»'

f-l'V
,1'nlnt
»V aid'

Belfast Machine

in Price, but

..

[Cnit\.24

(APT- k.Tul K, Manager

s

AND

I

...

....

dune 25. I-02.

On and after June 20. I *n-j, rraim .mm?
Burnham with 111: trains f,,r ,in.; fr«»tu
Ban— >r. WarerviRe, Portland and Boston, wi'! run
a
followie 1M I’.KLt-\\sr.

PATENT FLOUR.

habitants of Belfast over fourteen years of
Persons residing in town temporarily
age.
I may use the library <»n the same conditions
j as residents.

DISTANCE FROM BELFAST TO
j evidently feeling a deep interest instate and
Atone place where he
! national campaigns
4 miles
| Belmont.ii miles N'-rtuport.
; spoke for nearly two hours the hall was ti 11- Broooks. 12
Palermo.25
cd and a large number were unable to come ! Burnham.JO
Prospect. 14
‘*
yet all remained throughout the meeting. 1 Frankfort
15
j in,
jSearsinont. .10
Mr. Millikeu says that the national cam- Freedom.is
| Sears port.(>
j
paign will he distinguished for strong and ♦Islesboro.... 10
Stockton.10
earnest efforts with few pyrotechnics. There •Jackson.15
li
'Swanville
(j
is little
opportunity for excitement in spec- Knox.1.7
l
Thorndike....20
I illations regarding the future adinimstraLiberty.lb
jTroy.22
M uring.
“How do you account for woman's love i tious of presidential candidates that have Lincoln ville. 12
“Bridget, isn’t that oftiHe expects Mr. Monroe.1J
he asked.
T think ; already had one term.
there?” Bridget. “Sure, an'if he of ribbons, Miss Peiv
Waldo. b
k
,17 * not myself to be denoyin’ th’ ! it may he due to tiie fact that n*» woman ; Blaine to make one speech during the camMontville-lb
i Winterport.. .20
U| a
:
bit of shlape whuile doin’ his i who has ribbons need be without a bow. I paigirand that in his old district, possibly Morrill.b 1-2“ I
j in Augusta.
[Harper's Bazar.
♦Post office. Turtle Head, is-about 7 miles.

■

*

««-GIVE

from two to

j brary

t with M
: 1i
m iv in-g
and leaving lteif.,-i it 1.2"

TIME-TABLE.

prepared

Deaiers in CIRCULAR SAWS & BELTING.

j

The Library and Reading Room are open
five -.'dock, standard time, on
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. and from b.JO to 8..JO o’clock
Tuesday.
Thursday and Saturday evenings. The li-

u

..

Hussey Plows.

'

LIBRARY.

■■ ui.-i

a

Maine Central R. R.

,»t

Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone

MAILS.

TREE

.■

>

Bella-*

Co.

Gearing, Quarry Derrick.,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Cars, Ac.

The Belfast mail closes at b.25, a. m., and
! 1.00 and J.J5 p. nu The mails arrive outlie
arrival
stages, for which
j time seeof the trains ofand
trains and stages.
under head
BELFAST

vv.dr.

m.

j

Mill

Belfast Police Court, Judge P. W. Rogers,
civil term, on the first and third Mondays in
each mi»nth.
County-Commissioners' Court, M. S. Stiles,
Jackson, Chairman; Otis Lu Wilson, Searsmont, and Simon A. Paysmi, Belfast. Regular session at Belfast on the second Tues-

days

>!b.vv-

Belfast
| Passenger- taking Stair. Emmeline atime-mc< "lined with S?.‘ainer-for Maidna- and
I 'IL.ro landings. b\ -raying over night in C i-tme.
Steamer vviB mn g
W.-st Bio .k-v’lb
there ar* through pa-engei »,

Holmes' Stave Machine,
Hull's Stave Jointer.

|

lungs

Tlie Pm in") iiie
Bel fa-: at :».«*»)

I [>.

»

\

days only.

1

Also manufacturers of the

smoke,
hourly by

i

I

:

",

Foundry & Machine Works,

!

|

j

the

Foundry

duly 1-t will run
er permitting.

at

recognized
germicide,

during
pulmonary

to

---

ingredients

j

u»

1

taste.

and alter

Leave- BrooksV Lie, t-.!' i. m.: < astiie-. .4.*
11 45 a. m.: Hc.gbe-’ Point, T.::n
m.
Rvber'I
I Cove, 7.45 a. m.: Lime Kiln. --.In a. in.; arrive- in
Belfast •.'.•••" a "1. an 1 l.ou p. m.
Leaves lb ,'a-r. *.*.2" a. m and :>.uo p. m.: p! Kiln. 3.4" p. ill.
r
Rv de’
e. 111.15 a. n,
.mb 4.00
Hughe-' Point. 4.2i» 1
m.: < a *ri>.e. y .4
| p. in
a. m. and 5.(10 p. in. .amt e- in Bro.iksv i!le 5.1'. •>.m.
Brooks ville Mondays. We nesd y-

[ ® j

THE BELFAST

1

|

usually kept in

I

twenty-eight

I

all ilu- article-,

a

typhus

f

I

STOCK

National Hunk I>ui<ling.

j

prodigio-

■

‘i

.1

< m

|

KI\I) A ->

WILL

F ULL

LOCKE’S,

\

Virginia

|

f YOU

-•*'

development

|

[

:

j

EMMELINE,

Capt. Edward Trne.

|

leaves

1892,

Summer Arrangement.

r t

I

tliirty-live

>

i

1892.

;

■

|

(Frenchman's Bay Steamboat Co.)

-L

*•

I

vo

ASK FOR

J

<

CROSBY.

Will leave Green's Landing every Monday, Wedm.
Oeeanville. *.5T.
nesday and Friday at s.no
a. m.: Brooklin. bum
m. : Sedgwick. in.do a. >i.:
Buck's Harbor. 11.30 a. m.: Blake'- Point, l2.no >1.;
Islesbon*. 12.45 p. m.: arrive ar Belfast at 2."i»p. m.
Sargent ville. Hag landing.
Connects at Islesboro for ('astine and all River
Landings to Bangor: at Belfast with steamer for
Camden. Rockland and Boston. Steamer Cimbria
connects at Isle-boro for Belfast every trip.
Freight taken at reasonable rates and orders
tilled promptly. Freight foi Blue Hill to'-warded
via steamer from Sedgwick.
Round trip tickets from all landings sob; at reduced rates on a limited time.
SAM L H. BARBOFR, Manager.
F. W. POTK. Vgent. Belfast.
F W.VRRKX, Vgent. Dreen's Landing.

Capt. Thos. Burgess
Belfast, June

CAPT.

A It It A N G K 31 INI.

TniiKi. Trip- Pr.u Wki.k.
Leave- Belfast every Tuesday. Timrsdav and
at bum \. m.; lllakc
Point. I2.'u<> m.;
Buck's Harbor. 12.30 1*. m. Sedgwick, 1.4" 1. m.;
Brooklin. 2.:5 p. m. : Occanvillc.
p. m.: arrives
at Green'.- Landing about 4.15 p. y,.; arrives’at
Bar Harbor about 0.00 p. >1.
Connect'* at l-le-boi.. every trip with steamer
Cimbria for X. Deer I-le. isc Cuve. Ba-- Harbor, S. W. Harbor, X. K. Harbor. Seal Harbor and
Bar Harbor.
Xf^Dinner served on steamer Cimbria.

Vinalhaven with

and

Independent Order Odd Fellows. Bodies. meet at Odd Fellows Block. Main street.
Canton Pallas, P. M.. No. 4. L. o. o. F
Meets mi tin 2d Thursday evening of each
month.
Penobscot Encampment. N". 25. Regular
meetings .*n the 1st and 2d Tuesd i.v ev enings
in oieh month.

O,

Steamer CASTINE

Saturday

Green's Landing noth

sweet

m

SiSE==SE=s=iS»

IV. Brooksville. B. A. Bodge,

A

1

*•

Excursion ticket- at reduced rates.
Tickets
will be good on any steamer of the main line, ami
tickets sold on any steamer will lie good on any
other steamer.
23tf
Meals of superior quality served on hoard.

Swift d-Paul,
C. H. Sargent,
F. B. Knowlton,
John Twomhlg,
E. B. Xealleg,

“

an-

as

‘*

5.15

—

[Hampden.6.0o
|Arr. Bangor.. .6.38

Ellis cf Ginn,

“

disease.

it

p. m.

Bueksporr.4.35

[Winterport

BELFAST,

or

TO BANGi »K.

Leave
Belfast.2.40
Fort Point..3.50
Sandy Point

Vonant «£ Co,,

“

A
driujists sell it, or sent
r::i of l’il'.s or
bv mail.
I. ;ze: g.-s. .-li receipt of #1.

Correspondence

mill,

with

plaints, and

expels

River,

operated this season,

ceived at the

the very source
of female com-

j

..

m.

OF

B. KELLEY & CO.,

Then remember Lydia E.
Pinkham made a great discovHer
Vegetable Comery'.

•-

naysi!"gle;d
likely

|

*•
••

the uterus, and leucorrhoea.

j

|

a. m.

Xorthporr.0.50
Camden.11.on

—

■

>

I

ROCKLAND.

Leave
Belfast. f*.3o

”

<

j

IiOCKLAND

Has been repainted and put
in thorough condition for the local passenger service between Bangor and Rockland for Hie season
of 181)2. and will make daily trips* (Sundays ext epetl). commencing Friday. June 3, leaving Bangor
at ii.no a. m.. ami Rockland at 12.3o p. m.. and make

—

troubles, with

-rll

^

Palmer’s,

Temple, Belfast,

Masonic

in

at

season

CO.

-sagT', The Staunch Steams

displace
causing
and
bearing down feeling
backache,
perhaps ovarian

11a. m.;

week.
Business with the west coast, outWaldo Lodge, No. 12.
Regular meeting
ward and homeward, is not only dull, but
every Friday evening.
rates were seldom, if e\er, c low.
In naval
Aurora Rebekah Lodge.
Regular meetings
stores and Tobacco the movement is light, 011 the 2(1 and 4th
Tuesday evenings of each
but there is no appreciable change in rates. month.
West I ndia freights continue slow, and such
Knights of Pythias.
Ai! bodies of this
business as has transpired during the week order meet ill Castle Hall. High
street, over
is indicative of little or no change in rates.
Ciias. N. Park's stmv.
With Cuba, business, outward, is almost
Silver Cross Lodgi*. No. 5s, meets every
wholly routined to steam, and as rates are Wednesday evening.
‘Paced \ s. (ousumptioii.
an't claim.'
said ‘he man win
You
down to about 4 cents per cubic foot, and 20
Unif.irmed Rank meets first Monday eva;
in h r 1 In- r- -d and iim
“that lishesn'T
■cuts per barrel, the lines have been obliged
ning in each month.
that el el. >!ig t i >M e< will ! m
"O! ye< it does." was
illg •ih'-nls exer-us...
> a:i
into requisition outside steamers to 1
o. Pythian SisterPrimrose
Council N«
a \ aluaiile
1 lier.ija.aitie agent.
ie- la p'.\
"to: ;
nagiliat -n."
[ W.asl
a< commodate the liberal
offerings of freight. h'.od, meets on the first and third Tuesday
vh j.uiMiuees such maiked di>ngt"i! star.
Homeward freights from the West Indus evenings of each month.
functions when
continue dull and generally profitless t" the !
I XDEPHxnENT Order <>t Redmen. Tarratoughing Lead' f" ('un'Uinptlon.
to j.ossess valuavessels which, with the xtra hazards of this tine Tribe inerts at
os, is
Knights of Pythias Hail
: !:*• cough at
K-mpN 1 ’> a i > a; n v b
causes an indisposition of captains to
a
i.. properlies, which we will
season,
on
the second and fourth i'm-sduvs of each
! ole
j
; proceed in that direction without tempting ! month.
"
It Las
tind in its smoke.
v
The coastwise
a
But
11.11*- •.. i I aiiii-t marry y<>u. inducements as to rates.
Am tent < )rdek Initec Workmen. Enaistrated that it is dies*, ruetihlr
trades are all exceedingly dull and. in de- ; terpri/.e Lodge. No. 5k. meets at
V. ;!*: Y-'H can't -1' j >;
•» v:]• salary."
Knights of
fa ad of paying busim-ss, many vessels have
I
h
and
Mao!
it util onr,-.
"Y«-s.
you,
! ..is.dnari,
j Pythias Hall, "ii the second and fourth
assistant
at
the
2"iie to their home ports To await a turn in
>1, ft for mvseif
-Well. d< art s!. I w
in
month.
each
Thursday
evenings
11>titute ol the University of
the tide "f depression, or else are eking out ;
G.A. R.
Park.
AI! Grand Army bodies nm.-t ,ut
'lied some interesting expcriexistence by carrying coal, ice, etc., along
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BOSTON and BANGOR

Underwear,

so

You have falling or
ment of the womb,

BANGOR & ROCKLAND LINE.

IN ALL SHAPES,

Fall

upon arrival

Hampden and BanSunday, at 2.40 p.m.

RETI'RXIXU:
From Boston, every day in tile week at 5.no p.m
From Rockland, daily, at e.nn a. m., and daily
except Sunday, at 12.di p m., touching at inter
mediate landings.
For Searsport. daily, at 2.on p. m.
From Bangor, touching at Hampden, Winterport and Bucksport. daily, except Sunday, at 6.00
a
m. and daily at 11.nu \. m..
Sundays at 12.00 M.
FRED W. RUTH, Agent.Belfast.
" 1 bid A M 11. H ILL. icu'l Manager.Boston.

Neckwear

i

m.. or

of steamer from Boston.
For Bucksport, Winterport.
gor at O.nn a. m., daily, except

N0N-8REAKABLE HAT.

Fall

not to blame.

ore

day that
happy yourself, and

Regular meeting 1st Tm-s-ia v evening in eacii
month.
Special meetings ai call.
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter, No 7.
Regular meetings 1st Monday evening fol; lowing full
moon.
Specials at eac.
Pluenix Lodge, No. 24.
Regular meetings
Monday evening on or before tall moon.
mouths.
Case oil freights To the remote
Specials at call.
East remain inactive, with little prospect of
Timothy Chase Lodge. No. 120. Regular
my decided improvement in tW immediate
meetings, 1st Thursday evening in each
Iuture. in view of the demoralization of the month.
Specials at call.
r.nances

daily,

Sunday, at 2.30 p. m.
For Searsport, daily. 0.00

-class in every 'respect.
Among them are the

You determine each

Palestine Coinmandery, K. rl'., No. 14.
Regular nie,-tings 2d W» dnesday evening in
each month.
Special meetings at rail.
S. M.. N’.>. I
King Solomon Council, R.

the market since last week's reand the volume of business this

Steamers will leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, daily, including Sunday, at (about)
2.30 p. M.,or upon arrival of .steamer from Bangor.
For Xorthport, < amden and Rockland,
except Sunday, at iUto a. m. and daily, including

p vs f

Scs the

You know you ought to be
and happy.

streets.

in

CO.,

bright, cheerful,

The bodies meet at Masonic
the corner of Main and High

ai

are

OLD TOWN, MAINE.
lyriMtenrm

from Stockton Springs,
Searsport. Jessie Staples, proprietor.
es daily at 10.30 a. m.; leaves at 2
p. m.

via.

Hats,

SO BETTER HATS MADE.

BICKMORE GALL CURE

Staples's Express

Fkkiohts. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co.. N\ w York, reports for the week ending. Aug. 27: There has been little or no

■

|

Harness Dealers.

LINES.

Arrives

amt Soft

BOSTON DERBY,
TH /; n O YL S TON,
mill the WILCOX.

ancl ALL kindred troubles.
Equally
good for Cattle. Of Druggists and

Liberty Express from Liberty, West Searsmont, North Searsniont and Belmont. J. C.
Fuller, proprietor.

L hey

CUKE

Cats, Galls, Scratches, Sore Shoulders,

SECRET SOCIETIES.

1

|

WILL

Camden, via. Idncolnville Beach, Northport and East Northport: E. C. Freeman,
proprietor. Arri' es daily at 12 noon; leaves
at 2 j). m.
Centre Lineolnville, via. Grange and East
Belmont; A. P. Knight, proprietor. Arrives daily at 12 noon; leaves at 3 p. m.
Liberty, via So. Montville, Searsniont and
Belmont; Geo. B. Dyer, proprietor. Arrives
daily at 11 a. m.: leaves at 1.45 p. in.
Freedom, via Knox, East Knox. Morrill
and Poor's Mills: Ilobie Mears, proprietor.
Arrives daily at 11 a. m.: leaves at 1 p. m.
North Searsport, via Swanville: Geo. W.
Nickerson, proprietor. Arrives daily at 12
noon: leaves at 1 p. m.
Stockton Springs, via. Searsport: W. F.
Brown, proprietor. Arrives daily at ti.20 a.
m., and 2.20 p. m., leaves post-office at 10 a.
m. and Railroad station at 0.2)0 p. ni.
(Time
subject to changes of railroad time table.)
EXPRESS

OF

BICKMORE’S GALL CURE THE WILCOX HATS!

MAIL.

S.

LINE

Suited to all ages. I have the ageucv for

m.:

U.

SUPERB

Black, Stiff

QUICKER THE CURE.

present.

STAGES WITH

A

THE

lecture at 7.2o p. ni.
Catholic, lower Court Street, Rev. Father
Garrity, of "Winterport, pastor. Services at
10 a. m.
p.

Bangor.

FOR
THE MORE WORK

Universalis!, corner of Court, and Spring
streets, Rev. Myra Kingsbury, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.45 a. in.: Sunday
School at 12; Young People’s meeting at ii

1

to Boston and

$e£ure And WorkThe Horse*

Baptist, High street, licv. John F. Tilton,
pastor. Preaching service at 10.45 a. m.]
Sunday. Sunday School at 12. Christian Endeavor meeting at 0.20 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7.20 p. m. Thursday evening prayer
meeting at 7.20.
Congregationalist, corner of Market and
High streets, Rev. R. T. Hack, pastor.
Preaching at 10.45. a. m. Sunday School at
12 m: prayer meeting or lecture at 7.2.0
p. ni.
Methodist, Millei street, Rev. S. L. Hansat
com, pastor.
0.
a.
Prayer meeting
m.;
preaching service at 10.2.0 a. m.: Sunday
School at 12 noon : young people’s
at
meeting
0 p. in. and general prayer
meeting at 7 p. m.
No preaching
Unitarian, Church street.

1

;

Every Day

CHURCHES.

1

j

STEAMBOATS.

AND

Trains leave 6,45 a. in., and 1.20 and 3.55
p. in. Arrive at 9.00, and 9.55 a. m., and
6.23 p.m.
Boats leave for Boston, daily, except Sunday. For Bangor and intermediate landings
daily, except Monday.
Steamer Castine leaves for Buck’s Harbor
Sedgwick, Brooklin, Oceanville and Green's
Landing, making connections for Bar Harbor,
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at
10 a. m.
Returning will arrive Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays at about 2 p. m.'
Steamer Electa leaves every week day
at 2 p. m. for Ryder's Cove, Hewes Point
and Castine. Leaves Castine every week
day at 7.45 a. m., for Islesboro and Belfast.
Steamer Rockland, daily, except
Sunday
between Bangor and Rockland, touching at
Belfast and all intermediate points. Leaves
Belfast, 9.30 a. m. for Rockland, and at 2.40
p. m. for Bangor.

A FACT OF

Newburg, N. Y.—A telegraphic dispatch
from Newburg, N. Y., reveals the fact that a
most marvelous change has taken place in
the person of one of its oldest and best
known citizens. H. S. Shorter, Esq., is an
old man of 75 years, and lives at 391 BroadIt appears that Mr.
way, Newburg, N. Y.
Shorter, who was an extensive lumber dealer, began to grow languid, got tired easily,
was nervous and debilitated, until at last lie
became so weak and exhausted that he was
just able to drag himself around. He lost
flesh and strength so rapidly and became so
alarmingly prostrated that his friends and
relatives despaired of his life.
Now came the marvelous change.
Suddenly Mr. Shorter was transformed
from his condition of extreme weakness to

!

HATS!
Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.
HATS!!
Additional Sunday Service.
HATS!!!

DOES

IT RINGS WITH

HOPE.

THOUSANDS ARE SEEKING FOR.

MARVELOUS

DIRECTORY.

BELFAST

SOUND.

rooms over the bakery of E. L. FRENCH.
Main street. The rooms have been recently
repaired and are suitable for a laundry, doctor’s
office, barber shop or milliner's rooms. The rooms
are handsomely papered and painted.
Cal! on

THE

ARNOLD HARRIS.

Belfast, Aug. 10, 1892 -33

STATE OF .MAINE.
Wai.ihv

—, Au-ust 12 A. I>. IS!*2
Personally appeared the above named Oeor-e A.
Lambert, Arthur A. Voun-. Isaac H. Sherman and
! Elmer A. Sherman, and made oath that the above
1 certificate by them si-ned is true, and acknowl
d-ed the same to be their voluntary act.
Before me.
0w33
It. F. DL’NTOX. Justice of the Peace*-

!

Locals.

Searsport
M. F. Whitcomb
Union Hall.

now

acts

as

Dow.

janitor of

Jessie Nickerson is attending school at
W estl >rook.
Williston (irinncll s}>ent Sunday at the
Searsport House.
Mrs. Warner

Hamilton left her for home at

Minneapolis, last

week.

Schools in Union district began Monday
for a term of ten weeks.
Steamer Viking took a party to Swan’s
Island one day this week.
Railroad Commissioner D. N.
and wife spent Sunday in town.

Mortlaml

Capt. Wm. Meyers, of harkentine Mabel I.
Meyers, arrived home Saturday.
Jennie Turner and Mattie Fisk
at the Searsport- House.

Misses

are

registered

Wilbur (Jerry, who has employment at
n hesTer. Mass., is visiting his mother.

!><

Sargent and wife, of Salem,
visiting J. B. Treat and family.

George
Mass..

S.

are

Ship Nancy Pendleton, Capt. J. N. Pendleton, has chartered oil from New York to
Liverpool.
ITof. F. R. Sweetser, who has spent the
her*-, returned t.. N. w London this

summer
w

eek.
A

tit-»*t

.urge

barand

>i

scIh.<uiers

was

our

.our-master.

..

C. Ilamiiiuii is building a
lia :*• h"US«* on the site of 11 is
bin .** d last January.
C

H. 1

l»ani«
'■s

in

Tuesday night—live three-masters

-r

spending

n-iiiiiin

A

>i \ *-ivau.\.

his

of

vacation in

two

>t<u\

old llullSe

Brunswick. Ga.,
town and will

several weeks.

Mossman, and

I.

U.

B.

Deslion,

who

business in Brookline, Mass.,
vil h\ boat last week.

have

seen

Mrs. D. C. Littlefield and son, of Waterlie, recently visited her sister, Mrs. F. J.

East Searsmont. Mr. Robert Donnell, of
Lynn, Mass., is in town for a few weeks_
Mrs. Clara Wyman, of Mi 11 bridge, Me., is visMr. and Mrs. Lawriston Cilley, of Brooks,
iting Sally Marriner_Quite a delegation
were in town last week visiting Mrs. Susan
from this part of the town attended the
Towle.
Fair at Bangor-Mrs. Alfaretta Ingraham
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wentworth, of Belfast, visited the family of H. T. Scribner j is having her buildings re-shingled_Leroy
Marriner is building a new mill dam and
recently.
Herman Chase arrived last week from making other improvements-Fred WyHudson, Mass., where he is employed as man has started his threshing machine.
night watchman in a box factory.
Unity. There is said to have been beMrs. L. V. Ellis, who is visiting at C. O.
three and four thousand bushels of
Fernald’s, is on the sick list. Her husband tween
arrived recently from \Vashington, I). C. unhusked corn on the ground near the facJ. B. Dow, wife and daughter. Miss Kitty, tory one day last week... .Edward Rand rewho have been visiting the family of W. N. turned
last week from White Sulphur
Dow, have returned to their home in Cam- Springs, Montana-Mr. and Mrs. Melzer
bridgeport, Mass.
Stevens started for Montana Sept. 2nd....
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carter, of Danvers,
George L. Clark and wife expect to start for
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Moulton,
week-Miss
of Boston, arrived last week and are visit- Philbrook, Montana, next
Flora M. Watson, of Unity, and Annie Baring Mr. Asa Carter.
of Troy, started for Southern California
Samuel Nichols and family, who have ker,
been visiting his sister, Mrs, H. T. Scribner, Sept, oth.. Mrs. Paul Ames and son Janies
the past week, have returned to their home went to Hallowell last
Friday, Mrs. Ames
in Philadelphia.
returning the same day. Mr. James Ames
Delbert E. Nickerson is at home from went to Lakeside to be there during campLowell, Mass., and will take a vacation of meeting.
five weeks.
lie is employed as night watchman in a cotton factory.
Morrill.
Rev. ami Mrs. Wesley Wiggin
E. W. Seavey, Miss Nellie Dorr, Geo. \V.
return to their home in Norwood, Mass.,
Nickerson, Stillman Flood, H. T. Scribner this week. Mr.
Wiggin preached here last
and wife, M. G. Massure, Miss Nellie Scribfrom Gal. 4 :4-.'>-Mr. Barak Hatch
j uer. F. H. Cleaves and wife, attended the Sunday
Eastern Maine Fair at Bangor last week.
is spending a few weeks with relatives in
A large party from Belfast and Nortliport Wells Me.... Mr. Alvin Knowlton arrived
drove t<> Swan Lake last Sunday, and had a home from Lawrence, Mass., last Saturday.
j picnic dinner in Cottrell's cottage. There ....Mrs. Ira
Chandler and Miss Louise
were thirty-live in all.
Those wc knew were
Stevens returned to New Haven, Conn., last
the Misses Lou and Blanche Carter, Mr.
Henry Brown, and a Mr. Thompson. They Monday.... M r. I. I). White and two little
returned home by the way of Maple Grove
boys attended the campmeeting at WashingCampmeeting.
ton the past week....Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
There were over two thousand people at
of Knox, and Mr and Mrs. Nathan
Maple Grove Campground last Sunday. Wiggin,
Many able speakers were in attendance dur- W iggin, of Freedom, were guests at Silas
ing the ten (lays of campmeeting and a large Storer's last Sunday... .Mr. Elisha Merriam
number of converts were made. A baptism is
connecting his house and barn by an L
was held at Goose Liver last Sunday afternoon.
The grounds have been improved bSxr>4. Mr. Oliver Blake is also building a
vi

red

very much since last year. Dr. J. I. Brown's
beautiful cottage adds much to the looks of
the place.
Mr. Hanson says he will have a
person to every tree in Maple Grove next

h< m-rs Sal lie 1'On and Georgia Gilkev, I
bark Edward Kidder are all having new I year.
.sails made by Putnam.
COUNTY
Capt. «J. N Putnam, accompanied by Chas.
G. Sheldon, went to Seal Islands on a lisliWlnnkcuok.
excursion
><

and

Mr. Josh. Thayer ami famiWinterport, visited at Wm. Weed’s
last week.
.Mrs. Charles Nelson, of Lowell,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. James Say-

Monday.

ing

UORRKSPON DEXCK.

ly,

Amy Waterhouse and Mamie Ford, who
have been visiting relatives here,returned to
Chelsea. Mass., Tuesday.

of

hi. \Y. Edwards has gone to Island Falls,
where there is a large boom in building, and
lias w ork for the winter.

..

Herman Studley and wife, who have been
East Thorndike. Rev. F. I>. Tasker and
visiting Mrs. Studley'» father, left for their family, of Corinth, are in town visiting
1 'One in Boekland, Mass., yesterdav.
friends-Mrs. B. I). Newell and family,

Philadelphia Tally Ho coaching party
passed through Searsport.. homeward bound
Iron: Par Harbor to Philadelphia, Saturday
noon.

citizens are at the State
them A. d. Biather
(nd Wiison A. Colsoi.. win• will spend the
Several

1

I

our

Lewiston;

Wct-k.
Mi'

Plummer and daughter, who
isiting her sister,Mrs. .7. C. NiekTh**ir homo in Philadeljihia Sat-

P>. M.

•!•>

cii

lelt

'.

ha

urda y.
Bi lliard Merithew is at home on a vaeaHis brother Harry will come later.
P" t!. «i* employed at is Bedford
street,
Boston.
Ail members of tin

Epworth League

are

and take part in the
iterary exercises tIds. Thursday, evening in
the League room.

r*■<jaestcii

to

he present

and wife enjoyed the
Eastern State lair at Bangor so well last
week, that they are hooked this week for

Capt.

I.

C.

Park

j

the Lewiston fair.

Curt

s.

(

Deputy G. E Johnson and J. D.
Belfast, and a large delegation
from pownal Lodge, Stockton, visited Mariner's Lodge Tuesday evening ami witnessed
the conferring of the third degree, after
District

Parker,

of

which

collation

a

was

served.

lu

I have trie<i the COHN <
and have proved it to he |,.
We”

————————

FRANK 0. GOOMYr
_PRICE 25 CENTS._
general cargo_There was a Republican
Thorndike. Several of our citizens atrally in the Hall last Saturday evening, with ! tended the Eastern Maine State Fair at
We have retailed over FI FT E EX H UXDBED bottles in
the following speakers: A. H. Newbert, L. Bangor and
report very favorably of the
I
R. Campbell, AV. R. Prescott. The new balnumerous attractions and of the fine exhibit
lot law was fully explained and its workings <»t live stock... .A fall term <*f school
began
shown by practical illustrations-Mr. and at the Station
last Monday, instructed by
Boston Produce Market.
Mrs. William Ellsland and family arc spend- Mr. M. W.
Swctt, of Knox....Mr. Daniel
the
Mr.
Geo.
H.
Hill's
week
at
ing
cottage, Lampher and Mr. Hosea Hubbard are sendI5"sr«Sept. 3. 1892. The following are today s quotations of provisions, produce, etc
Lake City.... AA’ill Hosmer is at home on a ing dressed lamb and mutton to the
Boston
Butter—New York and Vermont dairv. ^ood f
vacation.
market. They report the market, as rather
22 c 23c ; Eastern
creamery. pood to choice
I’h'dee.
at
.--"24c. rile ahc.ve i|iiotations are receivers'
Prospect. Tiic town clerk, J. F. Libby
dull, only first class meats selling readily.
pru-es for strictly wholesale lots.
has received the ballots for Prospect, and’
....Miss Mabel Higgins resumed her duties
Cheese Northern choice full creams, at :» 1-2
"loc; fancy twins. Do/lOl-Cc; fair to -,,.,d at •;
sample] ballots arc posted. Judging from as teacher in the Kimball school last Mon- If 8 ] -2 c.
-Eastern extras at 22,
Vermont and New
j The package for Prospect, the bill for day. Miss Bertha Hillman, «»f Troy, begins Hampshire
extras at 22c.
straightening out elections in the State, in- a term of Free High school in the Files disPoultry- Northern fresh-killed spring chickens.
cluding the extras for booths, railings and trict this week... .Grain threshing is now iu 2oe; fowls. 1 4ft id,-.
THE FAMOI *
Beans—New
hand-picked pea. at >2 lo
fixtures lor the towns and cities,will amount order, and farmers report the crop as yield- marrow pea. >2York,
(m»; choice screen pea. at '1 7"
on;
To enough to buy out two or three of these
hand-picked medium. 1 i»d : choice vellow
ing very well-Mr. Will Flint and brother •
•yes. si tiOci lid; California pea beans. s'2:in„
small towns. But farmers are not supposed
are attending the Maim- Central Institute:
*- 40; hand picked. >2 dO//2 (to.
Hay- Choice. >lHa2o: fair to .l <i7«isto know all the ways that arc dark, or just
al.sn Misses Aliee and Ida Roberts of this
tu-it in tin' mark’
choice at sl7«17 do: ].. t<,
ordinary!
where the new purity comes in: so the new Town.... Farmers are beginning to harvest {*;£rn
Pototoes Choice near l,v and native stock. 1
order of voting is now, how many crosses
file potato nop, which will he rather
light bid., S2 00.
are you going to have?....Granite Grange
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Buyers at the station art*
to the number "t 4<* paid a visit to South
Belfast I'riee current.
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*■< UOtKCTKIi
Branch Grange last Saturday evening. The many farmers will market direct from the
WKKKI.V F<M{ Til It .lul HNAL.
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Price /‘aid produmrs.
field.
programme of our Grange was lengthened
2d c 3o Hay. pton.l O (>(»« 1 2 OO
Apples, p hu.
new L to his house and Mrs. Alvesta Hatch
out by some good songs from Overseer Trundried, p 11,.
4//djHides,
p It,. 3 0(0/4 1-2
has her house up and boarded_On invi2 on a 2 2dj Lamb. pit,.
Beat,'.pea.
dy and brother Curtis of Granite Grange and
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SHIP NEWS.
1 7d a 2 ooll.amb Skins.
medium,
tation of F. A. Grey, quite a delegation
do add
Master A. S. Stinson gave as an interyelloweyesl (to</ l 7.> Mutton, p It,.
Ka lo
from Honesty Grange P. of H. visited him
Butter, p It,.
iSc/22 Oats, p bti.32 tt 40//42
esting sketch of the lbth Maine regiment at
PORT OF BELFAST.
Beet, p tt,.
d//7 Potatoes,
r.d a 7( >
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Aug. -><1 and looked over his crops and the Battle of Gettysburg... .George Lanpher
Barley, p bush, ddado BoundHoo-.p ft,.0 1-2//7
farm. They carried a picnic dinner and and wife were in town last- week... .Miss JenARRIVED.
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( hieken, p It
14//10 Turkev, p It-.
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had a very enjoyable time. This was the first nie
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Grant,of Winterport, is visiting relatives
do«C>0 Veal, p ft,,
WARRANTED THE HEM
»>«7
horn: Mary A Hall, Yea/.ie, Portsmouth; Duck.
of a series of “field days” contemplated lott,.
dad \Y,,oi. washed,
in town....The early varieties of potatoes
31 a 32
Carrie E Crosby, Kallm-h, Portland:
21 M ool. unwashed. 22n23
Eprs, p doz..
th e Grange from which much pleasure and are
Leola,
ripe and the crop is the lightest for years. Ames, Portland : Louisa Franeis, Thorn- l "\vl. p tt,.
12//14 Wood, hard, 4 00af»o<>
Ha o Wood, soft.
profit is expected.
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3 oo«3 do
ltetoi.1 Pricr.
port; Radiant, Hardy, Boston.
uctail Market.
no rot has been seen this year....
i
Stockton Springs. Mr. Frank Colcord age,'and
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Sarah L Davis, Jones, New Beef, corned.p th, 7 «8 Lime, p hhl, 1 oo«l 05
Sept. 2,
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and family, who have been spending the There was a general turnout Sunday for the \ ork : A Hay ford, Warren, Boston.
18 < >at Meal, p II,.
Buttersalt.p box,
4«d i
70 Onions, p lh.
Maple Grove Campmeeting.The apple
3 1-2«4
Sept J, sehs Clara, New York; Ella M Corn, p bush.
summer at Mrs. X. G. Cliff*nil’s, returned to
Cracked
corn
70
hu,
8
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p
oil,kerosenep pH,
is light and what there is are small
Willey, Boston ; Mary E Crosby, White, Corn Meal,
New York Saturday.. .Mr. Leonard Bowden crop
70 Pollock, p lb
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Green’s Landing.
Cheese, p tf,.
12//13 Pork, p tt,.
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has been spending a week at home, and left but are growing yet....The election conies
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next
Call
the
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along
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Monday.
Fannie N Edith, Ryan, Boston. Codfish, dry. p tt,. 8a00 Rye Meal,
Sept <>,
by train Monday for Boston, where lie ex4
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reduction in all k
want to see a sample ballot before votCranberries, p «jt. (>«0 Shorts pewt..
1.10
pects to get work... .Miss Vena Hiehborn you
SAILED.
Clover Seed, p It,. Ida 18 Supir. p tt,.
dad
lowest
in Bellao.
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Sept 2, sells Charlotte T. Sibley, Ferguson, H.H.Seed, bu. 1 1)0a 2 do Sweet Potatoes,
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oWANViLLK.
Mr. Albert Clark, ot Pros- Jacksonville Janies
teaches the violin_Mrs. F. E. West reIda 12Wheat, Meal.
3 12-//4
Holmes, Ryan, Boston ; Lard. H It,.
turned to her home in Stoneham, Friday, pect, is in town frequently visiting friends.
Leola, Bangor
seh
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Sept
after spending four months in town with her
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Franeis, Roekport.
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of Rockland, is visitingMiss Lizzie Colcord.
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WE PAY BEST
Miss Essie M. Bennett has gone t" Malden,
Mrs. Nettie Jackson returned to Boston Sat- Hayford, Warren, Rockland; Senator SulliPrices for Best labor and Best st"« k
van, Philadelphia.
Mass., for medical attendance.
She has urday, accompanied by Misses Laura and
MARRIED.
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Nb-w York
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each
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Me
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and
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John Mudgett’s, during the week
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1
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phine, I .ahia and Rio Janeiro.
Warrant i:.
4 inont hs and Id days.
were
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superfluity.Messrs. William
A. Eugene Nickerson is entertaining a
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days.... Miss Mamie Nickerson arrived by Portland: Eliza .1 Pendleton, Pendleton, son, aped sn years.
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D
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Washington,
Mary Eliza.
home of Capt. M. E. Colcord....A company
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computed
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ford, Belfast; William Batman, Searsport:
was thoroughly surprised, and a very pleasI
healthy poor or the sickly rich.Mr Georg a Gilkey, coastwise:
partnership and the transfer ami
Olive T Whit- Ann McKenzie, aped !»4 sears.
property by them are forbidden h
ant time was enjoyed by all... .Mr. and Mrs. George Nickerson began
burning his brick tier, Portland : Sept 2, cleared brig Jl C Sib- A.PLXDLLTON. In7‘*Sanford. Aup. dl. Mr-. Abby | meeting
.d the Creditors of >aid Seti
Pendleton, aped
years.
W. F. Bowen, who have been living in kiln Saturday.
ley, Jliehljorn, Demerara: •">, arrived sell
KYAX. I11 Searsnioiit, Aup. dl, Daniel c. Kyan, ! '"partnership to prove their debts
or niorc assignees ..i tIt. ir es;are.
Mary Farrow, Condon, Belfast; 5, arrived, aped 7J years and s montlis.
Exeter for some months past, have returned
Liberty. Capt. Pulsifer and family, of bark
KOBIXSOX.
Drosvned. three miles from Isle a ( 'olirt of 1 llso! IMICJ 111 be Is... i,
Meguntieook, Wallace, Turks Island :
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to town, Mr. Bowen having sold out his bussaid lie I fast. >i; the 1 4th da
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ness in Exeter.
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Not
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Sunday evening:
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Co., California, July _'7, Asa C. Twitehell, a natise
after a sojourn of several weeks in our vilAs Messenger
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f the Court "j lns..i\.
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SI
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Doers,
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Sunday after- lage....The. two village schools began this gess, New York ; Olive T Whittier, Whittier,
< omit
of Waldo.
ju
11 ( KLK. In Belfast. Sept. 1., Jacob 1). Tucker,
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aped 71 years and 4 months.
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Pettigrew, Morse, Pliiladelphia.
pressive ii an unusual degree: and as Rev. Boynton, ol this town, and the lower by j
| Bangor, Me, Aug JO. Cleared sehs Edward
Mr. LaMarsh dwelt upon the stern side of Mrs.
Abbie Daniels, of Montville... .Mr. I. If Blake, Smith, Pliiladelphia: Sandy
Point,
|
our Lord’s character he showed the reasonM. Luce, a former teacher here, made us a j Grant, Newark; arrived bark Thus J Stew! art, Blake, Portland; Jl, cleared sell Susie
ableness and consistency of sternness as short visit last week. He has
just graduated P D iver, Snare, Philadelphia: 2, arrived
I
well as gentleness.
To advertise, and get,
from the Boston Dental College and will lu- I sell Isaac Obertuii,
Trim, Philadelphia: J,
at Sanford, in York county....R. B. j arrived sch Odell, Wade, Boston: *J, arrived,
Winterport. Hun. Otis Kaler, formerly cate
! sehs Nightingale, Thurston, New Haven;
there is in this fa,
of this place, who died very suddenly of I'pliam returned last Saturday from a short George B Ferguson,
Rondout; cleared, sehs
|
heart disease at his home in Scarhoro, Aug. [ visit to Boston.... Benjamin Rowell died in ! Charlotte Fish, Pendleton, New York Winsthis village last Saturday aged about 70 low Morse, McDonough, Boston.
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.'{Otli, was born in Waldoboro, but came to
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New
Muller,
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wood House. He married Miss -Maria Thompthey need. Why no;,
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Wednesday
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Providence, Sept 1.
evening a Mr. Roberts, from Biddeford, j Brothers, Snow, Philadelphia,
them know what
0.,aud John N. Kaler,and one daughter, Mrs.
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Lane. Closson, Portland.
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Wliiie a resident of Winterport he represent- of Westbrook City, was in town last week.
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crowd
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l ’nited States marshal immediately arrested
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W. F. RUN
on the (»r!i day <>l dune. A. D. ISOl.has been reSteward Lewis Braithwait on a charge of
an accident last Thursday afternoon which
turned by him to me as remaining unpaid on the
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of
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dune.
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certificate
day
.>t
by
came near causing a serious lire.
She upset of the speaker and that of the po'itieiau of t lie
seamen, held as a w itness, w ore jailed
that date, and notice is hereby given that if tina;. *
a small kerosene stove which she had justgreeted our ears and gave to us very uncer- ; of default of Sl,()0(i bail. Capt. N. B. Foss, said taxes and interest and charges are not paid
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|
oil
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lire
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the
and
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tain
As
near
can
sounds.
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lighted,
remember ! from the
All matters entrusted to inc
Cobeetor of the port, last week, months from the date .>1 the commitment of said
spread rapidly, but prompt efforts confined they were about as follows: Jesus Christ stating that the captain was then at the bills, so much of tin- real estate taxed a- w ill be prompt attention. Collections mad*
j
sufficient to pay the amount due therefore, includaide rates.
tin* lire within the limits of the kitch- came into the world to save sinners, all ow- Custom House, and w as not. seriously ming interest and charges, will without further noBan-I tice. be sold at public
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you,my friend, and me, and eighteen of your Friday evening, Aug. 2<>th, by an unknown
Uobert Boss heirs. Their homestead, situated
burns in helping to put out the fire.
party in the F. S. Senate voted for the free ; steamer 2.w» miles east by north of Barnegat. on west side of western road
on Cape dellisun.
Mrs. C. M. Chase and Miss M. E. Chase have
Capt. Trim says he saw the steamer 20 min- j House valued. *200: 5 acres land
coinage of silver, lie is knocking at the | utes
valued, *40;
before she struck the schooner and he ! tax
returned from their visit to Billerica- door of your hearts; why will
unpaid, *4.48.
you not let gave the torch signal three times, which was
Nathaniel B. Stowers. His homestead, situated
Miss Lizzie Fernald and Miss Henry left
unanswered. The steamer came within two on west side of road leading from Sandy Point t«>
him in and be saved, by the People’s party.
Springs village; bounded north ami west
Sept. 1st for California. They were joined Satan is stalking forth throughout our broad | lengths of the schooner with her wheel hard Stockton
the port side. The jib-boom and every- by land of B. S. Doe. and south by town wax
to
by Miss Augusta Snow, of Bangor, who will laud seeking whom he may devour. They j
that goes w ith it was carried away. house valued, *800; barn valued. * 1 o'o; lot valued.
thing
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Mr. and Mrs. Alexander, of Topsliam, and read Commissioner Peek’s report! But 1 at the latter
j
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port the 2nd.
Mrs. Charles Gould and daughter, of Port- tell you, my hearers, there is a
devil, that
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sicians, death stared him in the face. Couid
Ada Littlefield repeated her class poem to seat with the Godly listened to the gospel not lie down for fear of
ed.
The
safe
to
death.
smothering
may be seen at ■■■ ■ ^—wed. Shipmei
a small gathering of friends one day last
exclusively-Remem ner tiie reunion of the Immediately after using the New Cure he
ed. Advances made, and full infoin
bv
MUMOSS & 1’U.,
week. The poem does great credit to her 26tli Regt. at this village the ldth. Camp- felt better and could lie down and sleep the
in
fire in the afternoon; dance in the evening, all night, and is now a well man. The New
S5 stale Nlreel,
•'
Journal Office.
ability in that direction and was recited in a for old and young-Howe, the photog- Cure is sold, also Free Book, by R. H.
Representing JAMFN ADAM,
London. Liverpool, Glasgow
ra pher, has arrived.
Moody.
Belfast, Sept. 1.1892.—35tf
very pleasing manner.

F, H, FRANCIS & CO., Main St.,

Belfast, y,
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Begin Early

■

POWDER

pleasant evening.

■

Sandy

Albert Shute is in
weeks.... Miss Jennie
Richards has gone to I'nitv for a visit_
Deacon Doe was in AVinterport. for a day
| last week....Rev. H. Houston and wife
| visited in Orland last week....Mr. Frank
Perkins has decided not to rebuild his mill
I
here, but has gone to the woods near Kingman, and his family will go as soon as he I
I ran prepan* a home for them.
We are sorry
■to
lose them....The following summer
visitors who have been hoarding, and oeeu!

Bangor

Point.

for

a

Mrs.

few

Friends of Dr. P. 1*. Nichols will regret to
that he has sold out his business here,
but it will be a satisfaction to learn that Dr.
pying cottages have left: Miss Emerson and
G. P. Lombard is the purchaser, which will j Miss Grant for Bangor; N. S. French and
1
ensure a first class dentist to take
charge of son and Dr. Karnes’ family for West Roxbury : !
the practice. Dr. Lombard will be in the ! Mr. and Mrs. Powers,Mr. and Mrs, Moulton.
office Saturdays as usual.
Dr. Nichols and : Miss Margot, Mrs. Winton and daughter, ().
wife left b\ steamer Katahdin Sunday for land M. Newman for Jamaica Plain; The
their home in Northampton, Mass.
McKeag sisters, Miss Lat.us and Miss Bennett for Brooklyn; Mr. Mansur’s family for
for
the
G.
A. It. trip to
Arrangements
F. Y. French’s family for Hyde
Washington to attend the National Encamp- | Bangor;
I Park ; Miss Elizabeth French for Dorchester,
ment are fully completed and it is now
-Miss Minnie Hadley is visiting at Mrs.
definitely settled that from fifty to seventyWaldo Richard’s. ...Herbert and John Shute,
live at least will take in the excursion. The
of Ellsworth, are visiting friends in town.
most pleasant feature for our people, raised
-Miss Downs, of Winterport, is visiting
as they have been on the sea coast,is the two
Miss
May Richards-Dr. Waning, of
nights of the going and coming on board the
Somerville, is with his family here for a
steamers, making a chance for four nights
week....Miss Leach, of Orland, is visiting
good rest. A large number of rooms have relatives in town-Mrs.
Lane, of Auburn,
been secured on each steamer and every one
is at Mrs. Hannah Cousen’s-Frank_Goodwho desires can lie supplied.
hue, wife and two children are at R. P. HarNORTH SEARSFORT ITEMS.
riman’s-Mrs. Mary Crosby is at her
Our Grange will visit Stockton in the near father’s Mr. Lewis Blanchaid’s_Mrs. J.
future.
C
Stowers is visiting friends in town_
Mrs. Goodhue leaves for
N. H.,
John Hobbs, of Frankfort, was in town this week-Mrs. Bond Manchester,
and her baby l>oy
Monday.
return to Somerville this week_Prof.
Bert Wentworth, of South Brooks, was in Chase, of Bucksport Seminary gave us an
excellent sermon last Sunday... .The young
town last week.
man died who was at Mrs. Young’s.
His
F. M. Eastman will move his family to father came to his burial-The sociable last
us
week
netted
Lewis
is
$11-Mrs.
this
week.
nearly
Prospect
at her father’s, Mr. Isaac Berry_Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Eames, of Prospect, Smart’s family and Mrs. Paine’s family have
were at Win. M. Merithew’s
returned to Portland and Somerville.
Sunday.
learn

Sprinuvale, Me., Aug.

<

David Nickels and Amos Carr have charter- lanterns the Monroe Band furnished some
j
'd schooner Lark and.are on a fishing cruise excellent music, as they always do.
Ice
among the islands.
; cream, cake and lemonade were served on
E. A. Noyes, wife and daughter, leave the lawn. Among those present from out
1
of town we noticed Mrs. Otis Lapham and
Thursday for their home in Astoria, OreMiss Bertha, from Plymouth, Mass., Mrs.JosMr. Noyes has spent the summer here
£"ii.
ho the benefit- ol his health, which is very eph Treat, Misses Blanche and Nellie Treat,
of Chelsea, Mass. It was truly a very enunirli improved.
joyablc affair and at a late hour the guests
|
Capt. II. E. Patterson, who was stricken turned their
steps homeward, wishing Mr.
wiTli pleurisy fever and has been very sick,
Sidney many pleasant birthdays in the futw«- arc pleased to report, is
improving. His ure. Many thanks are due Mr. and Mrs.
'"ii, Edward It., of Saint Joseph, Mo., arriv; Thompson and Mr. Sidney for the evening's
'd Saturday. and is in constant attendance
| entertainment.Northern Light Grange
up. u Ins father.
! gave an oyster stew Thursday
evening.
Schooner Georgia Gilkey, Capt. \V. It. Sunrise Grange was present and all passed
very

4.

The members of I'uion Harvest Grange
are
making extensive improvements on their
hall-The Grange sewing circle held their
first meeting the afternoon of Aug. 8th.
...

—

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson spared no pains to
Nichols, Amos Nichols, H. make the entertainment attractive and
K. Gordon, J. M. Burleigh, ! pleasant.
Under the glow of the Japanese

;i

Washington campmeeting Sunday, Aug.

....

Freedom.
Mr. John W. Mitchell and
Miss Maria T. Mitchell will return this week
to Rockland, to teach-The Misses Isabel
and Emmy Ginn, of Belfast, have spent the
past week with Mrs. Gustavus Bellows and
Miss Amy Boilff|er.... Comical Brown drew
a full house, as usual, and was
pronounced
better than ever....The ladies’ circle will I
meet with Mrs. Crosby Fowler, of Unity,

J
|

Gilkey, arrived Saturday from Boston, and
w 1 i he coppered at Belfast. Schooner
George
Gurney, Capt. A. G. Glosson, arrived Sunfrom
day
Plymouth, Mass. Schooner L. H.
Hopkins arrived Tuesday from New York.

No. 4. The Free High School at McFarland's Corner will be taught, by Mr. Cain,
of Palermo-Mrs. Clara
Palmer, Mrs. Harmon and Mrs. Fred Waterhouse and
family,
are enjoying
Northport for a few weeks_
A number of our citizens attended the
Dist.

Camden. The mammoth Mt. Battie mill
is nearly completed. Machinery is arriving
j and being put in place. The mill will emI ploy a large force of men and women and be a
great addition to Camden industries_The
steam yacht Mayflower, owned by Mr. Littlefield,of Boston,lias been in our harbor for the
past two weeks_Sells. Boynton and Laura
Chester are discharging corn for the Camden
Grist Mill Co_Sell. Alice Fox, Capt. Hopkins, arrived Saturday from Boston with a

...

■

G.

under the instruction of Mr. John Erskine.
Miss Abbott has been engaged as teacher in

James

Cigars

Thursday morning-Dr. A. J. Billings and
his daughter, Mrs. Sprowl, went to Pittsfield
to attend the Republican
meeting Monday
evening-Mrs. John Prowty,of New York,
md more each year.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Nellie Banton....
Capt. C. W. Carr, of schooner W. S. Mrs. Frank Marden and
family returned to
Houghton, which recently sank in Long tlieir home in
Summerville, Mass., last MonIsland Sound, has arrived home. He says
.Mr. and Mrs. 1*. W. Ayer and daughday
the crew saved their personal effects.
Mrs. Marden, attended the fair at Bangor
Searsport has been entertaining librarians ....Mrs. Fred Yose spent last week with
the past week, having had visits from Mrs, her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. 1). B. Johnson_
Bean, librarian <>1 Brookline, Mass., and Miss Henrietta Johnson, of Dorchester,
Mrs. Wood, librarian of Saginaw Mich.
Mass., returned to her home Manday last.
Miss Eaunv Ford, who has been visiting
X\ hite s Corner. Sidney C. Thompson
n Thoinaston, relumed
Tuesday. During celebrated his 21st birthday, Aug. lbth, by a
her absence Mr. E. A. Champney, of Kock- lawn
party in front of his father’s residence.
!and, has had charge of the telegraph oiiiee One hundred or more guests were present.
<*. A.

water.

....

Capt. Win. Carlon, of Nashua, N. Ji., who
visiting his brother George, says lie enjoy-shaking old friends by the hand more

Captains

hot

bleeper

s

he IV.

with

Boston, is doing the work.

POOR & $0lf,DflUGG®

Waldo Center.
l)r. I. M. Luce is in
Merrimae. Mass.Mrs. ('ora Evans is
teaching in the Evans district.... Nellie M.
Luce, has returned to Chelsea, Me., to take
charge <*f her school ;it that place.. .Among
the late guests at Mr. and Mrs. Miles Luce's
an* Mr. and Mrs. 1*. Hayes, with masters.
Gallic and Ralph, of Chelsea. Me.: Miss
Adelaide Gurney and sister, of Belfast: Mi-..
M. J. Dow "f Brooks; Miss Marion Bartlett
and brother Wales, of Center Montville:
Mrs. Hannah Hussey, of Waldo Station.

among

of

prices

have been spending the summer with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Files, have returned to Burnham... .Miss Lulu Coffin visited friends in Bangor last week....Mrs. B.
A. Files has been very sick, hut is slowly improving... .The first high school in (list. No.
•’> began last Monday, Mis* Bertha Hillman,
of Troy, teacher.

Tin-

Christian,

j®"“Big

who

Next Sunday morning a special sermon
w
i be delivered on “The Essentials of True
Citizenship,” in the Methodist church.

his store heated

Carter’s Tooth Liquid

.Walter T. Edmonds and wife were
in Bangor last week ...A party from Dixiiiont, Monroe and Winterport are camping
in Weed's Grove.
ward.

Centre Montville. Hon. S. L. Milliken
Castinb. Capt. Jefferson Devereux died
Saturday, aged eighty-two years. His fun- addressed the citizens of this, his native
eral took place Sunday, Rev. J. F. Locke of- town, Aug. -list. The hearty applause indificiating-The summer visitors are leaving cated the appreciation of a large audience.
on every steamer-AV. G.
Sargent is having -The school in Dist. No. 7 began Sept. 5th,
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N. S. LORD.

Sail

Maker
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Safe for Sale.
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